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Voices after midnight – How a night out affects voice
quality
Alexandra Berger1,2, Rosanna Hedström Lindenhäll1,2, Mattias Heldner2, Sofia
Karlsson1,2, Sarah Nyberg Pergament1,2, Ivan Vojnovic1,2,
1
Department of Clinical Science, Intervention and Technology, Division of Speech
and Language Pathology, Karolinska Institutet, Sweden
2
Department of Linguistics, Stockholm University, Sweden
alexandra.berger@stud.ki.se, rosanna.lindenhall@stud.ki.se,
mattias.heldner@ling.su.se, sofia.karlsson.3@stud.ki.se,
sarah.nyberg.pergament@stud.ki.se, ivan.vojnovic@stud.ki.se
This study aimed at examining how
different acoustic voice quality parameters were affected by the voice strain
induced by a night out talking in a noisy
environment, and what effects can be
observed the following day. The parameters examined in this study were
jitter (cycle-to-cycle variations in frequency), shimmer (cycle-to-cycle variations in amplitude) (Titze, 1995), LTAS
(long time average spectrum) and mean
pitch.
Following Södersten, Ternström, &
Bohman (2005) we expected the mean
pitch to increase and that LTAS would
indicate a decrease in vocal fry in the
second recording. Furthermore, as previous results imply that female speakers
tend to increase glottal closure after
speaking in loud conditions (Linville,
1995), we hypothesized that jitter and
shimmer would decrease continuously
from the first to the third recording.

Abstract
This study aimed to investigate how
different parameters of the voice (jitter,
shimmer, LTAS and mean pitch) are
affected by a late night out. Three recordings were made: one early evening
before the night out, one after midnight,
and one on the next day. Each recording
consisted of a one minute reading and
prolonged vowels. Five students took
part in the experiment. Results varied
among the participants, but some patterns were noticeable in all parameters.
A trend towards increased mean pitch
during the second recording was observed among four of the subjects.
Somewhat unexpectedly, jitter and
shimmer decreased between the first
and second recordings and increased in
the third one. Due to the lack of ethical
testing, only a small number of participants were included. A larger sample is
suggested for future research in order to
generalize results.

Method
To test our hypotheses we made three
recordings and compared a number of
voice quality measures in these. The
first recording (R1) occurred at 7 pm on
a Friday evening. The subjects each
read a text of approximately one minute
and then pronounced a prolonged [a].
The second recording (R2) took place at
half past midnight, after four hours in a
bar, where background noise level was
measured. The third recording (R3) was
done at noon the next day. The subjects
reported differences in sleep duration

Introduction
It is well known that the general volume at pubs, discotheques and similar
venues is very loud and that as a guest
you have to raise your voice significantly in order to make yourself heard.
Speakers tend to raise their voices in
loud conditions. This is known as the
Lombard effect (Lane & Tranel, 1971).
This type of voice behavior can result
in vocal fatigue, temporary hoarseness
and may in the long run cause vocal
disorders (Vilkman, 2000).
1
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(from 2 hours of sleep to 7 hours) as
well as differences in alcohol intake.

(R1, R2, R3) on three different voice
quality measures: mean pitch, jitter, and
shimmer. We used repeated contrasts to
compare R1 vs. R2, and R2 vs. R3,
respectively. Mauchly’s test indicated
that the assumption of spherizity was
met in all three ANOVAS, therefore we
will report the tests assuming spherizity
below.

Equipment
The recordings were done in 16-bit,
44.1 kHz with the application Røde rec
LE (version 2.8.1) for iPhone 4 (version
7.0.3) and a Røde smartLav, tie clip,
with a mouth-to-mic distance of 20 cm.
Data was later analyzed in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2014). Noise
level was measured with the application
Buller (version 1.5) running on an iPhone 4S.

Results
Environmental noise
Measurements of the environmental
noise were done repeatedly during one
hour. These measurements showed that
the background noise level varied between 80 and 92 dB(A), which is a
normal noise level at these types of
venues, but is indeed a strenuous environment for dialogue.

Subjects
The five participants consisted of four
women and one man. Mean age was 26
years with standard deviation of 2.9
years. All of the subjects were speech
and language pathology students from
Karolinska Institutet. None of the five
reported any voice problems. One of
them, henceforth referred to as S1,
smokes on a daily basis. All were informed of the potential health risks and
participated voluntarily in the experiment.

Mean pitch
Figure 1 shows the mean pitch in the
different recording sessions for the individual subjects.

Analysis
All voice quality analyses were performed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink,
2014). Mean pitch was measured for
each one-minute text reading using the
To Pitch… and Get Mean… functions in
Praat. LTAS was calculated from the
complete audio recordings (text reading
plus vowels) in each session. The
LTAS analyses were based on downsampled (10 or 11 kHz) and inverse
filtered versions of the original audio
recordings. The To LPC (burg) function
in Praat was used for the inverse filtering. Perturbation measures of local jitter
and shimmer were taken in the prolonged vowels, using the voice report
function in Praat.
Differences in voice quality across
the three recordings from each participant were tested using repeated
measures ANOVAS. We used one-way
repeated-measures ANOVAS to compare the effect of the recording session

Figure 1. Mean pitch (in semitones relative
to 100 Hz) in the three recording sessions
for the individual subjects.

Evidently, four out of the five subjects
had about 0.5 to 1 semitones higher
pitch after midnight, and all subjects
had a lower pitch on the day after although the amounts differed.
A one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA showed that there was a significant effect of recording session on
mean pitch (averaged across subjects),
F(2,8) = 10.41, p = .006. Contrasts
revealed that mean pitch was signifi2
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cantly lower in R3 than in R2,
F(1,4) = 13.36, p = .022, and furthermore that R2 and R1 were not significantly
different,
F(1,4) = 2.09,
p = .222.

F(1,4) = 8.29, p = .045, and furthermore that R2 also was significantly
lower
than
R3,
F(1,4) = 15.30,
p = .017.

LTAS
There was a lot of individual variation
in the LTAS results for the five participants. Figure 2 shows an example from
one subject (S5). For some of the subjects, there were clear differences between recordings while two of the participants showed little variation. Some
subjects showed a more rapid decline
within the first 1000 Hertz on R3 compared to the previous recordings indicating a steeper spectral slope.

Figure 3. Jitter (in %) in the three recording
sessions for the individual subjects. The
grey horizontal line indicates the MDVP
threshold of pathology for Jitter.

Sound pressure level (dB/Hz)

80

-20

Shimmer
Figure 4 shows the average shimmer
values in the different recording sessions for the individual subjects. All
individual values but two were below
the MDVP shimmer threshold of pathology of 3.810% (Kay Elemetrics,
2008). Again, unexpectedly, four out of
five participants had the highest shimmer values in R1 and lower values in
R2.

5500

0
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 2. Example of LTAS curves from
participant S5. The x-axis shows frequency
(Hz) whilst the y-axis is showing sound
pressure level (dB/Hz). The different lines
represent the recordings: R1=middle line
R2=upper line, R3=bottom line.

Jitter
Figure 3 shows the average jitter values
in the different recording sessions for
the individual subjects. All individual
values were clearly below the MultiDimensional Voice Program (MDVP)
jitter threshold of pathology of
≤1.040% (Kay Elemetrics, 2008).
Somewhat unexpectedly, four out five
participants had the highest jitter values
in R1 and lower jitter value in R2 than
in R1 and R3.
A one-way repeated-measures
ANOVA showed that there was a significant effect of recording session also
on jitter, F(2,8) = 5.33, p = .034. Contrasts revealed that jitter was significantly lower in R2 than in R1,

Figure 4. Shimmer (in %) in the three recordings sessions for the individual subjects.
The grey horizontal line shows the MDVP
threshold of pathology for Shimmer.

A one-way repeated-measures ANOVA
showed that recording session did not
have a significant effect on jitter,
3
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F(2,8) = 0.78, p = .49. However, if the
participant which behaved qualitatively
different from the others was excluded,
there was a significant effect,
F(2,6) = 5.60, p = .042.

motivate ethically due to the possible
health effects of this study.
We also suggest monitoring how
the individual voices behave in loud
environments in order to identify possible differences in voice behavior. Such
differences might have an effect on the
voice quality of the voices after a given
occasion.

Discussion and conclusions
This study investigated the effects of
speaking in a loud and noisy environment. Although, the results varied
across subjects, certain recurring patterns were observed. As expected the
mean pitch increased from R1 to R2
and decreased to R3. Surprisingly, all
subjects except S1 decreased in both
jitter and shimmer from R1 to R2 and
increased to R3, although not to the
same level as R1. Our theory is that the
subjects were more vocally warmed up
at R2, which might explain these results.
S1 differed from the others and increased in both jitter and shimmer during R2. This participant had results,
which did not correlate with the others,
even in pitch measures. We speculate
that the individual differences can be
explained by external factors such as
alcohol consumption, cigarette smoking
and amount of sleep. S1 had the largest
intake of alcohol and cigarettes as well
as only three hours of sleep.
Concerning LTAS there were not
any strong differences between recordings, which may be due to environmental conditions during the recordings...
Since this is a pilot study with only
a small number of participants it is difficult to get significant results. Also,
because this study is explorative, it
might be more interesting to look at the
main effects of the experiment, rather
than focusing on significance.
Because of the obvious problems in
generalizing our results to a larger population we suggest a larger sample for
future research. However, using a larger
randomized sample might be hard to
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Emotional Finnish Speech: Evidence from Automatic
Classification Experiments
Juhani Toivanen
Diaconia University of Applied Sciences, Finland
juhani.toivanen@diak.fi
material was produced by fourteen professional actors (eight men, six women)
from Oulu City Theatre in Finland. The
subjects were aged between 26 and 50,
and were all speakers of the same
northern variety of Finnish. The speakers simulated the following basic emotions while reading out a phonetically
rich text of 120 words adapted from a
newspaper article: neutral, sadness,
anger, and happiness.
The audio recordings were made in
an anechoic chamber using high quality
equipment, and the acoustic analysis
was carried out with f0Tool (developed
by MediaTeam Language and Audio
Technology Group). Currently, f0Tool
is capable of analyzing over 40 acoustic/prosodic parameters fully automatically from a speech sample of any duration (Toivanen et al., 2004). The parameters are f0-related, intensity related, temporal and spectral features (Suomi et al., 2008).
The general f0-based parameters
were: mean f0, median f0, maximum
f0, minimum f0, f0 range, 5th fractile of
f0, and 95th fractile of f0. The parameters describing the dynamics of f0 were:
average f0 fall/rise during a continuous
voiced segment, average steepness of f0
fall/rise, maximum f0 fall/rise during a
continuous voiced segment, and maximum steepness of f0 fall/rise. The intensity-related were e.g. the following:
mean RMS intensity, median RMS intensity, intensity range, 5th fractile of
intensity, 95th fractile of intensity, and
the average range between the fractiles.
The temporal parameters were e.g. the
following: average duration of voiced
segments, average duration of unvoiced
segments shorter than 300 ms, maximum duration of voiced segments, and

Abstract
Emotional Finnish speech: a contradiction in terms? Stereotypical views
aside, emotional expression does exist
in spoken Finnish, as in all languages.
The vocal repertoire may be somewhat
more limited than in some other languages, Finnish hardly being an intonation language par excellence, but recent
evidence shows that, at least at the nonintonational level, there are systematic
vocal features of emotion in spoken
Finnish. In this paper, research on this
area is reviewed.

Introduction
There is the persistent stereotype that
Finns do not use prosodic signals in
speech as freely and intensively as
speakers of some other languages (e.g.
Italians). Stereotypically, it has been
assumed that Finns tolerate long silences in conversation and are reluctant to
engage in spontaneous small talk with
strangers in communicative situations
(consider the portrait of a Finn in a
Kaurismäki movie). While there is
some literature on the emotional aspects
of some intonation contours in spoken
Finnish, the vocal expression of emotion in continuous Finnish speech is
understood very poorly. For example,
Laukkanen et al. (1996) present relevant data on the vocal expression of
emotion in Finnish but the speech segments (syllables) are very limited durationally and communicatively.
In this paper, results on the correlation between vocal parameters and
emotion in spoken Finnish are presented. The research on this subject was
carried out utilizing the MediaTeam
Emotional Speech Corpus. The speech
5
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maximum duration of silence segments.
Ratio parameters were e.g. the following: ratio of speech to long unvoiced
segments and ratio of silence/speech
segments. The spectral features concerned the proportion of low-frequency
energy (below 500/1000 Hz). Additional parameters were jitter and shimmer.
Jitter is defined as the amount of random cycle-to-cycle variation between
adjacent pitch periods in vocal fold vibration; it is thus a measure of f0 perturbation. Shimmer is the amount of
cycle-to-cycle variation in amplitude
between adjacent pitch periods.

5%-95% f0 range
Shimmer
Jitter
Intensity variation

The highest f0 value and the lowest f0
value are absolute values, and are not
often very useful parameters as they
may actually be “accidental” values,
representing shifts into the falsetto register and the creak register, respectively.

Discussion
The existing literature suggests that the
computer achieved quite a good discrimination rate. It has been argued
that, in a speaker-independent task, as
in this experiment, the performance
level can reach 60-70% for three basic
emotions (ten Bosch, 2003). Looking at
the best feature vector in the classification task, it was observed that, to express emotion vocally, the speakers
used cues largely similar to those reported for other languages, i.e. variations in energy, speech rate and pitch.
The optimal set of parameters in the
classification procedure consisted of
intensity range, maximum f0 range during a continuous voiced segment, ratio
of silence-to-speech, 5%-95% f0 range,
shimmer, jitter and intensity variation.
This set clearly reflects the “liveliness” of the speech: intensity range, f0
range, the dynamics of f0 change as
well as the amount of speech within a
speaking turn obviously correlate with
the activity level of the speech situation
and the speaker. It can thus be argued
that Finns use prosody to express affect
in speech in a way that must be essentially similar to the vocal expression of
emotion reported for major languages
such as English and French. Showing
that the same prosodic parameters are
utilized in the emotion portrayals
through voice, and demonstrating that
emotional spoken Finnish is not qualitatively different from other languages,
these research findings hopefully serve
to dispel some myths about the characteristics of Finnish speech.

Evidence from classification experiments
Speaker-independent classification was
performed using the K-NearestNeighbour (kNN) classifier, which is
applied as a standard non-parametric
method in statistical pattern recognition, leave-one-out was used for evaluating classifier performance. The level
of automatic classification of emotions
reached a level of just below 70 % with
the prosodic patterns given in Table 1
that represent seven dimensions in the
classification procedure, intensity range
being the single most important cue.
Note that the intensity range alone produced a classification capacity of over
50%, and that intensity range and maximum f0 rise during a voiced segment
together yielded a classification rate
exceeding 54%, and so on. Note also
that with three parameters, the classification accuracy already exceeds 60%.
Table 1. Emotional cues in spoken Finnish
for the computer.

Acoustic feature

Intensity range
Maximum f0 rise
during a voiced
segment
Ratio of silence-tospeech ratio

65.0%
66.1%
68.6%
69.6%

Cumulative
classification
accuracy
51.1%
54.6%
63.2%

6
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An interesting product of the experiment is the 7% difference between the
performance levels for the computer
and the human listeners, demonstrating
that the human listeners utilized acoustic/prosodic parameters unavailable to
the computer. The computer can utilize
only automatically computable prosodic
primitives, while the human listener
also pays attention to the linguistically
relevant prosodic phenomena. What
might these phenomena be?
In spoken Finnish, the basic nonaffective utterance contains a descending f0 curve with rising-falling peaks in
the syllables of the accentuated words.
The point is that accents, which are
signaled tonally, probably tend to cooccur with special emotional content in
speech. The human listener will hear
these accents as discrete phonological
phenomena but the classifier (i.e. the
computer) is not, as yet, capable of this.
Thus the human listener has access to
more information than the computer in
evaluating the affective dimensions of
speech – as the observed performance
level in the data indeed suggests.
To elaborate, in spoken Finnish, a
thematic accent is realized as a gentle
rise-fall, typically occurring on lexical
items, a rhematic accent is a more
prominent rise-fall on the accented
word (Suomi et al., 2003; Suomi et al.,
2008). These two accents are not realized durationally. A contrastive accent,
on the other hand, is realized as an even
more prominent rise-fall with increased
segmental duration. Finally, the emphatic accent is not a phonological phenomenon as such as it reflects the degree of emotion rather than the degree
of contrast in a speech situation. With
the emphatic accent, all prosodic features (f0, intensity, duration) can increase “unlimitedly” (relatively speaking) in unison with the speaker’s affective state. In spoken emotional Finnish,
the dynamic aspects of f0 variation (e.g.
maximum f0 rise) probably have an
important role from the perceptual
viewpoint. In addition to signaling the
beginning of accent (Suomi et al.,

2008), f0 rises in all likelihood also
occur in utterances which are “globally
emotional”: they do not just mark off
single accentuated words but they represent speaking turns which are emotional throughout. As is well-known, a
rising intonation is relatively rare in
standard spoken Finnish – unless an
emotional (or in some other way strong)
dimension is intended. Utterances with
high rising tones can be assumed to
convey strong emotional meanings (annoyance, incredulity, etc.) in spoken
Finnish. Again, it must be noted that the
current classifier does not “hear” these
syntactic features of rising f0 movements (in final position) in an utterance.
By contrast, the human listeners can be
expected to be fully aware of this kind
of “marked” prosody in a speaking turn.
It should also be noted that these phonological (emotion-related) f0 features
certainly exist in spoken Finnish regardless of the possibility that Finnish
is not, phonologically, as tonal as some
other languages. The degree of tonality
may be “small” only in comparison
with other languages: the languagespecific tonal features are quite distinct
in Finnish to separate contrastive accents from thematic ones, and emotional speech from non-emotional speech.
The results of this classification experiments offer (indirect) support for
the hypothesis that discrete nongradable phonological features – accents and utterance-level intonation
contours – also convey affective content in Finnish. This has implications
for the development of classification
methods. It will not be enough to concentrate on the automatically measurable phonetic variables; at some point,
the classifier must tackle the more abstract prosodic patterns if the aim is to
ultimately improve the emotion discrimination performance level. An important future direction in the development of classification methods would
be to model the abstract f0 phenomena
in a computable way. There is no reason to assume that this would be an
impossible task in the long run. Essen7
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tially, what is needed is the gradual
development of language-specific models of legitimate phonological f0 contours, which the classifier must be
trained to recognize. Eventually, in the
classification procedure, the constantly
varying prosodic features and the more
abstract features must be combined.

and as more abstract (“phonological” or
“linguistic”) phenomena, and there is
no reason to assume that some of these
levels would be irrelevant from the
viewpoint of the vocal communication
of emotion. Finally, the results suggest
that contrastive research on human vs.
computer categorization of emotions is
promising, and that, in the near future,
computer recognition of human vocal
emotions may approach a natural state.

Conclusions
Some conclusions about the cues for
emotion in spoken Finnish seem possible. Firstly, features of f0 and intensity
have been found to accompany emotional Finnish speech – this is probably
a universal phenomenon in the expression of emotion. Secondly, the performance level of the human classification
of emotion exceeds that of the automatic classification. Although this is not
surprising in itself, it can be argued that
phonological features f0 variation, especially rising f0, are emotion-carrying
features in spoken Finnish, in addition
to the global constantly varying average
features of f0, intensity, duration, etc.
Also in this respect, it can be argued
that Finnish, a small language in a small
language group, is not qualitatively
different from major Indo-European
languages. This finding contradicts stereotypical notions of (the lack of) emotionality in the Finnish language. In
languages, in general, prosodic parameters are hierarchically organized as concrete (“phonetic” or “paralinguistic”)
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The intonation’s effects on speech intelligibility
and attitudes
Sara Marklund1, 2, Jesper Zackariasson1, 2
Department of Philosophy, Linguistics and Theory of Science
2
Department of Clinical Neuroscience and Rehabilitation Division of Speech and
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portant parts as communicative markers
(Vassière, 2006). Amongst other topics
not much research has been done exploring any eventual connection between intonation and intelligibility.
However, a study that was made by
Francuz (2010) touches on the subject.
Francuz conclusion was that intonation
affects how well listeners comprehend
newsreaders messages. Furthermore, a
study made by Braun, Dainora & Ernestus (2011) showed that an unfamiliar
intonation pattern slows down the processing of speech and thereby reduces
intelligibility, which indicates the importance of intonation. Since intonation
constitutes a large part of human communication this was an area that awoke
our interest. Intonation gives the listener information about an utterance, such
as if it is a question or a statement
(Vassière, 2006). Other functions of
intonation are emphasis and the display
of attitudes, for example if the speaker
is ironic. It also functions as a marker
for turn taking in conversations. Rebecca Hincks has done several studies
where she puts emphasis on the importance of a varied intonation when
giving lectures and doing presentations
(Hincks, 2005; Hincks & Edlund,
2009). She has done research on how a
varied intonation can be obtained in
oral presentations held in one’s second
language through feedback. However,
we wanted to explore whether there in
fact is a significant difference in speech
intelligibility depending on which type
of intonation pattern one uses, a monotone or a lively. We also wanted to explore how a listener perceives a speaker

Abstract
Intonation is a phenomenon that constitutes a large part of human communication. Despite this fact it is an area that is
relatively unexplored, particularly in
Swedish. This study examines whether
the pattern of intonation affects the intelligibility of spoken language and
how the listener perceives the speaker
with five different attitudes to choose
from. This is a quantitative cross section study where mail based questionnaires were used. 46 participants were
included in the study, half of them listened to a recitation of a short text with
lively intonation and the remaining half
listened to the same text but recited
with a monotone intonation. This study
shows that there is a significant difference of speech intelligibility between
the two different intonation patterns.
Speech intelligibility is larger in the
group who listened to the recording
with lively intonation. There is also a
significant difference between the participant groups regarding the evaluation
of the attitudes sympathetic, dedicated
and irritated. The results of this study
are applicable in areas such as teaching,
news casts and lectures.

Background
The idea of this study emerged when
reading a chapter by Vaissière (2006)
which was focused around the subject
of intonation. It became clear that intonation is an area that has not been fully
explored. Particularly few studies have
been done on the subject in Swedish,
even though it is a language with rich
patterns of intonation which play im9
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based on the pattern of intonation that is
used.
Our hypothesis for this study was
that speech with a monotone intonation
would be less intelligible than speech
with lively intonation. This belief arose
from personal experiences where
speech with a monotone intonation has
been considered strenuous to listen to
resulting in a decrease of interest of the
speech. Furthermore, without varied
intonation important communication
markers such as emphasis and focusing
becomes lost which makes it more difficult to obtain the message. We also
hypothesized that speech with monotone intonation would be perceived as
irritated, unsympathetic and uncommitted, whereas speech with a lively intonation would be perceived as dedicated,
sympathetic and possibly naïve. Speech
with a very lively intonation was also
believed to be perceived as unnatural or
artificial (Vaissière, 2006).

the one with monotone intonation. The
study was randomized with a restriction
in the distribution in terms of gender. In
the group who listened to lively intonation 9 participants were men and 14
were women. In the group that listened
to monotone intonation 7 participants
were men and 16 were women. An
equal amount of participants in each
group (8 people) knew the person who
read the text on the recording since before. The age of the participants varied
between 20-35 years. However, two of
the participants were older than 40
years, one in each group.
The participants of both groups
were asked to listen to the recording
just once and then answer five questions concerning the content of the recorded text, three multiple choice answers were given to each question. The
participants were also asked to fill in a
form where they could rate from 0 (not
at all) to 5 (very much) how they perceived the speaker. The attitudes the
participants were asked to rate were:
sympathetic, dedicated, irritated, artificial and naïve. We e-mailed the instructions to the participants and attached the
sound file and questionnaires separately. Their answers were e-mailed back to
the authors.
Two very different types of intonation patterns were used, a monotone
and a lively, so that a clear result could
be extracted. Two separate listening
groups were chosen so that the participants would not hear the text read two
times and thereby learn it. Furthermore,
since the participants did not know
there was a second recording, the purpose of the study remained hidden so it
would not affect the results.
The text that was used in this study
was chosen because it seemed to keep
an appropriate level of difficulty, not
too easy nor too difficult. The text was
about chameleons which was considered a subject not completely unfamiliar to people nor was it too easy. Multiple choice answers to the questions
were chosen so that it would not be too
difficult for the participants to answer

Method
To be able to answer these questions a
male speaker reading a short text about
chameleons was recorded in two settings, one with a lively intonation and
the other one with a monotone intonation. The following data was collected
from the program Praat. The mean value of the pitch, amplitude and duration
was kept on approximately the same
level in both of the recordings. The duration of the recordings was 64 seconds
each. The pitch in the recording with
lively intonation varied between 76 Hz
and 210.6 Hz, the mean pitch was 114.7
Hz. The pitch in the recording with
monotone intonation varied between 75
Hz and 143.4 Hz, the mean pitch was
104.7 Hz. The mean value of the amplitude in the recording with lively intonation was 72.5 dB and in the one with
monotone intonation 74 dB.
The number of participants in this
study was 46. Without knowing there
was any other type of recording than
the one they listened to, half of the participants listened to the recording with
lively intonation and the other half to
10
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the questions since they only were allowed to hear the recording once. Furthermore, multiple-choice answers
made it easier to compare the results
whereas open questions would have
been more difficult to analyze. When
deciding the rating scale for the attitudes, even steps were chosen so that
the participants had to take a stand and
not just choose the middle alternative.
Attitudes were chosen that we associate
with a monotone respectively lively
intonation (Vaissière, 2006). The results
of the test were analyzed in the program
SPSS using the t-test for independent
variables. The alfa-level was set at 0.05.

The extract was retrieved from Faktoider by Peter Olausson (2010).
The questionnaire the participants
were asked to fill out after listening to
the recitation contained the following
questions, they are here translated from
Swedish:
What are the chameleons primary colours?
a) The answer was not given in the text
b) Black and brown
c) Gray, brown and green
Why does the chameleon change its
colour?
a) Camouflage
b) Depending on mood
c) To scare off threatening enemies
Which is the most common colour that
chameleons assume?
a) A sand coloured nuance
b) The answer was not given in the text
c) Dark green
What does every chameleon owner usually know?
a) That the chameleon assume a dark
nuance when its aggressive
b) That the chameleon can assume
many different colours
c) They are very sociable
In what context does the chameleon get
stressed?
a) When they are surprised
b) The answer was not given in the text
c) When their nest is threatened.

Materials
The recited text used in the study was in
Swedish, the following text is a translation of that text:
The Chameleon
Surely chameleons can change their
colour, but they do not do it depending
on their environment. From the beginning they have a primary colour which
makes them difficult to discover such as
other gray, brown and green lizards.
Moreover, they can change their colour
and pattern depending on the temperature and the light conditions, which
gives it a further camouflaging effect.
But above all they change their colour
depending on their mood – the main
point is therefore communicative. For
example, dark colours signals that the
chameleon is stressed or/and aggressive, which every chameleon owner
knows. Many of the changes are incidentally very colourful and therefore
everything else but camouflaging. Furthermore, they cannot assume any colour, although verymany.
There are other lizards that can
change their colour, but far from as
spectacularly as the chameleons. Some
octopuses can camouflage themselves
effectively by assuming the appearance
of their environment, and they do it very
fast, just like many people think chameleons do.

Results
Results of intelligibility for lively intonation
Questionnaire (maximal score 5):
Max: 5
Min: 2
Mean: 4.04
Median: 4
Results of intelligibility for monotone
intonation
Questionnaire (maximal score 5):
Max: 5
Min: 1
Mean: 3.17
Median: 3
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Table 1. Results of the attitude form (scale 0-5) for lively intonation

Max
Min
Mean
Median

Sympathetic

Dedicated

Irritated

Artificial

Naïve

5
2
3.61
4

5
1
3.35
3

2
0
0.13
0

5
0
3
3

4
0
1.74
1

Table 2. Results of the attitude form (scale 0-5) for monotone intonation

Max
Min
Mean
Median

Sympathetic

Dedicated

Irritated

Artificial

Naïve

5
0
1.87
4

4
0
1.22
3

3
0
0.87
0

5
0
2.43
3

4
0
1.22
1

There is a significant difference between the two listening groups. The
group that listened to the recitation with
lively intonation scored a significantly
higher mean sum on the questionnaire
than the group that listened to the recitation with monotone intonation. More
exactly 3.17 respectively 4.04, p=0.010.
In terms of the attitudes sympathetic,
dedicated and irritated the difference
between the groups is also significant.
The group that listened to the lively
intonation estimated the attitudes sympathetic (p=0.000) and dedicated
(p=0.000) higher and the attitude irritated (p=0.008) lower than the group
that listened to the monotone intonation. There was no significant difference regarding the ratings of the attitudes naive (p=0.252) and artificial
(p=0.205) between the groups.

who recited the text. This could of
course have affected their judgments of
the attitudes. However, this was compensated for by having an equal amount
of familiar listeners in each group so
that it would not influence the final
results.
This study investigated recited text
material and therefore it is difficult to
tell how generalizable the results are to
other modalities such as spontaneous
speech.
The sound quality in the material
was not optimal since there was some
disturbing noise. On the other hand this
noise was equally loud for each listener
in both of the groups and should therefore not bias the results.
Since the test material was sent by
email we have not been able to ensure
that the participants followed the instructions and listened to the recording
only once. We have also not been able
to control the listening environment nor
that the participants used equivalent
equipment.
The results show that a significant
difference in comprehension can be
seen after only 64 seconds of speech. It
is not difficult to imagine that listening
to a long speech segment with monotone intonation would affect the listeners ability to maintain his or hers concentration and attention, which in turn
would affect the intelligibility. But as

Discussion and conclusion
The results in this study support our
hypothesis. The participants that listened to the monotone intonation scored
a significantly lower mean sum on the
questionnaire than the participants that
listened to the lively intonation. This
study shows that there is a connection
between intonation and intelligibility.
We have seen that a monotone intonation reduces intelligibility.
A few of the participants (8 in each
group) were familiar with the person
12
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we have seen in this study, after listening to only 64 seconds of speech with a
monotone intonation, a time frame during which a healthy young adult should
be able to keep his or her concentration,
the intelligibility is affected and decreases.
It would be desirable to do further
research on this area and investigate
how the intelligibility is affected in
other modalities. The study made by
Francuz (2010) showed that intonation
affects how well listeners comprehend
newsreaders messages. Therefore, results of future studies could possibly be
applied in many areas, for example lectures, education and for newsreaders to
maximize intelligibility.
Our ambition was to choose questions that were not too easy nor too
hard, but of varied difficulty level. It is
difficult to tell if the questions were
well balanced since we did not use a
neutral intonation pattern to compare
with. If the questions were too unbalanced in difficulty level then we assume
that the intonation pattern is of less importance for intelligibility.
The results of the attitude form
support our initial hypothesis, the voice
with lively intonation was perceived as
more sympathetic and dedicated. However there was no significant difference
in the attitude naïve between the two
groups. One explanation for this result
could be that naïve is hard to estimate
because it is a word that is not as frequently used as the other attitudes in the
study and people might have different
connotations of the word.
The attitude irritated was estimated
low in both groups but significantly
higher in the group who listened to the
monotone intonation compared to the
other group. Before the study was performed we expected the attitude irritated to be estimated generally higher. An
explanation for the current results could
be that a monotone intonation is not
associated with any form of engagement and therefore nor irritation.
There was no significant difference
in the attitude artificial between the

groups but it was estimated relatively
high in both groups. One explanation
for this could be that an exaggerated
intonation pattern, whether it is monotone or lively, is deviant in Swedish and
therefore sounds artificial (Vaissière,
2006). A study made by Braun et al
(2011) shows that unfamiliar intonation
patterns slow down the processing of
speech and thus reduces intelligibility.
These findings correspond with our
results.
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Instability in simple speech motor sequences –
an overview of measures and what they really quantify
Fredrik Karlsson
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Abstract
The sequencing of speech motor gestures may be impaired in patients with conditions that affect either the functioning of active articulators or regions in the brain
involved in speech motor control. Oral diadochokinesis is an established tool for the
assessment of speech motor function, and has primarily been studied in terms of rate
and stability in the syllable productions. Syllable rate has achieved a coherent quantification across reports due to the simple nature of what is being quantified. Attempted quantifications of the concept of syllable production instability, however,
are much more diverse, with most measures being incomparable to the others due to
different underlying definitions of the concept of instability. In this talk, I will present and overview of recently used quantifications of instability or regularity of
speech production, and illustrate which aspect of instability they could claim to
quantify. Specific cases of measures that may either lead to erroneous conclusions to
be drawn or be of reduced scientific value due to high levels of uncertainty in the
interpretation will be highlighted.
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the end. In many dialects, including
Stockholm and Gothenburg, the gesture
for /iː/ and /yː/ is achieved by the
tongue dorsum as [ij] and [yj], while the
lips are used for /ʉ̟ː/ as [ʉ̟β] (McAllister
et al., 1996; Hadding et al., 1974). A
different tongue gesture is used in
Malmöhus Swedish. Here /iː, yː, ʉ̟ː/ are
realised as [e͡ i, ø͡ y, ø͡ ʉ̟] (Bruce, 2010).
Another fairly common realisation
of /iː/ and /yː/ in Swedish is as [ɨː] and
[ʉ̟ː]. i.e. with a “damped” quality often
referred to as Viby-colouring (Bruce,
2010; Ladefoged & Maddiesson, 1996).
There is disagreement in the Swedish
phonetics literature if the major constriction for the damped /iː/ and /yː/ is
further front compared to their regular
counterparts, and basically alveolar, or
instead further back and rather central
(Björsten et al, 1999; Engstrand et al.,
2000). However, as adequate articulatory data seem to be lacking, these views
are at best intelligent speculations.
In Schötz et al. (2013) we investigated the articulatory dynamics of /iː,
yː, ʉ̟ː/ in Gothenburg Swedish (GS) and
Malmöhus Swedish (MS), spoken in
and near Gothenburg and Malmö, respectively, using Functional Data Analysis. In MS, we found that the position
of the tongue body was significantly
lower for /ʉ̟ː/ than for /iː/ and /yː/. In
GS, the speakers could be subdivided
into two different types according to
their articulation patterns; type GS1
resembled MS, while type GS2 had
higher tongue body for /ʉ̟ː/.
The purpose of this study was to
extend our findings by including Stockholm Swedish (SS), spoken in and near
Stockholm, and compare the tongue

Abstract
Articulatory data were collected for the
Swedish vowels /iː, yˌ, ʉ̟ː/ from nine
speakers each of Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmöhus Swedish, and the
tongue positions and their dynamics
analysed using Functional Data Analysis (FDA). Results showed that the general tongue positions for /iː/ and /yː/ are
similar and clearly different from /ʉ̟ː/ in
all three dialects. Variation within the
Stockholm and Gothenburg groups led
to a subdivision into two types, where
the tongue positions of type 1 resembled Malmöhus Swedish more. Several
differences in tongue articulation between types 1 and 2 were observed,
possibly explained by the presence of
Viby-coloured /iː/ and / yː/ in type 2.

Introduction
In the Swedish vowel system, there are
three contrastive long front, close vowels /iː, yː, ʉ̟ː/, characterised by a relatively small acoustic and perceptual
distance. The magnitude of the lip
opening is regarded as the major distinctive feature: unrounded /iː/, outrounded /yː/, and inrounded / ʉ̟ː/ (Fant,
1959; Ladefoged & Maddieson, 1996).
Specifically the contrast between /yː/
and /ʉ̟ː/ is considered highly unusual
among the world’s languages. The
tongue articulation is assumed to be
basically identical, but the documentation of this is incomplete, especially for
the articulatory dynamics (Ladefoged &
Maddieson: 295–6). To maintain the
distinctions between these vowels, they
are often characterised by a slight diphthongisation or consonantal off-glide at
17
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articulation of /iː, yː, ʉ̟ː/ of this dialect
to those of GS and MS. Our aim was to
find out how SS relates to our findings
for MS and GS. Based on the results of
Schötz et al. (2013), we expected the
tongue positions in the dimensions
open–close and front–back to be different for /ʉ̟ː/ than for /iː/, /yː/ in all three
dialects. Furthermore, we expected to
find regional differences in the articulation of /iː/ and /yː/, as Viby-colouring is
more common in SS and GS than in MS
(Bruce, 2010). We also expected to find
a subdivision into two types in both GS
and SS.

speakers were instructed to read each
sentence in their own dialect at a comfortable speech rate. A contour of the
palate was obtained as the speakers
moved their tongue tips back and forth
along the midline of their palate.
Error detection and speaker normalisation
Noise and measurement errors in articulatory data are fairly common due to
quick head movements, sensors moving
too close to each other, sensors breaking or falling off, or calculation errors.
In order to detect and exclude such errors, we used the same two-step process, described in Schötz et al. (2013).
The vowels were segmented manually
in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013)
and used as acoustic landmarks to trim
the data set. Plots for sensors traces 1–3
were used to visually identify and exclude vowels with errors. The remaining errors and outliers were removed
with
the
package
‘robustbase’
(Rousseeuw et al., 2012) in the R statistical environment (R Development Core
Team, 2013). In order to compensate
for differences in oral anatomy between
speakers, data was normalized using zscore transformation.

Material and method
Nine speakers each of SS (3 females, 6
males, age: 21 – 63, mean = 42, sd =
15.2), GS (5 females, 4 males, age: 20 –
47, mean = 29, sd = 10.0), and MS (4
females, 5 males, age: 23 – 62, mean =
43, sd = 11.7) were recorded by means
of electromagnetic articulography along
with a microphone signal using an
AG 500 (Carstens Medizinelektronik).
Twelve sensors were placed on the lips,
jaw and tongue, and also on the nose
ridge and behind the ear to correct for
head movements. Figure 1 shows the
sensor positions and one subject with
sensors attached.

FDA smoothing and aligning
Functional Data Analysis (FDA) is a
technique for timewarping and aligning
a set of signals to examine differences
between them. FDA techniques and
applications to speech analysis were
first introduced by Ramsay et al.
(1996), and further developed by
Lucero et al. (1997), Lucero and
Löfqvist (2005) and Gubian et al.
(2011). In FDA, a function or function
system is fitted to the data, and the fitting coefficients are examined instead
of the original data. A commonly used
function form are B-spline functions
(Ramsey et al. 2009), which are flexible
building blocks for fitting curves to
approximate a large number of different
shapes. By selecting weights for each
spline, the overall shape becomes similar to the actual sensor trace. The details

Figure 1. The twelve sensor positions and a
speaker with the sensors attached.

In this study we focused on the tongue
tip (sensor 1) and body (sensor 2). The
speech material consisted of 15–20 repetitions by each speaker of /iː, yː, ʉ̟ː/ in
carrier sentences of the type “De va inte
hVt utan hVt ja sa” (It was not hVt, but
hVt I said), where the target words containing the vowels were stressed and
produced with contrastive focus. The
sentences were displayed in random
order on a computer screen, and the
18
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are described in Schötz et al. (2013). In
this study, FDA was used to smooth the
sensor traces, and to standardise the
time to facilitate comparisons between
repetitions. All FDA processing was
done using the R package ‘fda’ (see
Schötz et al., 2013 for details).

gesting a higher degree of diphthongisation or coarticulation.
Tongue tip height
Figure 3 shows that the tongue tip
height for /yː/ is higher than for /iː/ and
/ʉ̟ː/ in all varieties except MS, where
/ʉ̟ː/ has the highest contour. Between
varieties there are significant differences
(pairwise functional t-tests, p<0.05) in
the central part of /ʉ̟ː/ between MS and
all others varieties. For GS1-GS2 and
SS1-SS2 the difference is not significant. The dynamics for all the vowels in
all the varieties is represented by slightly rising contours, suggesting closing
diphthongisations, although some individual variation can be observed.

Analysis of tongue articulation
Sensors 1 and 2 were selected to represent the tongue tip and body (see Figure
1). FDA processed contours were plotted for the tongue body and tip dynamics in height and frontness, and the positions and dynamics compared within
as well as across the regional varieties.
Statistical analysis was done with functional t-tests (see Ramsey et al. 2009 for
details), where the t-statistic is a function of time, using the function tperm.fd
in the 'fda' package.

Tongue body frontness
As shown in Figure 4, the tongue body
is more protruded in /iː/ and /yː/ than in
/ʉ̟ː/ in all varieties except GS2, which
displays an opposite pattern except in
the final part of the vowel. /iː/ and /yː/
have similar contours in all varieties,
with the clearest overlap in SS2. The
vowel contours are either rising slightly
(GS1, MS), arch-shaped (e.g. SS1, SS2)
or slightly falling (GS2), suggesting
different diphthongisation strategies.

Results
Generally, the vowel /ʉ̟ː/ displays distinct patterns from /iː/ and /yː/, and /ʉ̟ː/
also varies the most between regions.
Among the SS and GS speakers we
found a subdivision between speakers
(5 type SS1, 4 type GS1) who articulate
the three vowels with similar tongue
positions as the MS speakers, and
speakers (4 type SS2, 5 type GS2) who
generally have different tongue positions compared to the MS speakers.

Tongue tip frontness
Tongue tip frontness is shown in Figure
5. In MS the tongue tip is further back
in /iː/ and /yː/ compared to /ʉ̟ː/, while
the opposite pattern is found for all the
other varieties. Between varieties, we
found significant differences (pairwise
functional t-tests, p<0.05) in the middle
of /ʉ̟ː/ for MS vs. all the others. We also
note somewhat different vowel dynamics in the different vowels and varieties,
suggesting different types of diphthongisation gestures. In SS1 all vowels show
slight forward-backward movements,
but with an earlier timing for /ʉ̟ː/ than
for /iː/ and /yː/. All vowels in GS1
move lightly forward, while they move
backward in GS2. In MS /iː/ and /yː/
show a forward motion, while the archshaped contour for /ʉ̟ː/ suggests a forward-backward-movement.

Tongue body height
Tongue body height is shown in Figure
2. In MS, GS1 and SS1 the position of
the tongue body is lower for /ʉ̟ː/ than
for /iː/ and /yː/, while in GS2 and SS2
the position is higher for /ʉ̟ː/. We found
significant differences between varieties (pairwise functional t-tests, p<0.05)
throughout the vowel in /ʉ̟ː/ for MSGS2, MS-SS2, GS1-GS2 and SS1-SS2.
For MS-GS1 and MS-SS1 the difference is not significant throughout the
whole vowel. The main difference between SS2 and GS2 is that /iː/ has the
lowest tongue body in SS2 while /yː/ is
lower in GS2. SS1 displays slightly
more arched contours for all vowels
compared to the other varieties, sug-
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The intra-regional variation found
in SS and GS led to a subdivision into
the four types SS1, SS2, GS1 and GS2.
A closer look showed that the SS1 and
GS1 speakers were more often from the
outskirts of the Stockholm and Gothenburg areas than the SS2, GS2 speakers.
Furthermore, most SS2 and GS2 speakers had clear Viby-coloured /iː/ and /yː/,
which was not the case for most of the
SS1 and GS1 speakers. No MS speakers used Viby-colouring. The Vibycolouring may offer one explanation for
the differences in tongue articulation. In
future studies, we will investigate this
further by comparing articulatory data
and acoustic data, e.g. formant frequencies.

Discussion
The results of this study indicate that
the tongue articulation for /ʉ̟ː/ is significantly different from /iː/ and /yː/ in
both Stockholm, Gothenburg and
Malmöhus Swedish. Our hypothesis of
different tongue articulation for /ʉ̟ː/
than for /iː/ and /yː/ was thus confirmed.
Considerable regional variation was
observed in this study, not only for each
vowel in the front–back and open–close
dimensions, but also in the vowel dynamics (diphthongisation). MS often
displayed different patterns than SS and
GS, supporting our hypothesis of different articulation strategies in different
regional varieties, at least in part.
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In this study we analysed only two
discrete points and two dimensions of
the tongue: tongue tip and body height
and frontness, and used a standard zscore transformation for speaker normalisation. Although we did not look at
lip rounding, traditionally regarded as
the main difference between /iː/, /yː/
and /ʉ̟ː/, our results clearly show differences between these vowels in tongue
body height as well. In future studies,
we will compare tongue articulation to
lip rounding and we also include a larger number of vowels, e.g. /eː/ and /øː/.
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Schötz and Kügler (2009), and a study
of the prosody of compounds by Schötz
and Asu (2013). Yet, the ES sound system offers plenty of interesting and
unique material for acoustic phonetic
study. One of such is the lateral system
that will be tackled here.
According to H. Lagman (1971:
175–188), ES has a fairly large number
of laterals consisting of the following:
(1) [l]: a voiced dental or alveolar
common to all Scandinavian languages, in most contexts, e.g. lag
(team) and vall (ley, mound),
(2) [ɭ]: a voiced supradental (post alveolar) in the context /r/ + /l/, like
many Swedish and Norwegian dialects (except most with [ʁ]; and
Finland Swedish), e.g. farligheter
[fɑːɭɪhaɪtɵ(ɹ)] (hazards),
(3) [ɽ]: a voiced retroflex flap in some
contexts, as in some Swedish and
Norwegian dialects, e.g. blå [bɽoː]
(blue) and nagel [nɑːɽ] (nail),
(4) [ɬ]: a voiceless alveolar fricative,
used sometimes in the (historic)
contexts /sl-/ and /tl-/, which is
more rare among the Scandinavian
dialects, e.g. slag [ɬoː] (stroke,
blow) and vassle [vaɬː] (whey).
The latter two constitute major developments in the lateral system, one
common to many dialects of Swedish
and Norwegian, and the other idiosyncratic, or at least very rare. The retroflex flap [ɽ], often referred to as ‘cacuminal’ or ‘thick’ /l/, is found in initial
clusters (e.g. flytta [fɽɛte] or [fɽɪtː] ‘to
move’, and blöt [bɽɑʊt] ‘wet’), medially
in some words (e.g. mala [mɔɽɐ] ‘to
grind’), and finally after certain consonants (e.g. fågel [føːɽ] ‘bird’, and
körhjul [keːɾjøːɽ] ‘bicycle’). Swedish

Abstract
This pilot study investigates the Estonian Swedish (ES) voiceless lateral [ɬ],
which is rare among the Scandinavian
dialects and is a development mainly of
historic /sl/ clusters. Six elderly ES
speakers were recorded, and the phonological and phonetic (duration, relative
intensity) properties of [ɬ] studied and
compared to other ES consonants and
[ɬ] in Icelandic. The results suggest that
ES [ɬ] is a single consonant rather than
a consonant cluster. It behaves much
like initial [s] in duration, although a
tendency to anticipatory voicing in its
latter part may point to its ‘approximant’ status. Furthermore, ES [ɬ] is
similar in intensity to the Icelandic [ɬ].
It has a phonemic status and it can be
both short and long. Laterals as well as
other phonetic aspects of ES are in urgent need of further research.

Introduction
Until the Soviet Russian occupation at
the end of WWII there was a substantial
Swedish speaking population in Estonia
which had settled there in medieval
times from the 13th century onwards.
Swedish was concentrated mainly on
islands off the west coast of Estonia and
on the north-west corner of the Estonian
mainland. Nowadays, Estonian Swedish
(ES) survives only in a small community of elderly emigrants to Sweden and a
tiny handful of equally elderly speakers
in Estonia.
The sound system of ES has so far
mainly been studied in the descriptive
framework of dialect research (e.g. E.
Lagman, 1979). The only two existing
acoustic phonetic studies are an investigation of ES close vowels by Asu,
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and Norwegian [ɽ] is thought to have
first arisen as a realisation of [rð] sequences in Old Norse in words such as
garðr ‘court(yard)’ and borð ‘board’,
and to have spread to /l/ in certain contexts. Tiberg (1962), though, claims that
[ɽ] in Estonian Swedish did not originate from [rð] sequences.
The second development, the lateral voiceless fricative [ɬ] from historic
sequences of /s/+/l/, occurs in words
such as slipp [ɬɪpː] ‘cloth/rag’ and
vassle [vaɬː] ‘whey’. This sound is used
consistently across our speakers, though
with realisational variation. It is very
rare in Swedish varieties, being (to our
knowledge) found elsewhere only in the
Älvdalska and Orsamål dialects of Dalarna in the west of Sweden. It may also
have been present in the Gammalsvenskby dialect found in Ukraine
before coming under pressure from
more standard forms.
The purpose of the present paper is
to quantify the phonetic properties of
ES [ɬ]. Specifically, we wanted to answer the following questions: (a) Is [ɬ]
still a complex onset, i.e. a nostalgic
[sl–] consonant cluster? An initial auditory analysis revealed that many tokens,
especially in Rickul ES, have [ɬl], and
some tokens showed evidence of a
voiceless vocalic portion before the
lateral friction, i.e. [hɬl]. Does this suggest a phonological sequence, assimilated for manner but not voicing? (b) if
[ɬ(l)] is not a cluster, has the original
[sl-] become a lateralised [s], or has it
become a devoiced [l]?, and (c) Is it an
approximant [l̥̥̥ ] or a fricative [ɬ]? An
additional aim ̥̥̥̥̥ was to hypothesise the
historical origin̥ of [ɬ].

Ormsö ES were recorded in Stockholm
in 2012. All speakers have been resident in Stockholm since the 1940s. The
main speech material was compiled
with the help of the members of the
Estonian Swedish community Svenska
Odlingens Vänner (SOV) in Stockholm
and contained 90 words, most of which
included liquid consonants in various
positions. The words were read in the
carrier sentence ‘jag sa ___ igen’ (I said
___ again). The speakers were asked to
produce three repetitions of each sentence. In this study we focussed on five
words with initial [ɬ(l)]: slag, slita, slipp
(=‘rag’), slå, and slak, eleven words
with initial [f]: fågel, falla, fel, föl, föll,
fall, fil, fall, fylla, fåll, fittla (=‘tickle’),
and six words with initial [fɽ]: flytta,
flaska, flat, fläta, flämta, flicka.

Figure 1. The main dialect areas of Estonian
Swedish in the 1930s (from E. Lagman
1979: 2).

As additional materials an elicited word
list adapted from the word list used in
the Swedish dialect project SweDia
2000 (Bruce et al., 1999) was used.
These materials were recorded in
Stockholm in 2009 with four Rickul
speakers (of whom three were the same
as the ones recorded in 2012). From this
corpus, we selected the following
words: [l]: läs, lus, lös, lat, lott, lass,
ludd, lett, and [s]: särk, såll, saker, sur
([søːɹ], used instead of söt for /øː/).

Material and method
Speakers for the present study represent
the Nuckö-Rickul-Ormsö variety of
Estonian Swedish which forms the
largest dialect area of Estonian Swedish. As can be seen from Figure 1
Nuckö and Rickul lie in the north-west
of the Estonian mainland and Ormsö is
a small island close to Nuckö. Three
elderly speakers of each of Rickul and
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The target words were manually
segmented in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014), and durations obtained of
the initial singleton consonant or consonant cluster. In the case of [ɬ] we also
measured the duration of its potential
components: [(h) ɬ (l)]. Figure 2 shows
an example of an [ɬl] by one Rickul
speaker.

voiceless [ɬ], while one speaker has
shorter, and less frequent voicing at the
end of the lateral. There is some tendency towards an [h] onset to [ɬ] in both
dialects, which may be interpreted as
pre-aspiration or anticipatory devoicing
of the vowel.
Phonological and phonetic status of [ɬ]
Is [ɬ] a singleton or consonant cluster?
Several of the [ɬ] tokens are realised as
[(h)ɬl], which is unlike [ɬ] in other languages, like e.g. Zulu and Welsh
(Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996; Mark
Jones, pers. communication). The duration is also rather long for a singleton
(150-250 ms, see Figure 3). This would
suggest that [ɬl] is phonologically a
consonant cluster. However, two of the
Ormsö speakers lack voicing, and only
one Rickul speaker has no fully voiceless tokens, which would indicate that
[ɬl] is phonologically a singleton. Figure
4 shows mean durations of the consonant cluster [fɽ], the two singleton consonants [s] and [f], and the possible
consonant cluster [(h)ɬl].

Figure 2. Waveform and spectrogram of [ɬl]
for one Rickul speaker.

Results
Phonetic properties of [ɬ]
Mean durations of [(h) ɬ (l)] for Rickul
and Ormsö ES are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Mean duration of the components
of [(h) ɬ (l)] for three Rickul (top) and three
Ormsö (bottom) speakers.

Figure 4. Mean duration of initial [ɬ(l)], [fɽ],
[s] and [f] for three Rickul (top) and three
Ormsö (bottom) speakers.

The Rickul speakers on average produce a largely voiceless lateral, which
is often voiced towards the end. Two of
the Ormsö speakers produce completely

The results for [s] should, however, be
seen as tentative since they are based on
only three tokens of each speaker, and
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as two of the Ormsö speakers did not
produce any words with initial [s]. In
both Rickul and Ormsö ES, [s] can be
as long as [ɬ(l)], suggesting that [ɬ(l)]
need not be a cluster. However, durational compensation means that clusters
need not be longer than singletons, so
the question is still open, although the
evidence tends against the consonant
cluster structure of /sl-/.

voicing is characteristic of [l̥ ] (and
some voiceless nasals) rather than [ɬ].
On this basis the ES voiceless lateral shows signs of anticipatory voicing, i.e. of being an approximant, at
least in Rickul ES. However, impressionistically the strength of the friction
suggests ‘fricative’.
We compared intensity ratios between the lateral and the following
vowel in ES and Icelandic, which has
an approximant /l̥ /, often realised as [ɬ],
as well as a fricative [s]. Figure 6 shows
that the mean intensity of the following
vowel relative to [ɬ] is very similar in
Ormsö ES and Icelandic, suggesting
that [ɬ] may have approximant status.

Is [ɬ(l)] as a lateral [s] or voiceless [l̥ ]?
If [ɬ(l)] is not a nostalgic reflex of the
[sl-] consonant cluster but a singleton,
should we regard it as a lateral [s], or
rather as a voiceless [l]? We compared
the duration of [ɬ(l)] to that of [l], and
[s] in initial positions of the words taken from the word list materials read by
the same speakers of Rickul ES, taken
from the word list material. The duration for four Rickul speakers are shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Mean intensity (dB) of the following vowel relative to [ɬ] for three Ormsö
speakers and one speaker of Icelandic.

Is [ɬ(l)] a phoneme?
Figure 7 shows the waveform and spectrogram of an example minimal pair in
ES: /valː/ – /vaɬː/.

Figure 5. Mean duration of initial [ɬ(l)], [l]
and [s] for four Rickul speakers.

The duration of [ɬ(l)] is clearly more
similar to the duration of [s] than that of
[l], indicating that durationally, [ɬ(l)]
may be some kind of lateralised [s].
Is it a [ɬ] or a [l̥ ]?
The difference between [ɬ] and [l̥ ] is
arguably that devoicing an approximant
(e.g. [l̥ ]) needs only enough glottal
opening to stop voicing, and gives minimal local friction, whereas a voiceless
fricative (e.g. [ɬ]) needs wide opening,
and narrower oral constriction, to produce
significant
local
friction.
Ladefoged and Maddieson SotWL
(1996: 199) imply that anticipatory

Figure 7. Waveform and spectrogram of the
Estonian Swedish minimal pair /valː/ – /vaɬː/.
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The existence of minimal pairs in our
material, e.g. /lɑː/ ‘lag’ (team) – /ɬɑː/
‘slå’ (hit, blow) and /valː/ ‘vall’
(mound) – /vaɬː/ ‘vassle’ (whey) suggests that [ɬ] has a phonemic status.
Moreover, it can be short [ɬ] as in e.g.
[ɬɑː] as well as long [ɬː] as in e.g. [vaɬː].

consonant rather than a consonant cluster [sl-], which behaves like an [s] in
duration, but like a [l̥ ] in intensity, suggesting that it has approximant status.
However, three speakers of each subvariety are too few for any broader generalisations. Remaining questions may
be answered by including a larger number of speakers and other sub-varieties
of ES. In the project Estonian Swedish
Language Structure we intend to record
additional speakers of different ES dialects and also use previously recorded
materials to further investigate the phonetic and phonological properties of ES.

Historical origin of [ɬ]
ES has undoubtedly historically been
influenced by its closest contact language Estonian (e.g. Danell, 1905: 34,
ref. in H. Lagman, 1971: 13). As Estonian prefers simple onsets, it is tempting to hypothesize that somehow the
emergence of [ɬ] for [sl-] might have to
do with Estonian influence. On the other hand, the sound is not present in the
Estonian phonemic inventory, and the
hypothesis is less persuasive than it
might be given that we are not aware of
any other processes of cluster simplification in ES like those evident in borrowings into Estonian from Germanic
languages.
Also for this solution to generalize,
dialects like Älvsdalska, – one of the
few other Swedish dialects with [ɬ] –
would have had to be in contact with
e.g. Sami, which is not self-evidently
likely in the relevant timescale.
It is therefore more likely that the
seeds of [ɬ] may be inherent in variation
in [sl-] more generally. To test this, a
search was made of the DyViS database
(see Nolan et al., 2009). Perhaps surprisingly, in approximately 25 hours of
interviews the interviewees provided
only 16 examples of word-initial /sl-/.
Of these, all had identifiable voiceless
lateral events following the [s], and
nearly half (7/16) lacked a subsequent
identifiable voiced lateral episode. This
suggests that a voiceless lateral is latent
in any [sl-] sequence.

Conclusions
Estonian Swedish has a rich and unusual set of liquids, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Estonian Swedish liquids.

The most unusual liquid among Scandinavian languages is the voiceless lateral [ɬ]. Although some questions remain, in ES [ɬ] appears to be
a) a singleton consonant rather than a
nostalgic reflex of a cluster,
b) a voiceless fricative in duration,
behaving much like initial [s], although the partial final voicing may
point to ‘approximant’ status, similar to Icelandic voiceless laterals,
c) optionally anticipatorily voiced,
d) a phoneme, as it appears both short
and long in minimal pairs like /lɑː/
– /ɬɑː/ and /valː/ – /vaɬː/.
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Discussion and future work
The results of this pilot study suggest
that [ɬ] is a phoneme in ES, which can
be realised as [ɬ], [ɬl], or [hɬl] in the
Rickul and Ormsö sub-varieties. Moreover, the duration and intensity measurements suggest that [ɬ] is a singleton
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ruptions, backchannels and turnchanges. Yang (2001) analyzed the
maximum pitch and intensity in speaker
turns, and described the function of
interruptions in managing local and
global coherence in conversation that is
brought about through the systematic
phrase-to-phrase prosodic patterns of
discourse. For example, a speaker attempts at taking the conversational
floor while the main speaker is speaking (referred to as competitive interruptions) are characterized by high pitch
and amplitude. In contrast, speaker
statements supporting the main speaker’s contentions, with no intention to
take the conversational floor (referred
to as cooperative interruptions) often
occur at low or medium pitch levels.
In a related work, Gravano &
Hirschberg (2012) examine interruptions in a corpus of spontaneous taskoriented dialogue and report a number
of significant differences between interrupting and non-interrupting turns,
based on features such as speaking rate,
mean intensity, mean pitch, and duration of speaker speech. Lee & Narayanan (2010) analyzed the differences
between competitive and cooperative
interruption with features, change and
activeness, employing audio, visual,
and dis-fluency data. They have shown
that the using these features in combination offers better results in discriminating between the two types than using
any single feature modality.
Our work is motivated from the observation made in this literature regarding the distinct acoustic characteristic
of backchannels, interruptions, and
turn-changes. However, unlike the supervised methods for classification used

Abstract
We report the results of our initial efforts towards automatic detection of
user’s interruptions in a spoken human–
machine dialogue. In a first step, we
explored the use of automatically extractable acoustic features, frequency
and intensity, in discriminating listener’s interruptions in human–human
conversations. A preliminary analysis
of interaction snippets from the HCRC
Map Task corpus suggests that for the
task at hand, intensity is a stronger feature than frequency, and using intensity
in combination with feature loudness
offers the best results for a k-means
clustering algorithm.

Introduction
Interruptions are important elements of
conversations. They contribute in mediation of the content and redirection of a
conversational exchange. Human-like
conversational dialogue systems should
not only be able to 1) use interruptions
as a means to regulate the direction of a
conversation, but also 2) discriminate
user’s interruptions from backchannels,
and turn-taking attempts, and select an
appropriate response. A system’s insensitivity to user’s interruptions could
possibly render a dialogue inefficient
and have adverse effect on user experience. In this work, we aim at building a
computation model for automatic detection of interruptions and in human–
human conversations.

Background
Various works have analyzed the
acoustic and prosodic characteristics of
conversational elements such as inter29
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in Lee et al. (2008) and Lee & Narayanan (2010) we 1) take an unsupervised approach to automatically cluster
speaker utterances into interruptions,
backchannels, and turn-change categories; and 2) use a fully automatic
scheme for extraction of frequency and
intensity features for training a model
for online use.

and speech regions with low energy.
This results in some user speech units
getting lost in the next processing stage.
This indicates the issues and limitations
of a fully automatic system for the task
at hand. Next, for each speaker IPU we
extracted the maximum f0 and intensity
values using Wavesurfer toolkit
(Sjölander & Beskow, 2000). The feature
values
were
z-normalized
(z = (x − µμ)  /σ)) for building a speaker invariant model. In addition to this,
we used the perception level features:
maximum pitch and loudness (the log
semitone equivalents of frequency and
intensity, respectively).

Method
Corpus
To get a feeling for the task at hand, we
started with a relatively small subset of
the HCRC Map Task corpus (Anderson
et al., 1991). In the Map Task interaction one of the dialogue participants
(giver) provide instructions to the other
human participant (follower) about
finding her way to a destination on a
map. In one setting, participants have
no visual contact with each other, and
as the respective maps are not completely identical (absence or presence of
landmarks or difference in landmark
names) the conversations inevitably
involves: clarifications, acknowledgements, backchannels, interruptions,
turn-changes etc. Three Map Task interactions (average duration 15 min)
were randomly picked and only the first
3 min of the interaction was analyzed
for this initial work. The resulting dataset contains 5 unique participants (3
male and 2 female).
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Figure 1. Spread of training instances with
z-normalized max frequency and intensity

The spread of training instances in
our dataset using the features
zNormMaxFrequency and zNormMaxIntensity is illustrated in Figure 1. In
order to obtain the ground truth of the
category of speaker IPUs in our data,
the authors of this paper labeled the
IPUs with one of the three categories:
Intrp (the IPU is an interruption),
BckFb (the IPU is a backchannel), and
TurnChange (the IPU marks a turnchange). Since this is still an exploratory work, the judges sat together and
labeled the data unanimously (of
course, in a larger study this would
have been done more formally along
with Kappa scores for inter-annotator
agreement). In our training set we have
30 instances of interruption, 25 instances of backchannel, and 58 instances of
turn-change.
A cursory look at Figure 1 suggests
that interruptions (Intrp) indeed tend to

Feature extraction
We explored the use of two acoustic
features: frequency and intensity, for
the task at hand. We used inter-pausal
units (IPUs): speech units separated by
200 milliseconds of silence as the basic
unit of processing, i.e. deciding whether
a speaker IPU is an interruption or a
backchannel or a turn-change. Towards
this, we first used a voice activity detector to automatically segment speakers’
speech into IPUs. The automatic segmentation method is not perfect and
doesn’t always produce segmentation
around turns with simultaneous speech
30
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have higher maximum intensity and
frequency. Backchannels (BckFb), in
contrast are in the lower end of the
spectrum. The instances of turn-change
lie somewhere in the middle, but are
spread largely over interruptions, suggesting that it would be hard to discriminate interruptions and turn-changes. A
univariate analysis of variances of the
means of zNormMaxFrequency and
zNormMaxIntensity suggest that only
the backchannel category differ significantly from interruption and turnchange categories. This suggested that
using these two features only we would
not have much success in discriminating between the three categories. Therefore, for the remaining part of this paper
we focus only on the task of discriminating interruptions from backchannels.
Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of
interruptions and backchannels in our
training dataset.

troid (1.99, 4.14) as the cluster representing interruptions, and the other
cluster as representing backchannels. If
we treat the cluster label of instances in
these clusters as their learned category,
we would correctly label 78.1% of the
training dataset. The training instances
with erroneous classification are indicated with red color in Figure 3.
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Since the majority class in our dataset is
interruptions (54%), the accuracy of
78.1% is a huge improvement over the
majority class baseline. Table 1 summarizes the performances of the various
(additive) features explored in this
work. Both z-normalized max intensity
and loudness are stronger features in
comparison to frequency and pitch.
Using the combination of z-normalized
maximum intensity and loudness we
obtained the best clustering performance of 80.0%. Table 2 presents the
recall and performance corresponding
to this feature combination. The model
achieves a high F-measure for interruptions.
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Figure 3. K-means clustering and classification results. Misclassified instances are indicated in red color.
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Figure 2. Spread of interruptions and backchannels in the training set (55 instances).

Result
Clustering and classification
We used the centroid based k-means
clustering algorithm (with k=2) to automatically cluster our training dataset
consisting of only backchannels and
interruptions. In Figure 3, the two black
circles indicate the two cluster centroids
(1.42, 1.19) and (1.99, 4.14), with 39
and 16 instances in the respective clusters. Based on the observations made in
the literature that interruptions are characterized by higher frequency and intensity, we label the cluster with cen-

Table 1. Feature performances (where +
indicates additive feature combinations)
Feature (s)
zNormMaxFrequency
+ zNormMaxIntensity
zNormMaxLoudness
+ zNormMaxPitch
zNormMaxIntensity
+zNormMaxLoudness
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Accuracy
70.9%
78.1%
76.3%
61.8%
80.0%
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analysis on the data with a clear separation of the two cases would be an interesting investigation.
A major limitation of this work is
that we have excluded turn-changes
from the current dataset. As observed,
with regard to their acoustic property
(max frequency and intensity) turnchange overlap largely with interruptions. This suggests that one may want
to explore contextual (dialogue act) and
lexico-syntactic features for telling
them apart from interruptions and backchannels.

Table 2. Precision, Recall and F-measure of
clustering using z-normalized max intensity
and loudness
Precision

Recall

F-measure

Intrp

BckFb

Intrp

BckFb

Intrp

BckFb

0.77

0.85

0.90

0.68

0.83

0.76

Discussion
We have presented the preliminary results from our efforts towards automatic
detection of user interruptions in a spoken human–human conversation. We
formulated the task as that of clustering
speaker utterances in three categories:
interruption, backchannel, and turnchange. We explored the two acoustic
features: z-normalized maximum frequency (and pitch) and intensity (as
well as loudness) in speaker utterances.
A preliminary analysis of interaction
snippets from the HCRC Map Task
corpus suggested that the task of discriminating between backchannel and
interruption is instead more feasible on
the dataset at hand. Using our fully automated approach to extract feature
values, we have observed that intensity
is a stronger feature in comparison to
frequency, and using intensity in combination with loudness offers the best
performance results for discriminating
interruptions and backchannels.
The results obtained in this work are
encouraging. In a next step it would be
interesting to see whether scaling up the
training set would provide similar or
better results. More data should help us
return to our original task of automatic
discrimination between the three categories.
It would be interesting to see if the
performance of models presented here
could be improved with using additional features, such as duration as suggested in Gravano & Hirschberg (2012), or
measures of activity (how the values
fluctuate in the overlapping speech regions) and change (shift in peak values)
in Lee & Narayanan (2010). The dataset contains both overlap and nonoverlap speech segments. A similar
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Abstract
This paper presents a plugin for automatic speech recognition (ASR) in the
WaveSurfer sound manipulation and visualization program. The plugin allows the
user to run continuous speech recognition on spoken utterances, or to align an
already available orthographic transcription to the spoken material. The plugin is
distributed as free software and is based on free resources, namely the Julius speech
recognition engine and a number of freely available ASR resources for different
languages.

More information is available in Salvi and Vanhainen (2014).
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(OAE), and second, the auditory brainstem response (ABR). The otoacoustic
emissions are the response of the outer
hair cells of the cochlea to acoustic
stimuli (Vohr & Maxon, 1996). It tests
the physical cochlear components of
perceiving an auditory event and gives
a first indication on the working state of
the hearing system (Kemp, 1978). If the
hearing thresholds lie above 30 dB, no
response will be indicated by OAE.
Infants who fail the newborn hearing screening are sometimes referred to
the ABR. This procedure tests whether
auditory information arrives at the cortex
by
measuring
electroencephalography (EEG) at specific skull
locations and requires sedation. A short
latency is expected in the EEGwaveforms at the skull electrodes in
response to a click stimulus (Davis,
1976). OAE and ABR are only testing
the functionality of the hearing system.
If all infants were tested with the 2stage method, about 23 % of the infants
with permanent hearing loss at 9
months would still have passed ABR.
When considering mild hearing loss,
over 70% of infants would pass the
screening procedure, yet in need of help
(Johnson et al., 2005). This demonstrates the necessity of a hearing test
that monitors behavioural responses to
auditory stimulation and can establish
hearing thresholds. In current clinical
practice, the Visual Reinforcement Audiometry (VRA) fulfils this purpose.

Abstract
Early identification of infant hearing
impairment is imperative to prevent
developmental language difficulties.
The current diagnostic method is Visual
Reinforcement Audiometry (VRA) in
which infant response to sound is
observed
to
establish
hearing
thresholds.
Together
with
the
Karolinska Institute, we are developing
an observer-independent contingent
anticipatory infant hearing test using
eye-tracking to increase reliability and
significance levels of the current
clinical practice.
The present pilot study addresses in
particular the first phase of the test in
which the eye response is conditioned
to occur at sound detection. The aim is
to establish how well 6.5-month-olds
associate the presence of sound to a
certain location via a visual reward.

Introduction
Worldwide, more than 665 000 infants
are estimated to be born with a
significant hearing loss, and during the
first year, the figures increase due to the
occurrence
of
acquired
hearing
impairment (Olusanya, 2005). The
earlier in infancy hearing impairment is
discovered, the earlier measures can be
undertaken to prevent communication
difficulties and language delay (Lidén
& Kankkunen, 1969).
In Sweden, detection of hearing
difficulties has been nationwide included in the general screening procedures
for newborns. Newborn hearing screening today includes commonly two
steps: first, the otoacoustic emissions

Visual Reinforcement Audiometry
Originating in the Conditioned Orientation Reflex Audiometry (Suzuki &
Ogiba, 1961), the VRA paradigm re35
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sembles the Conditioned Head-Turn
Procedure commonly used in infant
speech perception studies (Werker,
Polka, & Pegg, 1997), but does not incorporate the same level of observer
objectivity. The child is seated in front
of a panel with two loudspeakers on
each side, combined with two screens
to display reward pictures. The audiologist presents a sound stimulus on one
of the loudspeakers and a correct turn to
the side from the child is reinforced
with picture presentation on the corresponding screen. The method is based
on the assumption that, after a number
of trials, the child becomes conditioned
to associate sound presentation with
picture display. Therefore, the headturn towards the loudspeaker and/or
screen at sound presentation can be
interpreted as an indication of sound
perception.
The problems associated with VRA
are obvious: The audiologist is not
blind to when a sound is presented. The
parent also present in the test room may
give subconscious indication of sound
presence. The infant reaction is not always the defined head-turn an older
child would present. Instead, it often
leaves room for interpretation, ranging
from slight body shivers to eye movement or even eye widening. There is no
defined criterion as to when conditioning has been passed. Significance levels
are low, since the same threshold level
per frequency is tested at maximum two
times in total. And yet this is the current
clinical diagnostic tool to determine
infant hearing thresholds.
Inspired by the improved experimental control of the Conditioned
Head-Turn Procedure and yet incorporating the need for a behavioural measurement of infant hearing, we are developing a contingent anticipatory infant hearing test using eye-tracking.

2009). A completed hearing test outputs
a standard audiogram with hearing
thresholds for both ears at the frequencies 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz and
4000 Hz, providing a significance level
for each threshold. This prototype required further refinement.
Palmgren & Sundberg developed a
revised version of the program called
eye-tracker-based VRA (2012) in which
they managed to achieve anticipatory
eye movement, however, unfortunately
contingent to a constant time interval
between fixation and sound presentation. Once this time interval was randomised, only few infants became conditioned.
The current complete version has
been programmed in C# with all the
features that the first prototype contained, but it proved to be too tedious to
re-program just for the sake of testing
different set-ups of the conditioning
phase. Therefore we decided to implement parts of the complete hearing
threshold test in E-Prime and Tobii
Studio to log and record infant eye response to sound. For the current study,
we wanted to improve the conditioning
phase only as too few infant participants managed to associate sound detection with looking at a particular
place on the screen.
As more minimum response levels
are obtained with sound field testing
compared to insert-earphone stimulus
presentation, especially in the youngest
infants (Day, Bamford, Parry, Sheperd,
& Quigley, 2000), we decided on sound
field testing using loudspeakers rather
than headphones. Additionally, since
the compliance to wear headphones or
insert-earphones is low in infants, we
reduce infant fussiness during testing.

Method
Participants
The participating families, randomly
selected from the Swedish tax registry,
lived in Greater Stockholm and had an
infant at 6 months. They received an
information letter and returned a con-

The contingent anticipatory infant
hearing test using eye-tracking
The first prototype was developed and
coded in Tobii’s Software Development
Kit, based on Visual Basics (Mattson,
36
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sent form upon which their lab visit was
scheduled. Response rate was 9 %. In
total, 12 infants (age 6 months +/- 2
week; 7 girls, 5 boys) participated in the
study. All participants reported normal
hearing screening results at birth and no
known history of hearing difficulties.

Bit) with a left and a right channel only
to be displayed at only one of the two
loudspeakers at a time. Sound pressure
level was measured as 83 DB at the
source and 55 dB at infant position with
about 70 cm distance to the loudspeakers.
The picture rewards were created in
Adobe Flash Professional CC (version
13.1.0.226) and consists of smiling
flowers in two different contrastive and
bright colours (see Figure 1). The pic-

Apparatus
The study was conducted in a test booth
with an adjacent control room. The
study set-up contained three directly
linked stations, that is one eye-tracker,
and two PCs. Sound and picture stimuli
were presented via a PC (Windows XP)
using the software E-Prime 2.0
(Psychology Software Tools, 2010),
programmed in E-Studio version
2.0.8.90 using extensions for Tobii
(Clearview). Eye movement was
calibrated, recorded and analysed via
another PC, using Tobii Studio
Software version 3.2.0. The infants
were seated in their parent’s lap in front
of a Tobii Eye-tracker T120 with a 17
inch-screen (1280 x 1024 pixels).
The Tobii eye-tracking system does
not require head-mounted equipment,
as near-infrared light is projected into
both eyes and the position of the head is
calculated by an algorithm. This makes
Tobii eye-trackers particularly suitable
for infant studies as eyes can be tracked
while the head is free to move.
The sound stimulus was presented
via two loudspeakers (NuForce S-1),
located left and right of the eye-tracking
monitor about 70 cm away from the
infant head.

tures are animated to move up and
down on screen in phase with the warble tone within their target box (360 x
500 pixels).
Figure 1. The reward pictures.

The fixation picture consisted of
the same round window picture of a
baby that was used for calibration. During Demonstration phase 1 and 2, the
round frame was growing and shrinking
to draw infant attention to the screen
centre, whereas during test phase, it was
reduced to a still picture.
Procedure
The infants sat in their parent’s lap in
the sound-attenuated test room at the
Phonetic Lab at the Department of Linguistics at Stockholm University. Distance between infant head and eyetracker was about 55-60 cm.
To calibrate the eye-tracker to the
individual infant, 5-point manual infant
calibration was used to capture the infant eye just when the infant was looking at the screen.

Stimuli
The sound stimulus that was used as a
placeholder for the pool of frequencyand SPL-exemplars was a warble tone
with a 1000 Hz base frequency, a modulation depth of 100 Hz and a rate of 1
phase per second. The warble tone was
generated for 6 s (stereo, 44100 Hz, 16
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Figure 2. Overview over the test procedure: If the infant passes criterion phase, it will count
towards establishing the hearing thresholds, i.e., adding four additional trials to the test phase.

Figure 3. A typical trial with fixation phase, one-sided sound display during the decision
window, and reward picture presentation if the correct side was fixated.

Instead of a growing and shrinking dot
on the screen, a growing and shrinking
round window with a baby face was
used for calibration. Parents were not
wearing headphones since no proper
hearing test was conducted, the infant
sound detection was not time-sensitive
and parents were debriefed about the
infant’s actual task only after the test.
The test session contained several
phases (see Figure 2). During demon-

stration 1, the infant is introduced to the
task in 2 trials. After the fixation picture
is displayed in the centre, the sound is
presented while the reward is shown for
6 s first on one side, then on the other
(see Figure 3). Sides are counterbalanced between participants. During
demonstration 2, the infant follows 6
typical trials, 3 for each side, in randomised order. Criterion phase consists
of 4 trials of which the infant has to
38
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pass 3 trials. It is the first phase in
which contingent feedback to infant
fixation is active. A sound is only presented, if the fixation image is watched
for 200 ms. The reward is only activated, if the correct box is fixated for at
least 200 ms. The time window for this
is 5.5 s; for the remaining 500 ms of the
sound presentation, the reward will be
shown in any case to remind and reinforce the formed association between
sound and picture. The test phase contains 20 trials, 10 for each side. If the
infant does not pass criterion, the test
loops back to demonstration 2 and then
to criterion phase again.
Each test session took about 10
min, depending on criterion phase outcome and potential demonstration phase
repetitions.

When considering fixation behaviour,
there is indication of the common right
side bias. No matter whether target or
non-target was situated on the right
hand side, the duration of the initial
fixation was much greater than for the
left hand side (Table 2).

Discussion
As none of the participants who passed
criterion phase completed the test phase
with hits considerably above chance
level, it can be assumed that the current
set-up of the conditioning phase is not
satisfactory. The criterion 3 out of 4
correct could be set too low or the
infants
could
need
reminder
demonstration trials later during test
phase as they may forget. Keeping
infant attention was also an issue,
especially
after
a
repeated
demonstration phase 2 and therefore a
prolonged test time. A variety of sound
stimuli as a real hearing threshold test
would continue and a several different
reward pictures could offer a solution to
that. It was decided to be as rigorous as
possible with the current set-up and not
to vary either sounds or pictures in
order to build and strengthen the
association as much as possible. Of
course there is a fine line between
strengthened relationship and boredom,
and this set-up’s internal consistency
may have crossed it.

Results
Of the 12 infants who participated, data
of 6 had to be excluded from further
processing due to inadequate calibration. Of the remaining 6, only 2 participants passed the criterion phase to
move on to the test phase (see Table 1).
Table 1: Test performance of the 2
participants who passed criterion. Number
of trials performed, number of correct side
identification and percentage correct is
presented per participant.

No.
3
6

Trials
17
24

Hits
9
5

Correct
53 %
21 %

Conclusions
The current study aimed to further
develop the conditioning phase of a
contingent anticipatory eye-trackerbased infant hearing test. While it is
undisputed that such an automated and
objective hearing threshold test for
infants is bitterly needed, we cannot yet
claim to have developed a fullyfunctioning test. The present results on
the improvement of the conditioning
phase look promising and give
directions for further development, but
more steps need to be taken until we
have arrived at a successful contingent
anticipatory eye-tracker-based hearing
test for infants.

None of the participants performed significantly above chance level in identifying the correct side, although they
passed criterion for conditioning.
Table 2: First fixation duration in seconds
towards target (T) and non-target (NT) on
either side during criterion and test trials
(R=right; L=left).

No.
3
6

TR
1,63
0,64

NTR
3,43
1,4

TL
0,56
1,44

NTL
1,84
0
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Abstract

Prosodic turn transition cues
In English, intonational patterns at prosodic boundaries have been associated
with cuing turn hold or transition. Local, Kelly & Wells (1986) note that
high pitch rises or low falls generally
occur at speaker transition in Tyneside
English, alongside other phonetic features such as slowing and vowel centralization. This intonational finding has
recently been replicated by Gravano &
Hirschberg (2009, 2011) in a corpus of
American English. Ford, Fox &
Thompson (1996) and Schegloff (1998)
also point out that intonation can influence whether complete syntactic structures are interpreted as turn ends in
English conversation, countering arguments from e.g. de Ruiter et al. (2006)
that intonation does not play a role in
the predictability of turn ends.
The case of prosodic cues at turn
boundaries in Swedish appears to be
somewhat more complicated. Hjalmarsson (2011) found that Swedish listeners
associated “flat” intonation with turnholding, while “falling” intonation was
associated with turn-yielding. This is
consistent with findings by Edlund &
Heldner (2005), who also found that
rising intonation patterns were not consistently associated with either turnholding or turn-yielding. Although
Hjalmarsson (2011) did not find that
listeners made consistent predictions of
turn-transition on the basis of final
lengthening, Hjalmarsson & Laskowski
(2011) showed that including final
lengthening in an automatic model improved prediction of speaker change at
pauses, with increased final lengthening
before the pause being associated with
turn hold.

Turn transition is often predictable, as
evidenced by the relative ease with
which speakers follow one another
without large silences between turns.
The current study investigates prosodic
turn-taking cues in perception in Swedish and English. While Swedish listeners prefer duration as a cue for turn
transition, English listeners prefer pitch
cues. This difference between languages may be due to the relatively
heavier meaning-bearing role for pitch
in Swedish.

Introduction
The apparent ease with which transition
from one speaker to another occurs in
conversation has been widely acknowledged ever since Sacks, Schegloff &
Jefferson’s (1974) seminal paper, although some more recent work has indicated that these transitions are not as
smooth as those authors originally proposed. Heldner & Edlund (2010) found
a large degree of variation in timing of
the onsets of new speakers’ turns, with
the greatest number of turn transitions
across three corpora having a “justnoticeable” silence with a duration of
around 200ms. Heldner (2011) showed
further that overlaps and gaps at turn
transitions must be at least 120ms long
in order to be perceptible to listeners as
overlaps or gaps. Heldner & Edlund
(2010) indicate that in their data, at
least 41% of cases had a long enough
gap that the next speaker could potentially use phonetic information from
even the very end of the prior turn as a
cue to turn transition.
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semitones (st) above the speaker’s baseline pitch. These modifications will be
referred to hereafter as the Peak modifications.
For each peak height, a set of modifications of the final pitch fall were
made, with the fall ending at the speaker’s baseline, or else 2, 4, or 6 st above
the speaker’s baseline. In all cases the
basic shape of a pitch fall was retained,
so items with Peak height 3 st only had
falls to baseline and 2 st above the baseline, while items with Peak height 8st
had falls to 0, 2, 4, and 6 st. The modifications of the ends of the pitch contours will be referred to hereafter as the
Truncation modifications. A schematic
of the pitch manipulations is given in
Figure 1.
After the resynthesis of the turns
was completed, five native speakers of
Swedish and four native speakers of
English gave naturalness ratings for
each of the stimuli. Stimuli which did
not attain a majority rating as reasonably natural were not included in the
final experiment. 50 of the 56 original
Swedish stimuli remained, while 55 of
the 56 English stimuli were rated as
acceptable. This allowed for 101 usable
pairs in the Swedish stimuli. The English stimuli used were matched to the
Swedish stimuli, with sentences paired
on the basis of highest average acceptability.

Perception experiments
A set of perception experiments were
conducted in which listeners in either
Swedish or English made judgments
about prosodic features related to turn
transition.
Methodology
Spoken sentences were taken from corpora of conversational Swedish (DEAL
corpus, Hjalmarsson et al., 2007) and
British English (unpublished corpus,
Cambridge University). The conversational turns used for the experiment
were chosen on the basis of several
criteria. First, they were syntactically
complete, but with a declarative sentence form (i.e. not interrogative or imperative). This meant that the turns
were syntactically/semantically ambiguous as to turn transition. The final
word of each turn was a content word,
with stress on the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable. In the Swedish
turns, the final word was focally accented (i.e. an additional high pitch
peak followed the word-accent LH
tones; cf. Bruce, 1998; Gårding 1989).
In the English turns, the final word was
pitch-accented, always with an H* tone.
The pitch contours in all turns in both
languages ended with a final fall to low
(i.e. L%). There were four base turns
each for the Swedish and the English
experiments.
Resynthesis of turn prosody
Modifications of duration and pitch
characteristics of the turns were carried
out using PSOLA resynthesis in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2013). The final
unstressed syllable(s) of each turn had
their duration modified, so that segments in the final rhyme had a duration
of either 0.1 sec (Short condition) or
0.15 sec (Long condition).
The pitch contours of the turns
were then modified in two ways, illustrated in Figure 1. First, the height of
the final pitch peak (i.e. the focus tone
peak in Swedish and the pitch accent
peak in English) was modified to a level of either 3, 5, or (in Long stimuli) 8

Figure 1. Schematic of pitch manipulations
made in the experiment stimuli. Left: Peak
variations. Right: Trunc variations (for a
stimulus with Peak height 5st).

Experiment procedure
In each trial, participants heard two
versions of one of the base sentences.
The two versions differed in one, two,
or all three of the prosodic manipula42
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tions described earlier. Half of the participants were asked to choose which
version of the sentence the speaker
would say if s/he had more to say and
was going to continue speaking (Hold
condition), and the other half to choose
which version the speaker would say if
s/he was done speaking and ready for
someone else to talk (Change condition). Participants had the option to relisten to the pairs, but most did not do
so after the first few trials. Participants
also reported for each response whether
they were relatively sure or relatively
unsure about their selection.
Thirty-two native speakers of Swedish, all resident in the Stockholm area,
participated in the Swedish version of
the experiment. Twenty-four native
speakers of British English, all resident
in Cambridge, UK, participated in the
English version of the experiment.

ers in the Change condition preferred
the Short stimuli, as shown in Figure 2.
When there was no duration difference between the two stimuli presented,
the Swedish listeners tended to prefer
stimuli with high Peak values in the
Hold condition and low Peak values in
the Change condition. Although the
most commonly chosen stimuli in the
Hold condition also had high Truncation values, and the most commonly
chosen stimuli in the Change condition
had low Truncation values, these differences did not attain statistical significance when Peak height was included
in the statistical model. It is also important to note that Peak height did not
override Length in listeners’ judgments
about appropriateness for turn transition.
English
The English listeners, in contrast to the
Swedish listeners, responded very
strongly to both Peak and Truncation
variations, with high Peaks and high
Truncation levels being associated with
Hold, and low Peaks and Truncation
with Change. Length variations did not
appear to play a role in the English listeners’ judgments about which turn
versions were more appropriate for
Hold or Change. The Peak and Truncation levels preferred by the English listeners are shown in Figure 3 overleaf.

Results
Swedish

Discussion
The evidence from these two perception
experiments demonstrates that listeners
can judge whether a turn is ending or
not at least in part on the basis of the
prosodic form of that turn. Since not all
syntactically/semantically
complete
productions necessarily lead to turn
transition, the prosodic form of these
turns can be a valuable tool for the conversational participant who is determining whether and when to begin a new
turn.

Figure 2. Length of chosen stimuli in
Change (C) and Hold (H) conditions for
Swedish listeners. (χ2(1, N=1978)=
63.6423, p<0.001).

The Swedish listeners preferred to use
duration cues when they were available.
In turns where there was a difference in
the Length condition between the two
stimuli, listeners in the Hold condition
preferred the Long stimuli, while listen-
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Figure 3. Height of pitch Peaks (left) and Truncation (right) for English listeners in Change
(C) and Hold (H) conditions. Length of stimuli did not have a statistically significant effect
on listeners’ judgments. Peaks: F(1, 2422)=33.16, p<0.001. Trunc: F(1,2422)=36, p<0.001.

The prosodic cues reported here
should be seen as probabilistic rather
than definitive, for several reasons.
First, although listeners were sensitive
to the cues, they were not forced into
particular interpretations; that is, a
Short turn (in Swedish) or a turn with a
low pitch Peak (in English) did not
guarantee that the listener would consider that turn as over; instead, the results represent preferences over many
repetitions of similar stimuli. Second,
the cues occurred only at the very ends
of turns – within the last 500ms or so.
In the current experiment, the turns
were always followed by silence, so
there was no question that the participants had time to hear the prosodic cues
and respond to them. However, turns
beginning less than about 150ms after
the offset of the previous turn are likely
not to reflect responses to turn-final
prosodic detail. Average reaction time
to auditory stimuli in a variety of experiments tends to be around 140-160ms
(see review in Kosinski 2013), and

turns which begin in overlap do not
take into account the previous speaker's
intention, whether or not that speaker
then chooses to produce a prosodic cue
indicating their intention about what
may follow their turn (i.e. as a result of
earlier planning that is not modified on
the basis of the overlapping speech).
Cross-linguistic differences
While Swedish listeners preferred duration variation as a cue to turn transition,
English listeners preferred pitch variation. Pitch has regularly been reported
as being strongly linked with turn transition in English (Local et al., 1986;
Gravano & Hirschberg 2009, 2001 inter
alia), while its association with turn
transition in Swedish has been more
ambiguous (Edlund & Heldner, 2005;
Hjalmarsson, 2011). Similarly, duration
variations with longer duration being
associated with turn hold, have been
reported for Swedish production data
(Hjalmarsson & Laskowski, 2011;
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used in the perception study above (i.e.
syntactically complete with indicative
structure, and with the final word being
a focused content word), duration was
found to vary consistently with the listeners' preferences in the perception
experiment: that is, potential boundaries
followed by a short silence then continuing talk by the same speaker had relatively long final syllables, while potential boundaries followed by a short silence and then talk from another speaker had relatively short final syllables.
However, the pitch characteristics of
these turns (height of final pitch peak,
height of final L%, or height of low
pitch preceding final pitch peak) did not
vary significantly in relation to the turn
transition structure. The only source of
statistically significant variation in these pitch data was whether the content
word bore Accent 1 (in which case the
first L tone in the final LHL sequence is
considered to be associated with the
stressed syllable) or Accent 2 (in which
case the first L tone is considered to be
a trailing tone after the starred H tone).
In other words, the only statistically
significant pitch variation is directly
tied to the intonational phonology.

Zellers, submitted) as well as for English (Gravano & Hirschberg, 2009,
2011). If these kinds of variations are
available in both languages’' productions, why are listeners with different
native languages so different in their
preference for turn transition cues?
One possible explanation for this
phenomenon depends on the intonational phonology of the two languages
in question. Central Swedish has a
complex word-accent system (Bruce,
1998; Gårding, 1989) in which most or
all content words bear a potentially contrastive word accent. Focus is additionally marked with an additional high (H)
tone following the focused content
word. English, in comparison, has a
relatively sparse tonal specification.
Content words may bear a pitch accent
but need not, especially if they refer to
already-given information, and focus is
typically marked by the placement of
the nuclear pitch accent, and possibly a
following phrase boundary, as well as
phonetic modification of that accent to
increase its prominence (cf. e.g.
Gussenhoven, 2004).
If we assume a cross-linguistics
preference for pitch as a signaling tool
– perhaps because it may be more salient than other types of prosodic variation – then we can argue that English,
with its relatively sparse use of pitch
variation in the intonational structure,
has “space” left for pitch variation to be
used as a turn-transition cue. Swedish,
on the other hand, may already be saturated when it comes to pitch as a meaning-bearing tool. Thus, the default turn
transition cue must be something else –
e.g. duration, as found by the current
perception experiment.
A short further investigation of
pitch variation in Swedish production
data lends further support for this proposal. Turns or turn segments in 10
minutes of spontaneous Swedish conversation from the DEAL corpus were
investigated with regards to their prosodic characteristics. In turns with similar form to the Hold and Change turns

Conclusions
The current perception study has
demonstrated that prosodic cues are
relevant to listeners as part of their decision about the turn-taking process in
conversation. The study gives evidence
for language-specific variation, potentially influenced by the phonological
system of the language in question.
Further research in other, more varied
languages, will give further insight into
the degree of overlapping influence of
the phonological system on the turntaking system or vice versa.
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both verbal and non-verbal. Verbal
backchannels can be more generic like
uh-huh or m-hm, or more specific to
signal what the addressee has understood, like oh or other markers for surprise, for example. Research has shown
that listeners show a great variety of
behaviors to contribute specific responses (Bavelas & Gerwing, 2011).
Respiration during speech can be
both audible and visible, and breathing
patterns in speech have been claimed to
be relevant for conversational organization. For instance, an audible inhalation
before an utterance has been suggested
to be a “pre-beginning” element in turntaking mechanisms (Schegloff, 1996).
The respiratory pattern changes during
spontaneous conversations. It has been
noted that the quiet breathing cycle is
repeated about 12 times per minute, and
exhalation is slightly longer than inhalation. The frequency of breathing
changes for speech breathing, with the
inhalation phase being considerably
shorter than the exhalation phase to
minimize interruption to the flow of
speech (Hixon, 1987). It has also been
shown that most speakers take a deeper
breath before longer or more complicated sentences (Fuchs et al., 2008;
Winkworth, Davis, Adams, & Ellis,
1995). Prephonatory movements of the
rib cage and abdomen have been reported to be adaptive to different speech
tasks, indicating that there may indeed
be preparatory respiratory processes
occurring during listening and preparation of turn onset (McFarland, 2001).
To summarize, next speakers prepare turn onset among other things by
inhaling, and this is potentially an important turn-taking signal. By contrast,
it remains unclear if and how listeners
prepare the onset of backchannels.

Abstract
The present study investigated the timing of backchannel onsets within
speaker’s own and dialogue partner’s
breathing cycle in two spontaneous
conversations in Estonian. Results indicate that backchannels are mainly produced near the beginning, but also in
the second half of the speaker’s exhalation phase. A similar tendency was observed in short non-backchannel utterances, indicating that timing of backchannels might be determined by their
duration rather than their pragmatic
function. By contrast, longer nonbackchannel utterances were initiated
almost exclusively right at the beginning of the exhalation. As expected,
backchannels in the conversation partner’s breathing cycle occurred predominantly towards the end of the exhalation or at the beginning of the inhalation.

Introduction
Conversational turn-taking involves
coordination between participants exchanging the roles of speakers and listeners, and backchannel communication
is part of this system. Backchannels
(Yngve, 1970) are short, typically
mono- or disyllabic (Gardner, 2001)
listener responses in dialogues or conversation. The term backchannel has
been coined to refer to the background
channel through which the listener can
give feedback to the speaker without
claiming the conversational floor.
Backchannels indicate that the listener
is following and understanding the
speaker (e.g. Heldner, Hjalmarsson, &
Edlund, 2013). In face-to-face dialogues participants make use of visible
as well as audible means of communication, backchannels can therefore be
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Backchannels are typically short, brief
and quiet, and these characteristics do
not require as much exhaled air and
effort as longer utterances. Furthermore, backchannels carry relatively
little propositional content and they are
not supposed to claim the conversational floor. All of this taken into account, it
is conceivable that backchannels are not
planned the same way longer utterances
are, and furthermore that they do not
necessarily have to be initiated at the
beginning of the (listener’s) exhalation
phase. In this study, we will explore our
intuition that backchannels may occur
more freely in the respiratory cycle than
longer utterances. We will also explore
whether this is related to their non-floor
claiming properties, or just to their relative shortness. Finally, we will explore
how backchannels are timed relative to
the other speaker’s breathing cycle.

each other at a bar table keeping their
hands on the table.
Respiratory activity was measured
using Respiratory Inductance Plethysmography (Watson, 1980), which quantifies changes in rib cage and abdominal
cross sectional area by means of two
elastic transducer belts (Ambu RIPmate) placed at the level of the armpits
and the navel, respectively. The belts
were connected to dedicated respiratory
belt processors (RespTrack) designed
and built in the Phonetics Laboratory at
Stockholm University. The RespTrack
processor was designed for ease of use,
and optimized for low noise and low
interference recordings of respiratory
movements in speech and singing. In
particular, DC offset can be corrected
simultaneously for the rib cage and abdomen belts using a ”zero” button. Unlike the processors supplied with the
belt, there is no high-pass filter, thus the
amplitude will not decay during periods
of breath-holding. A potentiometer allows the signals from the rib cage and
abdomen belts to be weighted so that
they give the same output for a given
volume of air, as well as for a sum signal allowing a direct estimation of lung
volume change. The calibration of the
belts for the estimated volume change
between the two chest walls was
achieved by performing the isovolume
maneuvre (Konno & Mead, 1967).
Audio was captured using headworn microphones with a cardioid polar
pattern (Sennheiser HSP 4). The audio
and belt processor signals were recorded synchronously using an integrated
physiological data acquisition system
consisting of LabChart software and
PowerLab hardware (ADInstruments,
2014), which also allows connecting
other measuring instruments, such as
air-flow masks or electroglottographs.
Figure 1 shows an example of synchronized audio and respiratory measurements from one speaker. The setup is
described in greater detail in Edlund,
Heldner, & Włodarczak (2014).

Method
For the purpose of this exploratory
study, we recorded respiratory activity
synchronized with audio in two spontaneous two-party dialogues of approximately 20 minutes each. The subjects
were two females and two males, aged
18-25, all native speakers of Estonian.
The subjects all knew each other. The
first dialogue was between two sisters,
and the other one between two young
men who had known each other for one
and a half years. They had no
knowledge of the aim of the experiment
before the recording. They were free to
talk about any topic throughout the recording session. None of the subjects
reported any speech or hearing disorders. One speaker had suffered from a
breathing disorder caused by low blood
pressure, and two were smokers. All
subjects were of slim body type and
wore tight-fitting clothes.
The recordings took place in a quiet, sound-treated room in the Phonetics
Laboratory at Stockholm University. To
minimize noise in the respiratory signals caused by body movement, the
subjects were recorded standing facing
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Figure 1. An example of synchronized audio and respiratory measurements from one speaker.
The channels (from top to bottom) show the audio signal, the rib-cage signal, the abdomen
signal, and the weighted sum of the two belts.

The audio and breathing signals
were subsequently manually annotated
using Praat (Boersma & Weenink,
2014). The rib cage and abdomen
movements were used to segment the
breathing signals into periods of inhalations and exhalations. The speech signal
was segmented into intervals of pauses,
utterances or backchannels, the latter
delimited by pauses of at least 500 ms.
A Praat script was used to extract timing of speech and breathing events.
Speech onsets were normalized
with respect to their relative position
within the breathing phase they coincided with: exhalation within speaker’s
own breathing cycle, inhalation or exhalation within interlocutor’s breathing
cycle.

As expected, there was a strong
tendency for non-backchannel utterances to start early in the exhalation phase.
About 44% of all utterances started
within the first tenth of the exhalation
(i.e. the first two bins). This tendency
was considerably weaker in the backchannels, where only about 27% started
within the first tenth of the exhalation,
and where another mode in the distribution was discernable in the second half
of the exhalatory phase. Thus, the backchannels were more evenly distributed
across the exhalation phase than the
non-backchannel utterances. This is in
line with previous findings on German
(Fuchs,
personal
communication),
where the tendency was even more
marked and backchannels were equally
likely throughout the breathing cycle.

Results

Longer vs. shorter utterances
To explore whether the observed difference between backchannels and utterances was related to the relative shortness of the backchannels rather than
their non-floor claiming properties, the
utterance data was split into two groups
based on duration. As 99% of the backchannels were shorter than 0.8 s, this
duration was used as the criterion for
separating short utterances (<0.8 s)
from longer utterances (>0.8 s). Manual
inspection of the former revealed that
these utterances consisted mainly in
short answers, pause-delimited discourse markers, and stretches of disfluent or otherwise incomplete turns.

Backchannels vs. utterances
A total of 277 backchannels and 732
(non-backchannel) utterances were included in the analyses. A small number
of backchannels was excluded from
analysis, either because they were produced in the inhalation phase (N=1), or
because they erroneously spanned more
than one breathing cycle (N=4). The
remaining backchannels were mostly
short markers of agreement (m-hm,
ahah, jajah ‘yes-yes’, okei), but also of
surprise (tegelt ‘really’). Figures 2 and
3 show the distribution of normalized
onset times for utterances and backchannels, respectively.
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Figure 2. Distribution of normalized onset
time for non-backchannel utterances.

Figure 4. Distribution of normalized onset
time for longer utterances (>0.8 s).

Figure 3. Distribution of normalized onset
time for backchannels.

Figure 5. Distribution of normalized onset
time for shorter utterances (>0.8 s).

A total of 216 shorter utterances
and 516 longer utterances were identified. Figures 4 and 5 show the distribution of normalized onset times for longer and shorter utterances, respectively.
The longer utterances displayed a
pattern similar to that observed for all
utterances (cf. Figure 2), although the
tendency was stronger. About 50% of
all longer utterances started in the first
tenth of the exhalation. The shorter utterances showed a pattern markedly
different from the longer ones. Here,
only about 32% of the shorter utterances started in the first tenth of the exhalation and there was a second mode in the
distribution around 0.7.

Thus, shorter utterances were more
evenly distributed in the exhalation
phase, and behaved similarly to backchannels (cf. Figure 3).
Backchannels in the other speaker’s
breathing pattern
Finally, we wanted to explore if there is
a pattern in how backchannels are timed
relative to the other speaker’s breathing
cycle. Therefore, we calculated normalized onset times relative to the other
speaker’s inhalations and exhalations.
All backchannel occurrences (N=282)
were included in this analysis. Figures 6
and 7 show the distribution of onset
time for backchannels normalized relative to exhalations and inhalations in
the other speaker’s speech, respectively.
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their temporal organization with respect
to speaker’s own the respiratory cycle:
non-backchannels are initiated predominantly towards the beginning of the
exhalation, a tendency which is less
pronounced in backchannels where another, somewhat smaller, peak is present towards the end of the exhalatory
phase. While this observation suggest a
functionally motivated difference, results in Figures 4 and 5, in which nonbackchannel utterances where further
split depending on their duration, contradict this hypothesis. Specifically,
backchannels and comparably short
non-backchannels behave very similarly. They are distributed more uniformly
than longer utterances with two local
maxima: one near the beginning of the
exhalation and another between 70 and
80% of its duration. Consequently, it
suggests that duration rather than pragmatic function is the decisive factor
determining turn initiation patterns.
Simply put, if an upcoming turn is short
enough, it is produced immediately,
without the need for a deep inhalation
characteristic of longer stretches of
speech. Not surprisingly, backchannel
onsets did not always coincide with
exhalation in the interlocutor’s breathing cycle. Instead, they were most
common around the transition between
exhalation and inhalation. Insofar as
this location corresponds to partner’s
turn or phrase boundaries, the observed
pattern is most likely brought about by
the underlying grounding mechanism,
whereby feedback acknowledges the
new piece of information produced in
the previous turn constituent.

Figure 6. Distribution of normalized onset
time for backchannels in the other speaker’s
exhalations.

Figure 7. Distribution of normalized onset
time for backchannels in the other speaker’s
inhalations.

The majority of the backchannels
(67.5%) were produced during the other
speaker’s exhalations. The shape of the
distribution for exhalations (Figure 6)
shows that backchannels were increasingly more frequent towards the end of
the other speaker’s exhalation.
For the remaining backchannels
produced during the other speaker’s
inhalations, the pattern was the reverse
with decreasingly less backchannels
towards the end of the other speaker’s
inhalation (Figure 7).

Conclusions
The present study revealed that backchannels and non-backchannel utterances of corresponding length are timed
in a similar way within the speaker’s
breathing cycle. They are most likely to
be initiated towards the beginning of
the exhalation or roughly around 70%
of its duration. By contrast, longer nonbackchannel utterances are extremely
rare anywhere but at the very onset of

Discussion
The comparison of backchannels and
non-backchannel utterances (Figures 2
and 3) indicates a clear distinction in
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the exhalatory phase. The observed
similarity indicates that timing of
speech with respect to the respiratory
phase is motivated by turn length, and
not its pragmatic function. Consequently, backchannels cannot be distinguished from non-backchannels on the
basis of position within the respiratory
cycle alone. At the same time, backchannels were found to occur most frequently in the vicinity of interlocutor’s
exhalation offset, which is likely to
reflect processes related to grounding of
new information.
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listen (keep the microphone on) and, if
needed, are trained to disregard their
own voice while they are speaking. The
reaction when user speech is detected is
generally the most basic imaginable:
simply cancel the current speech output.
There are exceptions. A particularly
interesting approach by Ström & Seneff
(2000) takes inspiration from humanhuman dialogue to design a system
which increases its voice intensity when
barge-ins occur at dialogue states where
interruptions are undesirable, signalling
that barge-ins are disallowed at this
stage. When a barge-in occurs at a less
critical point in the dialogue, they propose that the system reduce its intensity, but continue to speak, which allows
the system to verify that the detected
barge-in was indeed speech from the
user before cutting itself short.
A less frequently implemented, but
equally important and practical, reason
is to handle temporary fluctuations in
the ambient noise environment. If a
lorry drives by, or someone suddenly
starts drilling in a near-by wall, people
respond by either raising their voices or
by simply pausing until the noise recedes before finishing. An SDS that
copies this behaviour will be easier to
understand in adversary conditions. To
our knowledge, this simple functionality has not been implemented in any
published system, but there is a surge of
research into a related area: the use of
Lombard speech from SDSs to overcome adverse noise conditions.
A third example concerns in particular humanlike SDSs that strive to
achieve spoken communication in a
manner that is similar to how humans
use speech to communicate (Cassell,
2007; Edlund et al., 2008). Human con-

Abstract
We present a study in which 16 subjects
were recorded while interacting with a
human narrator acting the part of a spoken dialogue system (SDS). Interruptions to the narrator’s speech were added systematically. The recordings were
analysed to find pause and resume behaviours that may be suitable for implementation in SDSs. The first results
show that resumptions are initiated, on
average, with a higher pitch than other
utterances.

Introduction
We present a study in which 16 subjects
were recorded while interacting with a
human narrator acting the part of a spoken dialogue system (SDS). Interruptions to the narrator’s speech were added systematically. The recordings were
analysed to find pause and resume behaviours that may be suitable for implementation in SDSs.

Background
Pauses and resumptions in spoken
dialogue systems
There are a number of good reasons to
equip SDSs – be they robots, machines
or computers that communicate using
speech – with the ability to cut themselves short – to stop speaking before
they have finished saying what the
planned to say.
The reason most frequently discussed in SDS design is to handle socalled user barge-ins – user appearing
in the middle of the system's speech. In
current SDSs, barge-ins are often disallowed (e.g. ignored) by simply turning
the microphone off when the system is
speaking. SDSs that do handle barge-in
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versations are emergent, and humans
often reconsider their plan while speaking, and may pause briefly to consider
before finishing. A humanlike SDS that
treats the conversation as an emergent
phenomenon and senses the environment incrementally and continuously
should also be able to halt and to
change its mind mid-utterance. Although this type of pause behaviour can
be used in a pre-planned, simulated
manner to achieve focus, a more interesting challenge is for the system to
pause thoughtfully when it actually
needs processing time. Skantze &
Hjalmarsson (2013) successfully use
utterance-initial filled pauses to this
end.
Finally, situated SDSs – systems
designed to monitor and model the context and the environment as well as the
emergent dialogue – may pause if they
notice an unreceptive listener. This may
happen if the listener becomes disturbed by another person, or if some
external task of greater importance gets
in the way. Such systems may also implement pausing as a proactive behaviour and pause when they anticipate that
the user will become otherwise occupied presently. Kousidis et al. (2014)
show that an in-car SDS that pauses
when complicated driving situations
occur leads to improvements both in the
driving and in the driver’s recall of
what the SDS said.

that current machines are at a great disadvantage here. In the most primary
and common form of spoken communication amongst humans –face-to-face
conversation – a speaker has access to a
whole slew of indications when an interlocutor intends to take the floor.
Commonly discussed speech preparatory events include in-breath, smacks and
mouth opening, posture and head pose
shifts; and gaze patterns. A barge-in
supporting SDS generally senses nothing but sound.
There is evidence that users can be
dissatisfied with pausing systems even
if these are objectively better. The
adaptive (and objectively safer and
more efficient) system presented by
Kousidis et al. (2014) received poorer
subjective judgements from its users
than a non-adaptive (non-pausing)
counterpart, with comments suggesting
that users thought the system might
have paused because of programme
errors.
In order to allow our SDSs to pause
when need be without being secondguessed by their users, it seems important to clearly signal that the pause
is intentional and planned. This way,
users will be confident that they can tell
intended pauses – features – from bugs.
We think it likely that if the subjects in
the Kousidis et al. (2014) study had felt
confident that the adaptive system knew
what it was doing, and that is was all
for their benefit, they would have graded the system’s performance higher.
The choice of signal, however, is
important and not trivial. A signal that
is clear and easy to perceive may not be
sufficient. Edlund & Nordstrand (2002)
compare an SDS which signals that it is
thinking with a spinning hourglass (as
in a popular computer operating system) with one where the SDS’s avatar
(an animated talking head) simply looks
away. The system with the more obvious hour-glass results in slightly more
efficient dialogues, but is strongly disliked by the users, who suspected the
computer was having problems running
the SDS. The system that looked away

Where it fails
Although it can be shown that wellpositioned pauses can improve the usability of an SDS as it affords user
barge-ins or the efficiency and safety as
for example an in-car SDS can adapt to
changes in for example the driving situation, there are drawbacks. A system
implementing user barge-in is likely to
halt in the wrong places, as it will misinterpret non-speech sound such as
coughs or external noises for barge-ins.
If these mistakes occur frequently, user
trust in the system will diminish, and
the pausing behaviour is likely to do
more harm than good. It is worth noting
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while thinking was almost as efficient
(and outperformed a system with no
indicators at all) as well as liked by the
users. The baseline system without indicators resulted in quite poor dialogue
efficiency, but was slightly better liked
by users than the hour-glass version.

tains behaviours that could all plausibly
be used by the same speaker. To
achieve this, we consistently use the
same single male speaker in the role as
the system (“speaker”, hereafter) for all
recordings. For the user role (“listener”,
hereafter), a balanced variety of speakers were used: two sets of 8 listeners,
both balanced for gender, were used.
None of the listeners had any previous
knowledge of this research. All listeners
were rewarded with one cinema ticket.
They were told that those who performed the task best would earn a second ticket, and the top performers
from each setup received a second ticket after the recordings were completed.

The way forward
We believe that we would benefit from
finding out how people behave when
they pause and when they resume
speaking, and attempt to implement
these behaviours in humanlike SDS. In
other types of SDSs, mimicking human
behaviours may not be a good option
(Edlund et al., 2008). In this paper, we
present a first step towards this goal.

Task
The data collection was designed as a
dual task experiment. The main task for
the speaker was to read three short informative texts about each of three cities (Paris, Stockholm, and Tokyo), arranged so that the first is quite general,
the second more specific, and the third
deals with a quite narrow detail with
some connection to the city. This task is
equivalent to what one might expect
from a tourist information system. For
the listener, the main task is to listen to
the city information. The listener is
motivated by the knowledge that the
reading of each segment – that is each
of the nine informative texts –is followed by three questions on the content
of the text. Their performance in answering these questions and in completing the secondary task counted towards
the extra movie ticket. The secondary
task was designed as follows. At irregular, random intervals, a clearly visible
coloured circle would appear, either in
front of the speaker or the listener.
When this happened, the speaker was
under obligation to stop the narration
and instead read a sequence of eight
digits from a list. The listener must then
to repeat the digit sequence back to the
speaker, after which the speaker could
resume the narration.

Method
The target of our experiment can be
formulated in three questions: How
does a human speaker stop speaking
when faced with an (possible) interruption? How does a human speaker resume speaking after such an event?
Which of these behaviours are plausible
candidates for inclusion in a spoken
dialogue system?
Data Collection
Setting
We recorded the dialogues in our dialogue recording studio – a recording
environment consisting of several physically distinct locations that are interconnected with low and constant latency audio and video. Pairs of interlocutors were placed in different rooms, and
communicated through pairs of wireless
close-range microphones and loudspeakers. Video was not used here,
since we are interested in behaviours
that are triggered by the acoustic cues
that are available to most SDSs.
Subjects
The end-goal of this data collection is
not to train a recognizer or a recognition or categorisation device, but the
generation of a consistent set of candidate behaviours for implementation in a
spoken dialogue system – one that con55
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Conditions
We considered two characteristics of
interruptions that we assumed would
have an effect on how humans react to
the interruption and to how they resume
speaking after it: the source of an interruption can be either internal or external
in a dialogue; and the duration and content of an interruption varies: they can
be brief or even the result of a mistake,
or they can be long and contentful. The
condition mapping to the first of these
characteristics was designed such that
the coloured circle signalling an interruption was presented randomly to either the speaker, mapping to en external
event visible to the system but not the
driver, or to the listener, mapping to an
interruption from the driver to the system (the listener had to speak up to inform the speaker that the circle was
present). The second condition was
designed such that in one set of eight
dialogues, the coloured circle would
start out yellow, and as soon as the
speaker became silent, it would randomly either disappear (causing only a
short interruption with light or no content, corresponding to e.g. a false
alarm) or turn red, in which case the
sequence of digits would be read and
repeated (a contentful interruption). In
the other set of eight recordings, the
circle always went straight to red, and
always caused digits to be read and
repeated.

Figure 1. The average pitch (in semitones,
Y-axis) for the first through tenth (X-axis)
voiced 100 ms segment in the original readings, and in the resumptions following interruptions into these readings, over 59 pairs.

We take the resumption to be the point
where the reader returns to reading the
script. Any material after the interruption, and in applicable cases the completion of the embedded, secondary
task, and the resumption was coded as
pre-resumption material.
In this initial analysis, we looked
the pitch of resumptions. For each resumption in the material, we also took
the first sentence from the script preceding the interruption to get a pair.
These pairs are matched in time, at least
within a minute, so the voice characteristics of the reader should be similar.
We extracted the first 10 100 ms frames
containing voiced speech from each of
these pairs and analysed them for pitch.
59 pairs were found were there was at
least 10 frames of voiced speech. Only
these were used in the analysis.

Analysis
Each channel of each recording was
segmented into silence delimited speech
segments automatically, and these were
transcribed using Nuance Dragon Dictate. The transcriptions were then corrected by a human annotator, and labelled for interruptions – either from
the listener (who was prompted by a
light indicator) or from the reader being
interrupted by a similar light indicator.
Resumptions from the pauses caused by
these interruptions were coded as well.

Results
We had anticipated results showing that
the end of speech following an interruption is different, but so far our analysis
have come up empty. Furthermore, the
pauses follow near-instantly in most
cases, with a delay that is just slightly
above the minimum reaction time.
Prosodically, we see a clear difference between the beginning of the resumptions and the non-resumption utterances. The pairwise difference be56
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tween the average pitch over the first 10
voiced 100ms segments of each part of
the original-resumption pairs is plotted
in Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows that the resumptions start on average about 1.5 semitones higher. They then drop, and after
about 0.5 seconds, approximately 2
syllables, they are on a level comparable to original readings.
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Discussion
We think that the pitch difference we
found is a good candidate for implementation in current systems. The finding is consistent with the impressionistic finding that the resumptions are
often characterized by a stronger initial
stress, and suggests that increasing initial stress in resumptions is a candidate
behavior for humanlike resumption.

Future work
The pitch finding is not straightforward
to implement in current systems, as
they normally do not grant control over
pitch or initial stress. The finding, however, can be implemented and tested in
research systems.
The data recorded will be annotated
and analysed further. In particular, the
short interruptions that originated on
the reader side are interesting, as it
seems that the listener in many cases
never even noticed the interruption, as
the reader masked it using several strategies such as coughing or drawing for
breath slowly.
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Abstract

b. Den bruna haren bor [i parken]Focus.
the brown hare lives in park-the

The paper presents the results of a production experiment designed to study
when initiality accents appear in a sentence. Based on a previous observation
(Myrberg, 2010) that focal accents in
the clause initial constituent can deaccent initiality accents, the present experiment examines whether the length
and information structural status (focused, given) of a clause initial subject
affects the rate of initiality accent deaccenting. Results show that initiality
accents are more often deaccented in
focused and long subjects than in given
and short ones.

Initiality accent deaccenting
We know that initiality accents are sensitive to the presence of focal accents in
the clause initial constituent. A focal
accent in the clause initial constituent
can deaccent the initiality accent, preventing it from appearing in the clause
(Myrberg, 2010). This happens e.g.
when there is a narrow focus in the
clause initial constituent, as in (2).
(2) a. Vilket brunt djur bor i parken?
what brown animal lives in park-the
b. Den bruna [haren]focus bor i parken.
the brown hare
lives in park-the

Introduction: initiality accents
Initiality accents are tonal markers of
the left edges of Intonation Phrases in
(at least) Stockholm Swedish (Roll, et
al., 2009; Myrberg, 2010, 2013). They
share their shape and much of their
phonological behavior with focal accents (Bruce, 1977, 1998). Thus, like
focal accents in Stockholm Swedish,
initiality accents have the tonal representation H*LH (accent 2) or L*H (accent 1). This makes initiality accents
look much like prominences.
Functionally, however, initiality
accents are similar to boundary tones.
They do not serve as markers of any
information structural category. They
rather have the function of marking the
beginning of a new Intonation Phrase.
Initiality accents appear on the first
lexically stressed word in a sentence,
i.e. the first Prosodic Word (PWd)
(Myrberg & Riad 2013, Riad 2014).
Thus in (1b), bruna ‘brown’ carries an
initiality accent.

In (2b) haren must obligatorily carry a
focal accent, as it is information structurally focused. The presence of this
focal accent prevents the appearance of
an initiality accent on bruna.
Instead of an initiality accent, bruna carries a word accent. The tonal representation for word accents is H*L for
lexical accent 2, and HL* for lexical
accent 1. The word accent is the lowest
tonal prominence level in Swedish, and
appears on most words that have a lexical stress (Bruce, 1977; Myrberg &
Riad, 2013).
This paper presents the results of a
production experiment designed to
study the interaction of the focal accent
and the initiality accent in clause initial
subjects.
Two types of focal accents
In the present paper, two different functions of focal accents will be distinguished. These will be shown to interact in different ways with initiality accents when appearing in the clause initial constituent.

(1) a. Var
bor den bruna haren?
Where lives the brown hare?
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(4) Target sentences

First, there are focusing focal accents. These are the focal accents that
obligatorily appear on information
structurally focused constituents (and it
is with this function in mind that the
focal accents have been named). A focusing focal accent appears on parken
in (1b), to mark the whole PP i parken
as information structurally focused. The
focal accent on haren in (2b) is also a
focusing focal accent.
Second, there are phrasing focal
accents. These focal accents (like the
focusing ones) appear on the last word
of a constituent. Their function is to
group the words of a constituent into
one prosodic phrase. The phrasing focal
accents do not signal information structural focus, and can even appear on
given material, as we will see below. A
phrasing focal accent can, optionally,
appear on haren in (1b) (note that even
when a phrasing focal accent appears
on haren, an additional focusing focal
accent must appear on parken).
The experiment presented here was
designed to answer the questions in (3).
In what follows, the experiment design
is presented, followed by the results.

a. subject length: 2 PWd (underlined)
[Den
bruna
haren]S
the
brown
hare
[bor
i
parken]VP
lives in
park-the
b. subject length: 3 PWd (underlined)
[Den bruna haren med ungar]S
the brown hare with kids
[bor
i
parken]VP
lives in
park-the
c. subject length: 4 PWd (underlined)
[Den
bruna
haren
the
brown
hare
med många
ungar]S
with many
kids
[bor
i
parken]VP
lives in
park-the
d. subject length: 5 PWd (underlined)
[Den
bruna
haren
the
brown
hare
med många
söta ungar]S
with many
cute kids
[bor
i
parken]VP
lives in
park-the
(5) Context questions
a. subject is given, part of VP is focused
Var
bor [subject of 4a–d]?
where
lives […]

(3) Questions:
a. Does the focal accent have a stronger
deaccenting effect the closer it appears to
an initiality accent? If yes, initiality will
be more deaccented in short subjects than
in long ones.

b. part of subject is focused, VP is given
Vilken brun hare/ vilket brunt djur
Which brown hare/ what brown animal
bor i parken?
lives in park-the

b. Do phrasing focal accents and focusing
focal accents deaccent initiality accents
equally much?

There were ten sets of items as in (4a–
d). Five sets had accent 1 words in the
subject, and the other five sets had accent 2 words. Each sentence was read in
the context of the question in (5a) as
well as the one in (5b), with three repetitions.
In total, this resulted in a corpus of
1200 read sentences (10 items * 4
length conditions * 2 focus structures *
3 repetitions * 5 speakers = 1200 sentences).
The question-answer pairs were
presented to the speakers on a laptop
screen.

Material
The production experiment was designed to study deaccenting of initiality
accents in information structurally focused and given clause initial subjects
of four different lengths. Five native
female Stockholm Swedish speakers
were asked to read target sentences as
in (4a–d).
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with respect to whether the contour on
that word was a focal/initiality accent or
a word accent. Together, the tonal annotation procedure and the subjective
rating of tonal contours form the base
of the analysis presented here.

Annotation procedure
The sentences were annotated semimanually using Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2013). Word boundaries were
manually annotated, and tonal targets
were automatically extracted in the first
and last word of each subject (4a: bruna
+ haren, 4b–d: bruna + ungar).
An annotation procedure was designed that automatically placed three
tonal points (points A, B, C) in each
target word, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Measurement errors and microprosodic
effects were manually corrected.
Accent 1: Focal/
initiality accent

Accent 1: Word
accent

L

(L)

Hfocus (L%)

Results and discussion
The effect of constituent length on
initiality accent deaccenting (question
3a)
The length of the focused constituent
does affect the shape and distribution of
initiality accents.
The length of the subject has a statistically significant effect on the height
of the Hfocus tone (point B in the accent
1 annotation and point C in the accent 2
annotation). This is shown in Figure 2.
The difference between the subject
lengths 2 PWd and 5 PWd is highly
significant for all speakers (accent 1
and 2 data taken together, 2-sided ttests, p<0.001).

H(focus) L*

pointA pointB pointC

Accent 2: Focal/
initiality accent

Accent 2: Word
accent

H*

H*

Hfocus

L

(Hfocus)

pointA pointB pointC

90

Figure 1. The annotation procedure assigned
three measure points in each word (points
A, B, C). The upper panels show the distribution of the three tonal measure points in
accent 1 words. The lower panels show the
distribution of the three tonal points in accent 2 words.

95

L

pointA pointB pointC

St re 1 Hz

100

pointA pointB pointC

2 PWd

3 PWd

4 PWd

5 PWd

Figure 2. Height of Hfocus tone in the four
different length conditions. The accent 1
data corresponds to point B in the annotation (L*H). The accent 2 data corresponds
to point C in the annotation (H*LH). Each
box contains data points from all 5 speakers,
and accent 1 as well as accent 2.

The three points A, B, C were used to
identify and distinguish between focal/initiality accents (lexical accent 1:
L*H, lexical accent 2: H*LH) and word
accents (lexical accent 1: HL*, lexical
accent 2: H*LH) (Bruce, 1998;
Myrberg, 2010, 2013). A high value for
point B indicates the presence of a focal/initiality accent in accent 1. A high
value for point C indicates the presence
of a focal/initiality accent in accent 2.
Independently of the annotation of
the tonal points, the author made a subjective judgment for each target word,

Between 3 PWd subjects and 5 PWd
subjects, speaker 5 has a significant
effect in both the accent 1 and 2 conditions, and speaker 1 has a significant
effect in the accent 2 condition
(p<0,01). Speakers 2, 3, and 4, however, have no significant difference between the 3 PWd and the 5 PWd subjects.
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the answer to (5b) (χ2=159.5346, df=2,
p<0.001).

500
400
300

Frequency

100

150

200

WA
IA?
IA

250

WA
IA?
IA

0

0

50

Frequency

600

In addition, subject length has a
significant effect on the subjective
judgments of whether the initial word in
each subject carries an initiality accent
or a word accent. This is shown in Figure 3 (χ2=54.8168, df=6, p<0.001).

2 PWd

3 PWd

4 PWd

Focused subject

5 PWd

Figure 5. Number of initiality accents (IA),
word accents (WA) and unclear cases (IA?)
on the first word of information structurally
focused versus given subjects.

Subejct length

Figure 3. Number of initiality accents (IA),
word accents (WA) and unclear cases (IA?)
in the four length conditions.

It is worth noting that words rated as
initiality accented have higher values
for the Hfocus targets (annotation point B
for accent 1, point C for accent 2) than
words rated as word accented. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.

95

100

The effect in Figure 5 is unsurprising,
given that deaccenting happens only in
subjects that have a focal accent on
their last word. When there is no focal
accent in the subject, the initiality accent is obligatory (this seems safe to
conclude, based on the fact that among
the 1198 sentences in the dataset, deaccenting happens only when there is a
focal accent in the subject. Subjects
without a focal accent on their last word
carry initiality accents on their first
word.)
In the subject focus condition, all
subjects carry a focal accent on the last
word. In the given subject condition,
however, the focal accent is not obligatory on the last word of the subject. The
result in Figure 4, then, could merely be
due to the higher frequency of focal
accents on the last words of focused
subjects than given ones.
Interestingly, however, this does
not seem to be the case. The effect remains when all subjects that do not
have focal accents are excluded.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of
initiality accents in subjects that have
focal accents. We see that approximately half of the given subjects carry focal
accents. As expected, almost all focused subjects carry focal accents.
Among the given subjects with focal

90

St re 1 Hz

Given subject

1.ia wa 2.ia wa 3.ia wa 4.ia wa 5.ia wa

Figure 4. The height of the Hfocus tone (point
B in the accent 1 annotation, point C in the
accent 2 annotation), for the five speakers
(1–5), in words rated as initiality accented
(ia) and word accented (wa) respectively.
Accent 1 and 2 data is plotted together.

Initiality accent deaccenting with
focusing vs. phrasal big accents
(question 3b)
In addition to the effect of subject
length, the information structural status
of the subject has an effect on the deacenting of the initiality accent.
Figure 5 illustrates the difference in
frequency of initiality accents in the
subject when the subject is given as in
the answer to (5a), versus focused as in
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discussion in Myrberg & Riad, in
press).
In the Swedish intonation research,
the relation between the notions focal
accent and nuclear accent has not been
much discussed. The results of the present experiment however indicate that
focal accents are of two types, the focusing ones, with a “strong” deaccenting effect and the phrasing ones with a
“weaker” deaccenting effect.
It makes sense to analyze the focusing accents in this dataset as nuclear
accents, and the phrasing accents as
prenuclear accents.
When the subject is focused in this
dataset, the VP that follows it is given.
A given constituent that follows a focus
generally does not contain any focal
accents (Bruce, 1977; Myrberg, 2010).
The accents that appear on information
structurally focused subjects are thus
the rightmost focal accents in their sentences, and we can therefore refer to
them as nuclear.
When the subject is given in this
dataset, the VP is always focused and
must, therefore, carry a focusing focal
accent, independent of whether or not
the subject has a phrasing focal accent.
The accent on a given subject, therefore, is not rightmost in its sentence,
thus prenuclear.
Accepting that one intonation
phrase can contain multiple focal accents, and that the rightmost of these is
the nuclear accent (in accordance with
common analyses of other Germanic
languages), we arrive at the generalization that nuclear accents have a more
powerful deaccenting effect than prenuclear accents.

600

accents on their last word, the vast majority also contain an initiality accent on
their first word. Among the focused
subjects, however, less than half have
an initiality accent in addition to the
focal accent.

400
300
200
0

100

Frequency

500

WA
IA?
IA

Focused subject

Given subject

Figure 6. Number of initiality accents (IA),
word accents (WA) and unclear cases (IA?)
on the first word of subjects that also have a
focal accent on their last word. Among given subjects, approximately 50% have a
(phrasing) focal accent on their last word.
Among focused subjects, (almost) all have a
(focusing) focal accent on their last word.

Figure 5 shows that, proportionally,
focal accents that appear in information
structurally focused subjects are less
likely to coocurr with an initiality accent in the subject, compared to focal
accents in given subjects.
Put differently, the (obligatory and
focusing) focal accents that appear on
information structurally focused subjects have a stronger deaccenting effect
than the (optional and phrasing) focal
accents that appear on given subjects.
We may extend this observation to
a claim that in the present dataset, the
focusing focal accents are nuclear accents, whereas the phrasing focal accents are prenuclear accents.
The term nuclear accent has often
been used to refer to the rightmost accent of an Intonation Phrase in the literature
on
Germanic
intonation
(Pierrehumbert, 1980; Ladd, 2008). In
sentences with a single focus, the nuclear accent must correlate with the
focus (e.g. Truckenbrodt, 1995, see

Conclusion
The results of a production experiment
were presented, which show how focal
accents and initiality accents interact in
clause initial subjects. The results show
that the closer a focal accent appears to
the clause initial word, the less likely it
is that an initiality accent is realized.
In addition, focal accents that appear on focused subjects have a strong63
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er deaccenting effect than focal accents
on given subjects. It was argued that the
former can be analyzed as nuclear accents as they are the rightmost focal
accents in their sentences, whereas the
latter are prenuclear accents. The fact
that these accents behave differently in
terms of how they interact with initiality accents provides additional support
for their different status in the intonational phonology.
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HL fall for accent I (acute) and a late
HL fall for accent II (grave). On the
other hand, sentence (or focal) accent is
associated with a tonal rise (represented
by a H), following the accent II fall, but
no direct association with a specific
syllable constituent has been suggested
for simplex Accent II words. Thus, tonal analysis assumes some type of association between stressed syllables and
specific tonal commands one way or
another, albeit with a variety of different functions among languages.
Despite the general appeal to the
syllable in tonal analysis, the notion of
the syllable itself and related syllabifications remain a controversial issue.
Theoretical approaches, such as the
Maximum Onset Principle (MOP) and
the Sonority Sequence Principle (SSP)
may predict diverse syllabifications.
Thus, the fairly internationalized word
“pasta” is syllabified as /pa.sta/ according to MOP, as the consonant cluster
/st/ is canonical at the onset of words
(cf. “studio”), but as /pas.ta/ according
to SSP, as there is no sonority rising
between sibilant and stop sequences.
On the other hand, experimental approaches have hardly provided reliable
phonetic evidence. Maddieson (1985),
e.g., suggests the Closed Syllable Vowel Shortening (CSVS) as a phonetic
correlate of syllabification, according to
which vowels are shorter in closed syllables than in open ones.
Botinis and Nirgianaki (2014, this
volume) suggest tonal turning points as
a tonal correlate of syllabification. In
Greek, specifically, the L tonal target of
LH commands in lexical as well as focus contexts is associated with syllable
onset. Furthermore, a vowel segment

Abstract
This is a study of tonal representation
as a function of syllable structure constituency in Swedish. The results of a
production experiment indicate that the
onset of the focal accent rise – which
we suggest to be best represented by a
bitonal LH command – is associated
with the consonant onset of the postaccented syllable. Furthermore, a vowel
insertion is favored in certain intervocalic consonant clusters. In light of these findings, as well a parallel study on
Greek, we claim: (1) syllabification is a
basic prerequisite condition in tonal
analysis and intonation studies, (2) tonal targets may define syllable boundaries and hence syllabification and (3)
different tonal targets may be associated with different syllable structure constituents in different languages.

Introduction
This presentation is part of a large study
on syllable structure and crosslinguistic
prosody. Our general hypothesis is that
different types of tonal commands and
related tonal targets are associated with
specific syllable constituents in languages with different prosodic structures, such as standard Athenian Greek
(hereafter Greek) and standard Stockholm Swedish (hereafter Swedish).
In Greek, early results have shown
that tonal rises associated with lexical
stress as well as focus production initiate at syllable onsets (e.g. Botinis
1989). In Swedish, Bruce’s research
(e.g. 1977) has shown how a lexical
accent distinction is associated with the
timing of a HL tonal command in relation to accented syllables, i.e. an early
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may be inserted between intervocalic
consonant clusters. In /av'ɣo/ (‘egg’),
e.g., in accordance with the tonal turning point, the intervocalic consonant
cluster is heterosyllabified whereas a
vowel is as a rule inserted between the
consonants. This syllabification supports the SSP predictions, as there is no
sonority rising between fricatives, but
does not support the MOP predictions,
as /vɣ/ is canonical syllable onset at
lexical domain (cf. /'vɣeno/ ‘go out’).
In Swedish, two tonal commands
and respective L targets may be assumed to correlate with syllabification:
the L target of the accent II HL command can be expected to be reached in
the vicinity of the syllable boundary;
according to Bruce (1977), this L target
likewise constitutes the onset of the rise
resulting from the focal accent H command. The latter, as we will argue,
might be better represented as a bitonal
LH in accent II, instead of the established monotonal H. However, associations of tonal commands and related
targets as a function of syllable structure variability have hardly been investigated. Swedish prosodic typology has
a two-way binary distinction. First, a
complementary quantity distinction,
according to which long and short vowels are in principle followed by short
and long consonants, respectively (e.g.
“glass” /VCː/ ‘ice cream’ vs. “glas”
/VːC/ ‘glass’ and, second, a lexical accent distinction, according to which
stressed syllables carry either accent I
or accent II (e.g. “tánken” ‘the tank’ vs.
“tànken” ‘the thought’. Interestingly,
the lexical accent distinction may take
place in either type of quantity distinction. On the other hand, Swedish, much
like other Germanic languages, is a
fairly closed syllable structure language
with a variety of branching codas and
thus, any type of syllabification does
not in principle violate canonical syllable phonotactics, either preceding coda
or following onset ones. Thus, unlike
Greek, which is a fairly open syllable
language, Swedish hardly has any optimal context for vowel insertions.

In this presentation, in accordance
with the above description and especially the syllabification issue in Swedish,
we test the following hypotheses. Hypothesis 1: The L target of the lexical
accent II HL tonal command correlates
with consonant coda right edge. Hypothesis 2: This L target can also be
regarded as the onset of the focal accent
rise to the following H, which correlates with the consonant onset left edge.
Hypothesis 3: No vowel insertion between intervocalic consonant clusters as
a function of syllabification is favored.

Experimental methodology
In order to test the above hypotheses, a
production experiment was designed.
The speech material consists of eight
accent II test words (Table 1) in the
carrier sentence “vi säger ___ igen”
(‘we say ___ again’), produced at normal tempo by six female speakers,
grown up and educated in the wider
Stockholm area. One speaker pronounced one of the test words idiolectically and was excluded. Each speaker
produced the speech material five times
and the corpus counts thus to 200 tokens (8 test words x 5 speakers x 5 repetitions = 200).
Table 1. Intervocalic consonant context and
test words with respective glosses.

Context
1. /Vːl/
2. /Vl ː/
3. /Vmn/
4. /Vlv/
5. /Vːvl/
6. /Vvl/
7. /Vːl#/
8. /Vː#l/

Test words
vila
villa
nämna
halva
tavla
kravla
bil arv
bi larv

Glosses
to rest
villa
to name
half
board
to crawl
car heritage
bee larva

The speech material was recorded
at a sound-treated studio at the Humanities Laboratory, Lund University, and
the speech analysis was carried out with
Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2013).
Acoustic analysis and measurements
were carried out by the authors.
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Results
This section presents qualitative analysis examples, followed by quantitative
analysis of vowel insertions.
Qualitative analysis
In figure 1.1, the accent II HL fall in the
word “vi:la” spans within the first part
of the nucleus vowel. This tonal structure could be accounted for by assuming that long vowels in Swedish consist
of two moras, which is also apparent in
the waveform of the figure: the accent
II fall in the first mora of the nucleus
vowel is followed by a low tonal plateau throughout its second mora. The
focal accent rise, on the other hand,
spans between the left edge of the postvowel consonant and the succeeding
nucleus vowel. This suggests that the
onset of the focal accent rise is correlated with syllable boundary.
In figure 1.2, the accent II HL fall
in the word “vil:a” spans within the
nucleus vowel, which is short, and is
followed by a low tonal plateau up to
the middle of the postvowel consonant
whereas the focal accent rise follows
thereafter up to the following vowel.
Thus, long consonants in Swedish,
much like long vowels, seem to behave
like bimoraic syllable constituents and
hence heterosyllabification is evident
with the two moras attached to different
syllables. This analysis indicates (1)
complementary tonal structure distribution in accordance with quantity functional distribution and (2) two L targets
as a function of a low tonal plateau between accent II fall and focal accent
rise, which indicates a bitonal LH representation, rather than a monotonal H.
In figure 1.3, the accent II and focal
accent complementary tonal structure
distribution fall-plateau-rise in the test
word “nämna” is evident, which correlates with the nucleus short vowel, the
first and second consonant of the intervocalic cluster, respectively. A vowel
insertion is however also evident, which
may be a means to reinforce syllable
boundaries of intervocalic consonants.

1 vi

2

vi

säger

H L L H
v i : l a igen

HL LH
säger v i l : a igen

3 vi

säger

H L L H
n ä mV n a igen

4 vi

säger

H L L H
h a l V v a igen

Figure 1. A female speaker’s examples of
tonal representations as a function of syllable structure variability (cont. next page).

In figure 1.4, the same tonal structure to that of figure 1.3 as well as a
vowel insertion are apparent in the test
word “halva”. Thus, the accent II and
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the focal fall-level-rise tonal sequence
correlates with the nucleus short vowel,
the first and second consonant of the
cluster, respectively.
In figure 1.5, the accent II and the
focal fall-plateau-rise sequence is also
evident in the word “ta:vla”. However,
the vowel nucleus is long, despite the
heterosyllabification of intervocalic
consonant cluster, which indicates that
vowels in Swedish may be long even in
closed syllable contexts. Furthermore,
the low tonal plateau correlates with the
first consonant of the cluster.
In figure 1.6, the accent II and the
focal fall-plateau-rise sequence correlates with short vowel nucleus and heterosyllabic consonant cluster in “kravla”. The focal L target at the right edge
of the fist consonant indicates that the
words “ta:vla” and “kravla” undergo
the same syllabification, despite respective long vs. short vowel nucleus.
In figure 1.7, the accent II and focal
fall-plateau-rise sequence correlates
with the first mora of the vowel nucleus, the second mora, and the intervocalic consonant, respectively. Thus, in
analogy with tonal associations observed for “vila”, this tonal pattern indicates the expected syllabification
“bi.larv”. For “bil arv” (fig. 1.8) a
creaky voice at the onset of the second
vowel is apparent, indicating a glottal
stop and syllabification thus as
“bil.arv”. The tonal pattern is somewhat
inconclusive: The tonal rise at the cluster boundary may constitute the onset of
the focal rise – thus indicating the same
syllabification as in figure 1.7.
The qualitative analysis above revealed four key aspects of Swedish
prosody. First, tonal commands and
related tonal targets may be associated
with specific syllable constituents. Second, a low tonal plateau intervenes
between accent II and focal tonal targets. Third, the L target of the focal
tonal rise is a constant correlate of syllabification. Fourth, several intervocalic
clusters favor vowel insertion whereas
other clusters disfavor it.

5 vi säger

6

vi säger

t

H L LH
a : v l a igen

H L LH
k r a v l a igen

HL LH
7 vi säger b i : # l a r v igen

HL L H
8 vi säger b i : l # a r v igen
Figure 1. A female speaker’s examples of
tonal representations as a function of syllable structure variability (see text).

Quantitative results
In this paper, the quantitative results are
confined to vowel insertions between
consonant clusters (the total results will
be presented at the conference).
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Table 2 shows vowel insertions as a
function of phonotactic variability
across intervocalic consonant sequences. In accordance with our experimental
methodology, more than 20 ms of vowel-like segment insertions were considered true vowel insertions whereas less
than 20 ms were considered production
artifacts and are not thus included in the
table. It should be noted that vowel
insertion took place only in test words
3-6, which are included in table 2.
Thus, no vowel insertion takes place in
the context of long vowels, assuming
that their internal composition consists
of two moras.

which the focal rise is correlated with
the left edge of the second mora. At the
same time, the L target of the focal rise
functions as a phonetic correlate of syllabification in Swedish, which was the
main aim of this study in the first place.
This finding leads the way to the reconsideration and a revised tonal representation of the focal command as a bitonal
LH, instead of a monotonal H. On the
other hand, neither Hypothesis 1 nor
Hypothesis 3 is supported, as the L target of the accent II HLcommand is correlated with the right edge of the first
mora of the nucleus vowel whereas a
vowel may be inserted between intervocalic consonants.
Our results further enlighten thus
Bruce’s (1977) tonal analysis in Swedish, according to which the lexical
accent II tonal fall and the focal accent
tonal rise are distinct realizations of
respective prosodic functions. This was
a unique approach in prosodic analysis
at the time, as the accent distinction had
traditionally been described as a “double-peaked” accent II versus a “singlepeaked” accent I. Bruce’s approach was
widely adopted in tonal analysis of
Swedish, suggesting a succession of
accent II fall and focal accent rise: “For
a non-compound focal accent II (H*L
H) the word accent II fall (tied to the
stressed syllable) and the focal accent
rise will typically occur in immediate
succession.” (Bruce & Granström 1989,
p. 18). Thus, in practice, Bruce suggested a tonal interpolation between the L
target of the accent II fall and the H
target of the following focal accent rise,
which critically disregards the L target
of the focal accent rise. In accordance
with our analysis, however, this latter L
target shows constant stability and we
assume that its correlation with the onset syllable constituent is essential in
the tonal representation of Swedish.
Bruce’s analysis of Swedish had a
major impact on tonal analysis and the
development of prosodic theory. Thus,
following Bruce (1977), Pierrehumbert
(1980) suggests two tonal categories,
i.e. “pitch accent” and “phrase accent”,

Table 2. Vowel insertion in intervocalic
consonant context as a function of syllable
structure and phonotactic variability.

Context

Test words

3. /Vmn/
4. /Vlv/
5. /Vːvl/
6. /Vvl/

nämna
halva
tavla
kravla

Vowel insertion
Count
%
16
64
23
92
3
12
6
24

It is evident, that vowel insertion
takes place between all intervocalic
consonants clusters, albeit with different percentage. Thus, the nasal-nasal as
well as liquid-fricative sequences seem
to favor vowel insertion whereas fricative-liquid ones disfavor it. It should be
noted that MOP predicts heterosyllabification for the intervocalic cluster consonants of all test words 3-6 whereas
SSP predicts heterosyllabification for
words 3-4 but tautosyllabification for
words 5-6. Interestingly, the SSP heterosyllabification prediction seem to favor vowel insertion in words 3-4.

Discussion
In accordance with the hypotheses posited in the introduction and the experimental methodologies, the results support Hypothesis 2, i.e. the onset of the
focal rise appears to correlate with the
left edge of the post-stress syllable onset. This is also evident with reference
to heterosyllabification of moraic elements of long consonants, according to
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which roughly (phonologically, but not
functionally) correspond to respective
lexical accent and focal accent in Swedish. In accordance with Pierrehumbert
(1980) and mainstream AutosegmentalMetrical theory (AM theory) thereafter,
pitch accents may be either monotonal
(L* or H*) or bitonal (e.g. L*H or H*L)
whereas phrase accents are in principle
monotonal (i.e. either L¯ˉ or H¯ˉ). However, our results in this study contradict
AM theory’s premises about the
monotonal representation of phrase
accent (in our term focal accent), at
least with reference to Bruce’s analysis
of Swedish and respective adoption in
the context of AM theory.
Another shortcoming of AM theory
is the pitch accent representation itself.
The H*+L pitch accent, i.e. the accent
II phonological representation in Swedish, assumes a H tonal target in the
domain of stressed syllable, i.e. a
starred tone, whereas the L tonal target
is basically unspecified. In principle,
the L tonal target of the L tone may
thus be anywhere on the right of the H
tone, even outside the stressed syllable
itself. In practice, AM theory notation
and the assumptions behind it seem thus
to be too underspecified for underlying
phonological representations and too
broad for surface phonetic representations likewise. Instead, the association
of tonal commands and respective tonal
targets with specific syllable constituents, in accordance with the results of
the present study, is closer to phonetic
reality and matches in a natural way the
phonetics and phonology of prosody.
Interestingly, that is what AM theory
and its basic premises advocate in practice, i.e. the relation of phonetics and
phonology in the first place.
Approaches within the framework
of AM theory define in alternative ways
the targets of tonal associations. Atterer
and Ladd (2004), e.g., suggest associations of pitch accents and respective
tonal targets with segmental landmarks,
i.e. specific “segmental anchorings”.
Although an insightful remark per se,

no further elaboration is whatsoever
attempted with regards to interactions
of tonal representations and syllable
structure constituents. Thus, to the best
of our knowledge, the role of syllable
structure constituency in intonation
studies has practically been ignored in
current prosodic research.
In our view (see also Botinis &
Nirgianaki 2014, this volume), segmental strings of any length in principle are
organized into syllable sequences
whereas, at the same time, segments
associate with syllable constituency.
Underlying representations and related
tonal commands, on the other hand, are
optimally surfaced as specific tonal
targets at specific syllable constituents.
The interface between different tonal
commands and different syllable domains may thus vary across languages,
which is a challenging line of crosslinguistic prosody research and prosodic
theory development in general.
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cal, morphological or syntactic, between the dialects are marginal, and
speakers of different dialects understand each other without difficulty
(Svantesson 1983; Svantesson & House
2006).
The main function of sentence intonation in Kammu is to mark prosodic
boundaries. Phrase boundaries occur at
the right edge of each prosodic phrase
and are realised by a high (or high falling) pitch. The focused word is by default placed at the end of an utterance
coinciding with the place of the boundary tone, and the pitch of the phrase
boundary tone is raised. There is thus
no additional tonal gesture for focal
accent. In the tonal dialect lexical tones
do not change the phrase pattern, and
we still find the high boundary tone at
the right edge of prosodic groups unless
it jeopardises the identity of the lexical
tones (Karlsson et al. 2012).

Abstract
The main function of sentence intonation in Kammu is to mark prosodic
boundaries. There is no additional tonal
marking of focus. It is of particular interest that the underlying intonation
system is the same for both tonal
(Northern Kammu) and non-tonal
(Eastern Kammu) dialects. Prosodic
boundaries in Kammu have three functions: they mark prosodic phrases, focus
and speaker engagement. In this study
we show that relationships between
boundaries in terms of upstepping or its
absence interact with information and
discourse structure. This relationship
has the same pattern in both tonal and
non-tonal Kammu.

Introduction
Kammu is a Mon-Khmer language. It is
spoken by some 600,000 people mainly
in Northern Laos, but also in adjacent
areas of Vietnam and Thailand. One of
the main dialects of this language is a
tone language of the ‘East Asian’ type
with (high or low) tone on each syllable, while the other main dialect lacks
lexical tones.
The origin of the tones of the tonal
dialect is due to the development of
high pitch in vowels following a voiceless consonant and low pitch in vowels
following a voiced consonant, and the
subsequent merger of voiceless and
voiced consonants into the unmarked
member of the pair, voiceless for stops
and voiced for sonorants. Thus, puuc
‘to undress’ became púuc (high tone) in
the tonal dialect and buuc ‘wine’ became pùuc (low tone). The non-tonal
dialect kept the original forms unchanged. Other differences, phonologi-

Research questions and method
In Kammu, phrase boundaries between
utterances said in isolation tend to be
up-stepped. Informal observations of
spontaneous narratives indicate that
besides upstepping of phrase boundaries within an utterance there is also
upstepping between boundaries of utterances. The upstepping occurs up to a
certain point and then the same pattern
repeats again. These turning points
seem to occur at thematically similar
places in narratives for all our speakers.
Our goal is to find out whether these
turning points are related to discourse
structure. The main assumption is that
tonal phrase boundaries in Kammu are
multifunctional. They reflect prosodic
phrasing, information structure and
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discourse structure. First, we assume
that information structure is reflected
by upstepping of phrase boundaries.
The utterance final boundary is the
highest one as a reflection of default
placement of the focused word (or
‘new’ information) at the end of an utterance. Second, we assume that the
long-term relations between utterance
boundaries reflect discourse structure.
In our analysis we distinguish between information structure and discourse structure. Narratives are divided
into [given + new] units, called major
phrases. As the information becomes
given a new major phrase starts. Each
major phrase consists of at least one
minor phrase. Minor phrases are defined on prosodic grounds. We recognise a group as a minor phrase if it has a
prosodic boundary (high or high falling
pitch) at its right edge. Discourse topics
are recognised on semantic grounds;
this is described below. The F0 contour
of a part of a narrative with its division
into minor and major phrases and topics
is shown in Figure 1.
Recordings of four speakers (all
men) of the non-tonal dialect and six
speakers (four women and two men) of
the tonal dialect of Kammu were used
for this investigation. They recorded
spontaneous accounts of rice growing,
from the beginning of the work in the
field until the rice is cooked and eaten.
All speakers are well acquainted with
this process and their accounts are very
similar. Thus, we got fairly homogeneous spoken texts lasting about 2–5
minutes each. The narratives were transcribed and glossed by a native speaker
of Kammu.

[old new1 + new 2] [old new2 + new3]…
The new information becomes an anchor point (old information) in the next
utterance. There are thus a lot of repeated words in the speakers’ monologues,
and anaphoric reference is seldom used.
An example is (only key events are included):
Before there is rice we have to clear the
field… After clearing the field we burn
the field… After burning we sow.1
The text can thus be seen as a list of
successive events. Some speakers use
only one utterance per event while
some add a lot of additional information.
In order to test our hypothesis that
each informational unit [given + new],
i.e. major phrase, is reflected in the tonal structure by upstepping of boundary
tones, we made two kinds of analysis.
First, we divided narratives into phrases
on prosodic grounds. This was done by
perceptual and visual analysis of the F0
contours using Praat. Each unit ending
with a prosodic boundary tone was labelled as a minor phrase and the F0
maximum on the last word was measured. Second, we performed an analysis
of the informational flow in narratives
in terms of ‘new’ and ‘given’. Each unit
consisting of ‘given + new’ is labelled
as a major phrase. Thus, the division is:
[[minor phrase]boundary1 [minor phrase]
boundary2 [minor phrase]boundary3]
major phrase] boundary4.
Each major phrase consists of at
least one minor phrase. The boundary
of the last minor phrase is also the
boundary of the whole major phrase.
We expect the F0 maxima of boundary
tones to be upstepped with the highest
F0 at the boundary of the major phrase
(boundary 4 in the example above).

Analysis
Information structure
Structuring of new and old information
is achieved in the same way by all
speakers: new information is placed at
the end of the utterance; it is then repeated in the next utterance and is followed by new information. The informational structuring is [anchor + new1]

1

Kammu people practice slash-andburn agriculture.
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course structure. As we observe upstepping of boundary tones within major
phrases as a cue for their boundaries,
we assume that also the end of topics
will be marked by a higher boundary.

Division of narrative into topics
A discourse topic is seen as an informatively coherent part of discourse with a
clear beginning and end (see e.g. Chafe
2001). As we are dealing with narratives about a traditional activity we
used the Kammu agricultural calendar
compiled by Damrong Tayanin: http://
digaaa.humlab.lu.se/digaaa/web/kammu
/KamRaw/kammu1.html.
The agricultural periods are:
1) Clearing, 2) First burning, 3) Second burning, 4) Sowing, 5) First weeding, 6) Second weeding, 7) Third weeding, 8) Harvest, 9) Finishing off the
year, 10) Cold season.
Having these as our reference
frame for division into thematic topics
we found that all speakers have the following topics:
1) Clearing, 2) First and second
burning, 3) Sowing, 4) Weeding, 5)
Ripe rice, 6) Harvest, 7) Putting in
barns, 8) Pounding rice, 9) Soaking
rice, 10) Cooking rice, 11) Eating rice.
Some speakers have additional topics, such as making field houses, protecting crops from animals or different
ways to cook rice. We chose only topics
that were found for most speakers: all
topics except (5) and (7) occur for all
speakers.
As phrase boundary tones in Kammu convey several functions, we assume that they also interplay with dis-

Results
Final boundaries of major phrases
In order to find out whether the general
pattern is that F0 is rising in major
phrases, we measured the F0 maximum
of the last word of each major phrase
and of each minor phrase within the
major phrases. As a measure of the F0
rise within a major phrase we took the
difference between F0 of the major
phrase and the mean of the F0 values of
the (non-final) minor phrases that constitute the major phrase. For each
speaker we thus obtained a number of
differences which should be positive if
the hypothesis that F0 increases in a
major phrase is true.
To test this hypothesis we used an
exact binomial test for each speaker
based on the number of positive and
negative differences. For tonal speakers, the influence of the tones was compensated for by adding the mean F0
difference between the high and low
tone in the measured words for that
speaker to the F0 value of the maximum measured in each word with low
lexical tone.
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Figure 1. Part of a narrative and its division into minor phrases, major phrases and topics.
Non-tonal speaker. Glossing is [[go mark]minor phrase [we finish then clear]minor phrase]major
phrase]topic ends [[clear]minor phrase [finish then dry]minor phrase]major phrase [[cut tree]minor phrase]major phrase
[[that one month]minor phrase [two months]minor phrase [finish then burn]minor phrase]major phrase]topic ends.
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The results are shown in Table 1.
The tests show significant results (on
the 5% level) for all speakers except
Speaker 7 (non-tonal) and Speaker 18
(tonal), thus supporting our hypotheses
for most speakers.

Table 1. The number of major phrases for
which the difference between the F0 maximum of the major phrase and the mean F0
maxima of the constituent minor phrases is
equal to, greater than or less than zero.

Boundaries of discourse topics
We tried to correlate the phrasing of the
discourse with the local F0 maxima of
the major phrases. In general there
seems to be a tendency that local F0
maxima also serve as boundaries between discourse topics (in about 58% of
the cases), but this is not always the
case. The general trend of F0 maxima
of boundary tones coinciding with the
end of each topic is shown in Figure 2.
All speakers mark ‘pounding’ with
the highest F0. After this point the general upstepping trend becomes opposite
and we find downstepping between
topics and also between boundaries of
major phrases.

Non-tonal speakers:
Speaker
1
6
7
8

#Diff
=0
0
1
0
0

#Diff
>0
15
29
9
20

#Diff
<0
0
1
3
4

p-value

#Diff
>0
11
10
9
12
9
5

#Diff
<0
1
4
2
1
1
0

p-value

<0.001
<0.001
0.07
<0.001

Tonal speakers
Speaker
17
18
19
20
21
26

#Diff
=0
0
0
0
0
0
1

Figure 2. Mean of F0 maxima of topics
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0.003
0.09
0.033
0.0017
0.01
0.03
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a long-term downtrend of prosodic
boundaries.
Due to the character of the structure
of the narratives, we assumed that topics are structured as [description +
name of activity when it is finished].
For example, in

Discussion
Final boundaries of major phrases
Spontaneous discourse encompasses
many factors that may influence tonal
patterns, such as phrasing, focusing,
turn-taking, speakers’ attitudes and degrees of engagement, self-corrections,
hesitations, etc.
Having investigated only one of
these factors – topic marking – in our
study, we have to keep in mind that our
result may be influenced by all these
factors. We chose to separate information structure and discourse structure
in our study, which proved to be fruitful. Material was analysed by using
three principles: prosodic analysis to
extract tonal boundaries, analysis of
informational status to detect major
phrases and semantic analysis to decide
topics. The three analyses were performed independently of each other and
were then matched to see if our hypotheses are correct.
The division of narratives into information units [given + new] (major
phrases) is reflected in prosodic phrasing by upstepping of boundary tones.
We obtained statistical significance for
both tonal and non-tonal speakers. As
we move to discourse structure we can
only talk about trends. All speakers
mark the topic about pounding with the
highest tonal boundary. Kammu speakers may see activities connected to rice
as divided into two main parts: field
work and cooking rice. Field work ends
when one can pound the harvested and
dried rice. Pounding is then the end of
the first part of the narratives and is also
marked by the highest boundary.
The end of other topics tends also
to be tonally marked by a higher
boundary. This trend is, however, broken by two main factors. The part after
‘pounding’, in which the rice is cooked
and eaten, shows the opposite trend:
boundaries of all units (both of major
phrases and topics) tend to decline.
Thus the end of discourse is marked by

We go to seek a field, seek in the forest,
after finding the field we clear
the part before clear will be the description, and clear is the name of the activity and its ending, coinciding with the
end of the topic. However, in some cases we found another type of structuring
of topics, when the topic is introduced
at the beginning and then described,
e.g.:
We seek a place we will clear, yes, seek
the forest, look for a place that will be
good for the rice and we clear.
Here, clear is introduced in the beginning as a new topic and its development
comes afterwards. This kind of topic
gets the highest F0 at the beginning of
the topic instead of at the end.
Typological implication
As regards prosodic typology, Kammu
belongs to the phrase language type in
Féry’s (2010) typology. In this type of
language, information structure is most
often conveyed by morpho-syntactic
means, and focusing is achieved by
changes in the pitch level of phrasing
tones, dephrasing or insertion of a new
boundary tone. No new pitch accents
are added to mark a focused word as is
the case in intonation languages. According to this description, major Indian
languages as Hindi, Bengali, Tamil and
Malayalam (Féry 2010), as well as Korean (Jun 2005), West Greenlandic
(Arnhold, to appear) and Mongolian
(Karlsson, to appear) are typical phrase
languages. Kammu has one type of
boundary tone realised with a high (or
high falling) pitch. Boundaries are multifunctional and they convey phrasing,
focus, engagement, and topic structure.
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The occurrence of lexical tones does
not lead to any differences, and we find
the same strategies in conveying discourse structuring into topics in both
tonal and non-tonal speakers.
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Tonal production and syllabification in Greek
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Syllable analysts oftentimes assume
that syllable is an abstract phonological
unit, which has not however any robust
phonetic correlates (Koller 1966). In
many languages, however, including
Greek, tonal turning points and especially tonal onset rises correlate with
syllable initial segments (e.g. Botinis
1989, Atterer & Ladd 2004). Thus, our
main hypothesis in the present study is
that tonal turning points correlate with
syllable onset constituents and indicate
thus syllabification in Greek.

Abstract
This is a study of syllabification as a
function of lexical stress and sentence
focus tonal production in Greek. The
results of a production experiment indicate that tonal turning points are associated with syllable onset constituents in
both lexical stress and focus contexts
and indicate thus syllable boundaries.
On the other hand, several intervocalic
consonant clusters favor vowel insertion whereas other ones disfavor it.

Introduction

Experimental methodology

This study examines syllabification of
intervocalic consonants as a function of
lexical stress and sentence focus tonal
production in Greek. Syllabification
usually refers to phonotactic distribution and syllable structure whereas empirical evidence is sporadic, at least
with respect to acoustic correlates, being mainly restricted to duration patterns. However, syllabification may
correlate with tonal production and a
question thus concerns syllable boundaries and tonal correlations in lexical
stress and focus production contexts.
Research on syllabification advocates several principles in various theoretical contexts, such as the “Maximum
Onset” (MOP) and the “Sonority Sequencing” (SSP). MOP predicts syllabification of consonants on the right, if
the outcome forms a legal word-edge
onset cluster (Kahn 1976). SSP predicts
syllabification of consonants in accordance with a sonority scale, i.e., in a fairly simple version, [V(owel) >
S(emivowel), L(iquid) > N(asal) >
O(bstruent)], which forms a mirror image onset rising and coda falling pattern
in relation to nucleus syllable peak
(Steriade 1982, Clemens 1990).

In accordance with one production experiment, the speech material consists
of 6 disyllabic oxytone words in the
carrier sentence [ˈlen __ maˈzi] (“(they)
say __ together”) in lexical stress and
sentence focus contexts (Table 1). 4
female speakers with standard Athenian
pronunciation, at their early twenties,
produced the speech material 4 times
each. The corpus counts thus to 192
tokens (6 words x 2 prosody conditions
x 4 speakers x 4 productions). The recordings took place at Athens University Phonetics Studio and speech analysis
was carried out with Praat (Boersma &
Weenink 2013). Tonal normalization
was carried out with the ProsodyPro
Praat script (Xu 2013) and statistical
processing with SPSS.
Table 1. Intervocalic consonant context and
oxytone test words with respective glosses.

Cluster
1. [mn]/[NN]
2. [vɣ]/[FF]
3. [zv]/[SF]
4. [ɣn]/[FN]
5. [vl]/[F/L]
6. [lɣ]/[L/F]
77

Test word
[amno]
[avɣo]
[azvo]
[aɣno]
[avlo]
[alɣo]

Gloss
lamb
egg
badger
pure
flute
ache
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Results
This section presents qualitative analysis examples, followed by quantitative
analysis and generalization of results.
Qualitative analysis
Lexical stress context
In figure 1.1, the tonal turning point in
the word “amˈno” correlates with the
left edge of the second nasal, which
implies heterosyllabification of the nasal-nasal cluster.
In figure 1.2, the tonal turning point
in the word “avˈɣo” correlates with the
left edge of the second consonant, implying heterosyllabification of the fricative-fricative cluster whereas a vowel
insertion between consonants is evident
(i.e. v), which also implies heterosyllabification.
In figure 1.3, the tonal turning point
in the word “azˈvo” correlates with the
left edge of the second consonant, implying heterosyllabification of the sibilant-fricative cluster whereas, in contrast to the fricative-fricative cluster in
1.2, no vowel insertion between the
consonants is apparent.
In figure 1.4, the tonal turning point
in the word “aɣˈno” correlates with the
middle of the vowel on the right of the
consonant cluster rather than any of the
consonants whereas a vowel insertion
between consonants is also apparent.
Tonal displacement and vowel insertion
also imply heterosyllabification of the
fricative-nasal cluster.
In figure 1.5, the tonal turning point
in the word “avˈlo” correlates with the
middle of the vowel rather than any of
the cluster consonants, much like the
fricative-nasal cluster in 1.4, implying
heterosyllabification of the fricativeliquid cluster whereas a vowel insertion
between consonants is also apparent.
In figure 1.5, the tonal turning point
in the word “alˈɣo” correlates with the
left edge of second consonant, implying
heterosyllabification of the liquidfricative cluster, whereas a vowel insertion between consonants is evident.

1 ˈl e n

a m ˈn o

m a ˈz

i

2 ˈl e n

a v vˈɣ o

m a ˈz

3 ˈl e n

a z ˈv o

m a ˈz i

i

4 ˈl e n

a ɣ v ˈn o

m a ˈz

i

5 ˈl e n

a v v ˈl o

m a ˈz

i

6 ˈl e n

a l vˈɣ o

m a ˈz

i

Figure 1. A female speaker’s examples of
tonal representations as a function of syllable structure variability (cont. next page).
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Focus context
In figure 1.7, the tonal turning point in
the word “amˈno” in focus correlates
with the left edge of the second nasal of
the cluster. In figure 1.8, the tonal turning point in the word “avˈɣo” in focus
correlates with the middle of the second
fricative of the cluster. In figure 1.9, the
tonal turning point in the word “azˈvo”
in focus correlates with the left edge of
the second consonant of the cluster. In
figure 1.10, apart from microtonal perturbations, hardly any turning point in
the word “aɣˈno” in focus is apparent.
In figure 1.11, the tonal turning point in
the word “avˈlo” in focus correlates
with the left edge of the second consonant of the cluster. In figure 1.12, the
tonal turning point in the word “alˈɣo”
in focus correlates with the second consonant of the cluster whereas a vowel
insertion is also evident.
Summary of qualitative analysis
The qualitative analysis above indicates
the following regularities. First, a tonal
turning point takes place between examined intervocalic cluster consonants,
which indicates heterosyllabification of
respective consonants.
Second, a vowel insertion between
consonants is favoured in several cluster contexts (e.g. “avˈɣo”, “aɣˈno”) reinforcing thus respective heterosyllabifications but disfavored in other ones
(e.g. “amˈno”, “azˈvo”).
Third, the turning point correlates
with the onset of the syllable constituent, except for the words “aɣˈno” and
“avˈlo” in out of focus context. Specifically, the latter words appear with both
vowel insertions and right tonal rise
displacement to about the middle of the
nucleus vowel whereas no such a displacement takes place in focus context.
Thus, in general, it seems that tautosyllabification of intervocalic consonants is disfavored in Greek. On the
other hand, focus production is an optimal context for tonal turning points
and syllabification correlations.

7 ˈl e n

a m ˈn o

8 ˈl e n

a v vˈɣ o

9 ˈl e n

a z ˈv o

m a ˈz

m a ˈz

i

i

m a ˈz

i

10 ˈl e n a ɣ v ˈn o

m a ˈz i

11ˈl e n

m a ˈz

i

m a ˈz

i

a v ˈl

12ˈl e n a l vˈɣ o

o

Figure 1. A female speaker’s examples of
tonal representations as a function of syllable structure variability (see text).
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Figure 2 shows quantitative results
of four key words (additional results
will be presented at the conference). In
general accordance with the qualitative
analysis (see figure 1), the tonal turning
point in all four figures correlates with
the second consonant of the clusters,
which indicates heterosyllabification of
all clusters, whether a vowel is inserted
or not. Thus, the tonal turning point
correlates as a rule with the onset consonant, but hardly with its left edge as
earlier studies have shown.

Quantitative analysis
Table 2 shows vowel insertion as a
function of different consonant clusters
in stress, i.e. out of focus, and focus
contexts. In general, some clusters disfavor vowel insertion, i.e. nasal-nasal
(NN), sibilant-fricative (SF), and fricative-liquid (FL), and some other favor
it, i.e. fricative-fricative (FF), fricativenasal (FN), and liquid-fricative (LF).
Table 2. Vowel insertion (no/yes) as a function of consonant cluster (cluster) and prosody context variability (stress/focus).

Cluster
[NN]
[FF]
[SF]
[FN]
[FL]
[LF]
Total

Stress
Focus
Total
No Yes No Yes No Yes
16
0 16
0 32
0
3 13
0 16
3 29
16
0 12
4 28
4
0 16
0 16
0 32
15
1 13
3 28
4
4 12
7
9 11 21
54 42 48 48 102 90

Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric test
showed significant differences among
consonant clusters in “stress” context
(Η(5) = 66.5, p <0.0001), with a mean
rank of 68.0 for NN, 30.22 for FF, 68
for SF, 21.5 for FN, 65 for FL and 33.1
for LF. Pairwise comparisons showed
significant differences in 9 pairs out of
15, i.e. FN/FL, FN/NN, FN/SF, FF/FL,
FF/NN, FF/SF, LF/SF (p <0.0001) and
LF/NN, LF/FL (p <0.005).
Τhere were also significant differences of consonant clusters in “focus”
context (Η(5) = 60.8, p < 0.0001), with
a mean rank of 74 for NN, 24.5 for FF,
61.6 for SF, 24.50 for FN, 64.7 for FL
and 46.1 for LF. Pairwise comparisons
showed that 7 out of 15 pairs differed
significantly, i.e. FN/NN, FN/SF,
FN/FL, FF/NN, FF/SF, FF/FL (p <
0.0001) and LF/NN (p < 0.05).
Mann-Whitney nonparametric test,
on the other hand, did not show any
significant difference between “stress”
and “focus” contexts except for the SF
cluster (U=96.0, p<0.05, two-tailed),
indicating that focus production hardly
has any effect on vowel insertion.

1.

ˈl e n a m n ˈo

m a ˈz i

2.

ˈl e

n a v ɣ ˈo

m a ˈz i

2.

ˈl e

n a z v ˈo

m a ˈz i

1.

ˈl e

n a l ɣ ˈo

m a ˈz i

Figure 2. Average tonal contours of five
female speakers and four repetitions of the
key words in focus (bold letters) as a function of syllable structure variability (dark
lines indicate no vowel insertion and light
lines indicate vowel insertion).
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In accordance with a study on
Swedish, similar to the present one, the
results indicate that tonal rises in sentence focus contexts initiate at the left
edge of onset syllable consonants and
correlate thus with syllable boundaries
(Botinis, Ambrazaitis & Frid, this volume). Furthermore, much like in Greek,
several consonant clusters favor vowel
insertion whereas other ones disfavor it.
Vowel insertion in Swedish is most
unexpected as it concerns a fairly
closed syllable structure language and
any syllabification of intervocalic consonants does not in principle violate
coda legality phonotactics. Thus, both
Greek and Swedish seem to disfavor
complex onsets and codas and show
consequently fairly similar tendencies
of vowel insertions between consonants. On the other hand, languages
with different prosodic systems and
syllable structures in particular, such as
Greek and Swedish, may use similar
strategies to mark syllable boundaries.
In addition to syllabification as a
function of tonal turning points, the
results of the present study (and especially in combination with the results in
Swedish, Botinis et al., this volume)
have several major implications. Tonal
turning points are defined as a result of
tonal targets, which are associated with
the segmental string (Bruce 1977). Autosegmental-metrical theory (AM theory) and especially Pierrehumbert and
collaborators (e.g. Pierrehumbert 1980,
Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1986),
adopting in principle Bruce’s analysis
of Swedish, suggest several “pitch accents” for the description of different
languages, such as L*+H, H*+L, etc.
Thus, in lexical stress context in Greek,
e.g. the stressed syllable (*) is assumed
to associate with a L*+H pitch accent in
accordance with AM theory premises.
In practice, this means that the L tonal
target may vary across the entire domain of the stressed syllable whereas
the H tonal target may just be on the
right with hardly any further specification, i.e. a “trailing tone”.

Discussion
The basic hypothesis of the present
study is that tonal turning points in
Greek indicate syllable boundaries.
Early research on Greek prosody (e.g.
Botinis 1989) showed that tonal rises in
lexical stress and sentence focus contexts initiate at the very beginning of
the syllable, i.e. the left edge of the onset consonant. However, we assume
that this is an optimal context with reference to tonal turning points and syllabification correlates, i.e. a CV phonotactic syllable context, with minimum
interaction from immediate prosody
context. The results of this study corroborate in principle earlier results with
reference to correlation of tonal turning
points and onset syllable consonants.
Considerable variability is nevertheless
evident within the domain of the onset
consonant, even tonal turning point
displacements to the right as a function
of syllable context variability and especially vowel insertions.
Our results do not support either
MOP or SSP predictions. The fricativefricative as well as sibilant-fricative
clusters in [avˈɣo] and [azˈvo], respectively, are as a rule heterosyllabified,
despite the tautosyllabification on the
right that MOP predicts. However, a
vowel is as a rule inserted in the fricative-fricative cluster but not in the sibilant-fricative one. Vowel insertion as a
function of consonant cluster variability
may depend on word-edge coda legality, as [s] is a legal coda but not [v].
Likewise, the fricative-nasal cluster in
the word [aɣˈno] is as a rule heterosyllabified, as evidenced also by vowel
insertion, despite the right tautosyllabification that both MOP and SSP predict. Thus, it seems that Greek speakers
disprefer complex consonant onsets,
which results in heterosyllabification of
intervocalic consonant clusters as well
as vowel insertions between consonants. Thus, syllabification in Greek
results in a variety of syllable consonant
codas, which do not whatsoever constitute legal word-edge coda phonotactics.
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A similar shortcoming of AM theory is the lexical accent II representation
in Swedish. Assuming a H*+L pitch
accent, the H tonal target is within the
domain of the stressed syllable, i.e. a
starred tone, whereas the L tonal target
is unspecified. In principle, the L tonal
target may be anywhere on the right of
the H tone, even outside the stressed
syllable itself. We have however provided evidence that both H and L targets of the HL tonal fall of accent II in
Swedish is confined within the stressed
syllable and in particular within the
nucleus vowel (Botinis et al., this volume). Thus, in accordance with AM
premises, any H*+L or H+L*, or even
H*+L* or [HL]* sequence is as good as
any other. On the other hand, the
starred tone, i.e. the H* tone, is assumed to be somehow stronger and in
some way more important than the unstarred one, i.e. the L tone. It seems
that, with specific reference to Swedish,
no reason can be found why either of
the two H and L tonal targets should be
starred or why either of the tonal target
might be more important than the other.
In accordance with our approach,
our general hypothesis is that tonal targets “seek” for specific syllable constituent associations. Thus, in Greek, the L
tonal target associates with the onset
syllable constituent. This is however an
optimal association as tonal displacements may take place as a result of various context pressures. On the other
hand, in onsetless syllable contexts, e.g.
/aˈoristos/ (aorist) the L target presumably associates with the nucleus vowel
of the stressed syllable, which may be
an alternative association. We may thus
assume L target association with onset
syllable constituent, otherwise with
nucleus vowel. Another aspect of our
approach is the “domain” of tonal target
associations. In Swedish the domain of
the accent II HL tonal fall is intrasyllabic whereas the domain of the LH
tonal rise in Greek is intersyllabic.
Thus, a major issue is the temporal

window between tonal targets versus
the syllable constituent association.
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ducing sounds using these initiation
mechanisms.
Pulmonic
ingressive
sounds, in particular, are quite common
(cf. Eklund, 2008), and also occur in
imitations. Sounds can also be produced
without creating an airstream, e.g. by
clashing the teeth together or by slapping the tongue against the floor of the
mouth. Such sounds are referred to as
percussives (Pike, 1943: 103). Percussives are encountered in sound imitations, but they are rarely found in (nonpathological) speech.
The source-filter model of speech
production (Fant, 1960) has been successful in describing the acoustics of
human speech sound production. In
speech the principal sound sources are
voicing, produced with a pulmonic
egressive airstream entraining the vocal
folds into vibration, and friction noise,
produced by constricting a pulmonic
egressive airstream at some point in the
vocal tract, causing turbulence. However, humans can produce sounds with a
number of additional source types,
some of which are used in spoken languages and some of which are not.

Abstract
There exists a rich body of research
exploring the production of speech, but
for non-linguistic sound production, for
example imitations of environmental
sounds or animals, much less data and
research are available. Data from human sound imitations collected in the
initial, exploratory phase of the SkATVG project were analyzed in terms of
the articulatory and aerodynamic conditions involved in their production. These exploratory data yielded a classification of sound productions in imitations
based on the intersections between
sound initiation and sound source types.
The source types identified are turbulent, myoelastic, whistled and percussive sources. The ways in which these
source types intersect with pulmonic,
glottalic and velaric sound initiation,
both egressive and ingressive, are described and discussed.

Introduction
In speech, the principal way of producing sound is to drive an airstream past
one or more obstacles. The organ responsible for driving the airstream is
the initiator (Pike 1943: 85ff), while the
source of the sound produced is located
at the point of the obstacle(s).
The sound initiation mechanisms
commonly acknowledged in speech
production are pulmonic egressive,
glottalic egressive, glottalic ingressive
and velaric ingressive (ibid.; see also
Catford, 1977). Although there are no
attested cases of pulmonic ingressive
and velaric egressive airstreams being
utilized as features in phonological systems, there is no real obstacle to pro-

Sound initiation and source types
Here, the focus is on cataloguing source
types that seem useful for sound imitation. The approach is to categorize the
source types according to the articulatory and aerodynamic conditions under
which they are produced. The main
categories of source types thus identified are myoelastic, turbulent, whistled and percussive. The three former
source types can be produced using
various initiation mechanisms, but percussives constitute an initiation mechanism on their own. In the following,
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examples of these four basic types of
sources will be discussed primarily in
terms of the initiation mechanisms involved and their observed or potential
uses in sound imitation.
The exploratory data have various
sources. Many of the examples on
which the analyses are based have been
found on-line, but exploratory recordings have also been made, with the aid
of a professional improvisational actor.

impossible) to produce sibilant fricatives with an ingressive airstream (Catford, 1988: 20ff; see also Eklund 2008
for a more comprehensive review). In
other cases, although appreciably different, the acoustic result of ingressive
friction is still quite similar acoustically
to the egressive counterpart. These facts
may contribute to its apparent scarcity
in imitations. However, one should note
that ingressive friction is encountered in
emotive sounds, e.g. sucking in air
through one’s teeth to indicate pain
(Cruttenden 1986: 180).

Turbulent sources
To produce fricative sounds, an airstream is made turbulent by channeling
it through a constriction in the glottis or
the vocal tract (cf. Stevens 1999: 37f
for an overview). In the exploratory
phase of the SkAT-VG project we have
observed imitations using pulmonic
egressive friction (which parallel fricatives in speech) as well as velaric ingressive friction (which parallel clicks
or click-like sounds). We have no examples yet where imitators use pulmonic ingressive, glottalic egressive or ingressive or velaric egressive friction.

Glottalic egressive turbulence
Glottalic egressive friction is fairly
common in languages, but as yet unattested in our exploratory data of imitations. Possibly, the acoustically similar
outcomes of glottalic and pulmonic
egressive friction are a contributing
factor – why use a glottalic airstream
when a pulmonic airstream creates,
more or less, the same sound?
Glottalic ingressive turbulence
According to UPSID (Maddieson and
Precoda, 1990) voiceless glottalic ingressive speech sounds (i.e., voiceless
implosives) are phonologically distinctive in less than 1% of the world’s languages. Judging by this typological
rarity one could assume that such
sounds are fairly difficult to produce.
The exploratory data have not yet
yielded imitations that make use of a
glottalic ingressive airstream, as such.
However, note Pike’s (1943: 40) observation that English speakers sometimes
use a voiceless velar implosive [ƙ] to
imitate the “glug-glug” sound of pouring liquid from a bottle (the voiced
counterpart can also be used). Thus,
despite the typological rarity of such
sounds, they still seem to be used in
imitations.

Pulmonic egressive turbulence
Friction made with a pulmonic egressive airstream is by far the most commonly occurring turbulent source in
imitations, just as it is in speech. As is
the case with speech sounds, a turbulent
friction noise can be made at many
places in the vocal tract. This type of
friction is especially common in the
imitation of “basic” sound events, such
as the interaction of solids (e.g. knocking, scraping and squeaking sounds)
and sounds of gases in motion (e.g.
blowing, puffing and hissing sounds)
(cf. Lemaitre et al. 2011 for further examples of sound events). For example,
the impression given by an improvisational actor of the sound of “scraping
on a hard surface” is quite speech-like
and can be described as a voiceless velar fricative [x].

Velaric egressive turbulence
A velaric egressive source has not been
encountered in the exploratory data, but
one can conceive of such sounds being
used to imitate sputtering in liquids.

Pulmonic ingressive turbulence
While pulmonic ingressive friction is
not difficult to produce, it is difficult (or
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Squeezing a velaric airstream out between the teeth, for example, may faithfully replicate the sound of a spraying
can (although, obviously, this depends
on denture). An ingressive airstream
leads to an acoustically similar result.

source types the oscillation is frequent
enough to be perceived as a tone.
Pulmonic egressive myoelastic sources
The most commonly encountered myoelastic source by far, both in speech and
sound imitations, is pulmonic egressive
vocal fold phonation, i.e., voicing. As a
sound source in speech and singing, the
vocal folds are highly versatile, allowing a great deal of precision in the control of onset and offset, timbre and oscillation frequency.
In linguistic phonetics, a distinction
is made between several vocal fold
phonation types. Modal voice, breathy
voice and creaky voice are the principal
types (stiff voice, slack voice are also
recognized but are not considered here,
nor is the difference between breathy
voice and whispery voice; see
Ladefoged & Maddieson (1996) for an
overview of the linguistic uses of
voice). Non-linguistic voicing types
include falsetto and pressed voice.
These various voice qualities are
relevant for sound imitations, perhaps
most notably in the imitation of animal
sounds and engine sounds. The imitation of a cow, for example, usually involves a modal voice quality with a
nasal resonance. The croak of a frog
may be imitated with a creaky voice
quality (an ingressive creak works even
better). Falsetto voice is frequently encountered in animal imitations, e.g.
when imitating a cat meowing.
A much less common myoelastic
source type is aryepiglottic phonation in
which the aryepiglottic folds vibrate in
an air stream at frequencies ranging
from approximately 40 to 100 Hz
(Moisik, Esling & Crevier-Buchman,
2010). In the exploratory data we have
observed impressions of animal growling in which aryepiglottic phonation is
used, but usually it is used in combination with voicing. Similarly, there are
examples of imitations of rumbling
engines, which combine aryepiglottic
vibration and voicing.
At least four types of supralaryngeal pulmonic egressive myoelastic sources

Velaric ingressive turbulence
Velaric ingressive turbulence is used to
produce click sounds, which are typologically rare. Still, paralinguistic click
sounds are encountered quite frequently
in speech (cf., e.g., Jakobson, 1979:
40). In English, for example, the dental
click even has a more or less standardized orthography, variably written as
tut-tut or tsk-tsk.
In the SkAT-VG exploratory data
set, the impression of “trickling water”
made by an improvisational actor contains an example of velaric ingressive
initiation (see Figure 1). To achieve this
effect, the actor alternated soft postalveolar or alveolar click sounds with
sublaminal percussives (discussed below, in the section on percussives) with
frequent and rapid labial modifications
of the resonance characteristics.

Figure 1. A spectrogram of an actor’s impression of the sound of “trickling water”.

Myoelastic sources
In the myoelastic source type, muscle
and elastic tissue are made to oscillate
in an air stream. This can lead to (almost) periodic sounds or intermittent
breaks in an otherwise turbulent airstream. Crucially, for some myoelastic
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can be created. First, some people can
achieve a uvular myoelastic oscillation,
equivalent to uttering a voiceless, uvular trill, [ʀ̥]. Second, some people can
achieve an apico-alveolar oscillation,
equivalent to producing a voiceless,
apico-alveolar trill, [r̥ ]. For these two
source types, the rate of oscillation can
exceed 30 Hz, but they are still not perceived as tones but rather as a rapid
series of impacts. There are no examples of these two source types being
used on their own for imitations in the
exploratory data, but there are examples
of the apico-alveolar source combined
with whistling in bird imitations.
A third supralaryngeal source type
uses a dorso-lateral configuration for
the tongue and pushes out air between
the tongue dorsum and a stricture that
appears to be located at or anterior to
the palatoglossal arch. The sound produced is periodic with an f0 range from
approximately 150 and 700 Hz, judging
from the examples gathered so far. The
most well known use of the dorsolateral source type is the voice of Donald Duck, the famous cartoon character.
The exploratory data set contains numerous examples of the use of this
source type in the imitation of birds.
The fourth supralaryngeal source
type is made with a bilabial constriction. The constriction can be made
with two distinct lip configurations,
which yield quite different results. First,
the lips can be pressed together without
much stiffness in the labial tissue while
an airstream is passed through. This
leads to a fairly slow periodic myoelastic vibration (25-35 Hz) that is not perceived as a tone. The exploratory data
set contains an example of such a
voiceless, bilabial trill being used to
imitate the blowing sound of a horse.
The second lip configuration involves
pressing the lips together quite tightly
and making them much stiffer while
forcing an airstream between them.
This can lead to a (multiply) periodic
source, which, in the exploratory data
set, is found in the imitation of an elephant trumpeting.

Pulmonic ingressive myoelastic sources
When vocal fold phonation is made
with a pulmonic ingressive airstream
the result is ingressive voicing. Acoustically, ingressive voicing is quite distinct from egressive voicing, sounding
harsher and less sonorant (cf. Eklund,
2008). Like egressive voicing, ingressive voicing can be made both as ingressive falsetto and ingressive creak.
In imitations, an ingressive falsetto
is quite common. It is used to imitate
various animal sounds, such as a dog
bark, a pig squeal and crow caw, but it
can also be used to imitate squeaking
sounds, such as the squeaking sound of
wiping a window pane.

Figure 2. A spectrogram of an actor’s impression of a “squeak from a window pane”.

One example in the exploratory data set, shown in Figure 2, does contain
both ingressive falsetto and ingressive
creak. This is the impression made by
an improvisational actor of the sound of
a “squeak from a window pane”.
Glottalic and velaric myoelastic sources
The SkAT-VG exploratory data set
contains no imitations that make use of
glottalic and velaric airstreams coupled
with a myoelastic source. Using glottalic and velaric airstreams there is a very
limited volume of air available to drive
a myoelastic oscillation. Some configurations do yield a myoelastic effect, for
example a glottalic egressive airstream
can be coupled with an apico-alveolar
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source to produce the equivalent of an
ejective trill, [r̥ ʼ]. However, the fact that
these types of sources cannot be sustained for very long, if it can be
achieved at all, reduces their usefulness
in imitations, which may explain their
absence in the exploratory data set.

imitators produce a short whistle with
velaric egressive airstream to imitate
the impact sound of a drop of water.
Percussive initiation
Percussive initiation does not require an
airstream but results instead from an
impact between solids, for example
when the upper and lower teeth are
made to clash or scrape together (Catford 1977: 63).
Percussives occur very rarely in
(non-pathological) speech and are not
phonologically distinctive in any language. Sands, Maddieson & Ladefoged
(1993: 183) observe that, very rarely, an
allophonic variant of an alveolar click is
a percussive in which “the normal click
is quite quiet but the tongue tip makes a
forceful contact with the bottom of the
mouth after the release of the front click
closure”. Incidentally, they also mention that this is a “sound sometimes
made by speakers of non-click languages trying to imitate the sound made
by the shoes of a trotting horse” (ibid.).
As we saw in connection with Figure 1,
the SkAT-VG exploratory data contain
an example of such a “floored”,
sublaminal percussive, used as part of
an impression given by an improvisational actor of “trickling water”.

Whistled sources
Very few languages are reported to
have distinctive whistled coronal sibilants (Shosted, 2006). According to
Shosted (ibid.: 566), whistled sibilants
are produced in a manner similar to “a
form of recreational whistling referred
to as ‘palatal’ or ‘roof’ whistling”,
which is achieved by letting the tongue
tip form a constriction that directs the
airflow to the edges of the teeth. Pure
“palatal” whistling is seldom encountered except in the repertoire of whistling virtuosi, such as the Hungarian
Hacki Tamás or the Australian Luke
Janssen. Still, the exploratory data set
does include an example of this type of
whistling being used to imitate the
American Robin (Turdus migratorius).
In languages that do not have distinctive sibilant whistling, whistling can
still occur sporadically when apical
sibilants are produced and sibilants with
a whistled component, similar to those
found in speech, are observed when
people imitate wind or weather noise.
Labial whistling does not occur in
speech but the majority of people appear to be able to produce some form a
labial whistle and this type of whistling
is encountered frequently in daily life.
Typically, labial whistling is pulmonic
egressive, but it can almost as easily be
produced ingressively. The exploratory
data set contains examples of whistling
being used to imitate birds, only in the
form of palatal whistling and “digitally
assisted” whistling (i.e. finger whistling), possibly because these generate
higher oscillation frequencies.
Also, short labial whistling noises
can be produced using both glottalic
and velaric initiation, again both egressively and ingressively. The exploratory
data contain several examples where

Figure 3. A spectrogram of an actor’s impression of the sound of a “whip lash”.

The data set also contains an example of a lamino-dental percussive, in
which the tongue is shot forward at a
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high velocity creating an impact sound
as the lamina makes contact with the
teeth and the alveolar ridge. This occurred in an improvisational actor’s
impression of the sound of a “whip
lash”, shown in the spectrogram in Figure 3. In speech, oral stop sounds are
made at the offset of an occlusion by
releasing a turbulent airstream through
a narrow channel, giving rise to a high
energy release burst. By contrast, in the
example in Figure 3, the “burst” at 0.17
ms in the spectrogram is created at the
onset of the occlusion and is in fact the
sound of the impact of the tongue lamina against the teeth.
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Conclusion
The observations made during the exploratory phase of the SkAT-VG project have shown that in sound imitations
humans can utilize a far wider range of
articulations than are used to make
phonological distinctions in languages.
Also, imitators can utilize sound initiation mechanisms and source types that
are not part of the repertoire of their
native language(s) and in many cases
they utilize mechanisms that are typologically rare (and considered “difficult”).
A classification of sound productions is proposed that is based on three
basic source types, turbulent, myoelastic and whistled, intersecting with six
basic sound initiation mechanisms,
pulmonic, glottalic and velaric initiation, both egressive and ingressive. In
addition, percussive sounds form a class
of their own, being both an initiation
mechanism and a source type.
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communication, e.g. the frequency code
where low f0 and resonances signal
large size and dominance.
Phonetic studies of pet vocalisations are fairly scarce, and very little is
known about the prosodic aspects of pet
vocalisations in pet–human communication. To what extent do pets adopt
and use human-like intonation in their
vocal communication with humans?
How are the prosodic patterns of pet
vocalisations perceived by human listeners? This study is an attempt to shed
some light on these issues by examining
human perception of different intonational patterns in cat vocalisations.

Abstract
This study examined human listeners’
ability to classify cat vocalisations (meows) recorded in two different contexts;
during feeding time (food related meows) and while waiting at a vet clinic
(vet related meows). A pitch analysis
showed that food related meows tended
to have rising f0 contours, while vet
related meows often had more falling f0
patterns. 30 listeners judged 6 meows
of each context. Classification accuracy
was significantly above chance, and
listeners with cat experience performed
significantly better than inexperienced
listeners. The food related meows with
the highest classification accuracy
showed clear rising f0 contours, while
clear falling f0 contours characterised
the vet related meows with the highest
classification accuracy. Our results
suggest that cats use different intonation patterns in their vocal interaction
with humans, and that humans are able
to identify these vocalisations.

Cat vocalisations and the meow
The cat (Felis catus, Linneaus 1758)
was domesticated 10,000 years ago, and
is one of the most popular pets of the
world with some 600 million individuals (Turner & Bateson, 2000; Driscoll
et al. 2009). Cats are social animals
(Crowell-Davis et al., 2004), and their
interaction with humans has over a long
time of living together resulted in crossspecies communication that includes
visual as well as vocal signals. There
are several descriptions of the communicative social behaviour of the domestic cat (e.g. Turner & Bateson, 2000;
Bradshaw, 2013), but those concerning
vocalisations are scarce and often fragmented. It is still unclear how cats
combine different sounds, and how they
vary intonation, duration and intensity
to convey or modulate a vocal message.
Cat vocalisations are generally divided into three major categories: (1)
sounds produced with the mouth closed
(murmurs), such as the purr, the trill
and the chirrup, (2) sounds produced
with the mouth open(ing) and gradually
closing, comprising a large variety of
meows with similar [ɑ:ou] vowel pat-

Introduction
There is much anecdotal evidence of
pets – especially cats and dogs – imitating speech when interacting with humans. This is probably a learned skill
used to elicit certain responses or rewards, e.g. food, from their human
caretakers. Because of the position of
their larynx, nonhuman mammals are
able to articulate only a limited number
of the vowel and consonant sounds of
human language (see e.g. Fitch, 2000).
However, many animals can produce
extensive vocal variation in duration, f0
and intensity (SPL), and should be able
to adopt human-like prosodic patterns.
Gussenhoven (2002) and Ohala (1984)
describe pitch features related to biological codes, which are used in animal
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terns, and (3) sounds produced with the
mouth held tensely open in the same
position, i.e. sounds often uttered in
aggressive situations, including growls,
snarls, hisses, and shrieks (Moelk,
1944; Crowell-Davis et al., 2004).
In cat–human communication, the
most common vocalisation is said to be
the meow or miaow (Nicastro & Owren,
2003). Nicastro (2004) defines the meow as a quasi-periodic sound with at
least one formant and diphthong-like
formant transitions. The duration ranges
from a fraction of a second to several
seconds, and the f0 contour is generally
arch-shaped with the peak marking the
maximum mouth opening of the opening-closing gesture. Meows can include
atonal features and may be garnished
with an initial or final trill or growl.
McKinley (1982) divided the meow
type vocalisation into four sub-patterns
based on the pitch and vowels included
in the sound: the mew, a high-pitched
call with [i], [ɪ] or [e] quality; the
squeak, a raspy nasal high-pitched
mew-like call; the moan, an [o]- or [u]like opening-closing sound; and the
meow, a combination of vowels resulting in a characteristic [iau] sequence.
Cats learn to produce different meows for different purposes, e.g. to solicit feeding, to gain access to desired locations and other resources provided by
humans. Each meow is believed to be
“an arbitrary, learned, attention-seeking
sound rather than some universal cat–
human ‘language’” (Bradshaw, 2013).
If each cat and owner develop their own
arbitrary vocal communication codes,
other humans would be less able to
identify meows uttered by unfamiliar
cats. However, if cat vocalisations contain some kind of functional referentiality (cf. Nicastro & Owren, 2003;
Macedonia & Evans, 1993), i.e. that
each vocalisation strongly correlates
with a certain referent and also that
perceiver responses correlate with the
vocalisation, then experienced humans
should be able to classify meows produced by unfamiliar cats fairly well.

Nicastro & Owren (2003) asked naïve and experienced listeners to judge
meow calls from twelve cats recorded
in five different behavioural contexts
(food-related, agonistic, affiliative, obstacle, and distress). Classification accuracy was modestly (but significantly)
above chance, and it was suggested that
meows are unspecific, negatively toned
sounds that attract human attention, but
that we can learn to appreciate meows
as we become more experienced.
Schötz (2012, 2013) analysed duration and f0 in 795 cat vocalisations and
found that within each vocalisation type
(including the meow) durations were
fairly similar, but the overall f0 variability was high, partly due to the large
number of different intonation patterns.
Purpose, aims and hypotheses
The purpose of this study was to investigate human listeners’ perception of
domestic cat meows with different intonation patterns. By asking listeners to
classify a number of meows as belonging to one of two contexts: food related
or vet related, our aim was to find out
which intonation patterns are more often associated with food related vocalisations and which are more vet related.
Further goals were to learn more about
human perception of prosody in cat
vocalisations and to increase our understanding of cat–human communication.
Based on our own previous experience of these types of meows, as well
as on pitch patterns used in human
speech and also related to the frequency
code, we expected the meows of both
contexts to be of similar duration and
mean f0, but we expected a higher
number of rising pitch patterns in the
food related meows than in the vet related meows. We also hypothesised that
experienced human listeners would
judge the meows correctly more often
than inexperienced listeners and also be
more confident in their responses.
Moreover, we hypothesised that meows
with rising intonation patterns would
more often be judged as food related
meows than vet related meows
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2012) and the chirp (cf. Schötz, 2013).
The longer meows were often garnished
by short initial trills. Table 1 shows the
duration, and the mean, minimum, and
maximum f0 values for the twelve meow stimuli. Figure 1 displays f0 contours of the meows of the two contexts.

Material and method
Three domestic cats: Donna, Rocky and
Turbo (D, R and T; 1 female, 2 males, 3
year old siblings) were recorded in two
different contexts: 1) in a familiar environment; in their kitchen while waiting
to be fed and 2) in an unfamiliar environment; in the waiting room (or in a
car outside) of a veterinary clinic. We
used a Sony digital HD video camera
HDR-CX730 with an external shotgun
microphone Sony ECM-CG50. Audio
files (wav, 44.1 kHz, 16 bit, mono)
were extracted with Extract Movie
Soundtrack, and the meows extracted and normalised for amplitude in
Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013). Six
meows from each context produced by
two of the cats (D and T) were selected
as material, based on the overall recording quality and on judgements of the
owner (one of the authors) of how representative the vocalisations were for
each context. As one cat (R) was quiet
during the recordings made in the vet
context, no meows from this cat were
used. An auditive analysis of the material by one of the authors revealed that
the food related meows tended to have
rising tonal patterns, while veterinary
related meows had slightly arched or
falling intonation. In addition, we noticed some background noise and one
instance of background human speech,
but this was judged not to influence the
perception task.
Measures of duration and f0 were
obtained with a Praat script and manually checked. One meow was significantly shorter than the other vocalisations, but we decided to keep it in order
to get a first impression of how stimulus duration would influence the perception results. The other stimuli
ranged between 0.58 and 1.13 seconds
in duration. All stimuli contained vowels belonging to the meow type, as described by McKinley (1982), and were
judged as clearly distinguishable from
other common cat vocalisation types,
including the purr (cf. Schötz &
Eklund, 2012), the murmur (cf. Schötz,

Table 1. Duration (sec.) and f0 (Hz) values
for the 12 meows in two contexts (Food,
Vet) by two cats (D, T).
meow duration mean f0 min f0 max f0
FoodD1
0.78
739
528
939
FoodD2
0.91
888
541 1003
FoodD3
0.27
797
782
816
FoodT1
1.06
532
418
582
FoodT2
0.85
539
423
653
FoodT3
1.03
567
433
640
VetD1
1.10
790
715
887
VetD2
0.80
838
764
924
VetD3
0.58
915
885
947
VetT1
1.13
510
451
589
VetT2
0.87
697
639
737
VetT3
1.02
540
487
570
Food-Context
Food context

1000

Pitch (Hz)

900
800
700
600
500
400

0

Veterinary-context
VetTime
context
(s)

0.2658

0

Normalised time
Time (s)

1.103

1000

Pitch (Hz)

900
800
700
600
500
400

Figure 1. Time normalised f0 contours of
the food and vet related meows. The black
contours show the two stimuli that received
the highest proportion of correct classifications in each context in the perception test.

Procedure
The experiment was designed as a multiple forced choice identification test
using the ExperimentMFC function in
Praat. A group of 15 men and 15 women volunteered as participants. Their
average age was 44 years (range 23 to
69 years). Of the participants, 21 re91
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ported being familiar with cats, that is,
they either owned a cat at the time of
testing, or they had owned a cat prior to
the experiment. The time that these
participants had owned a cat varied
from less than one year to a maximum
of 55 years (median 2.5 years). Oral
and written instructions were given
before the experiment, in which the task
was to classify each meow as belonging
to either the food context or to the vet
context by clicking on the appropriate
box on a computer screen. The experiment ran on a MacBook Pro computer
in a quiet room. Each of the twelve meow recordings were presented three
times in a randomised order through
HUMP NF22A speakers or AKG K270
studio headphones at a comfortable
sound level. A replay option allowed
the participants to listen to each stimulus up to three times. After the test, the
participants were asked to make a single judgement of the degree of certainty
of their responses on a 5-point scale.
Each session lasted about 3-4 minutes.

meows that received the highest number of correct classifications display
more falling contours.
Table 2. Proportions of correct responses
and average response time (RT) for the 12
meow stimuli in the two contexts (Food,
Vet) by two cats (D, T).
meow
FoodD1
FoodD2
FoodD3
FoodT1
FoodT2
FoodT3
VetD1
VetD2
VetD3
VetT1
VetT2
VetT3

correct
0.83
0.80
0.37
0.54
0.66
0.62
0.63
0.57
0.68
0.71
0.71
0.64

RT (ms)
2342
2419
2635
2944
2673
2706
3012
2904
2544
2658
3127
3044

We performed a multilevel logistic regression (with random stimulus and
subject intercepts) on the results in two
steps. In the first step we did not include any predictors of interest other
than the intercept. The results indicated
that the overall intercept differed significantly from zero (B = 0.7615, SE =
0.2529, z = 3.011, p = 0.0026), which
suggests that the overall number of correct responses was significantly above
chance. In the second step, we added
the familiarity predictor to the first
model. This predictor had a significant
effect (B = 0.8908, SE = 0.3611, z =
2.467, p = 0.0136) and overall the second model was significantly better
than the first (χ2 = 5.5767, df = 1, p =
0.0182). This suggests that the participants who were familiar with cats performed significantly better than those
who were not.
We also tested whether the number
of years that the participants had owned
a cat was a better predictor than the
familiarity, but this turned out not to be
the case. In fact, number of years had a
non-significant effect on the dependent
variable, suggesting that participants
who owned a cat for a longer period of
time did not score better than those who
owned a cat for a relatively short time.

Results
Of all 1080 responses in the experiment
529 were food related and 551 veterinary related. In total, there were 699
correct responses (65%). The participants who reported familiarity with cats
were more often correct (70%) than the
participants who did not (54%).
Table 2 displays the proportions
correct as well as the average reaction
time for every meow stimulus. As
shown in the table, there was one meow
(Food D 3) that was classified incorrectly considerably more often than the
other meows. This meow was exceptionally short compared to the other
stimuli (cf. Table 1), and presumably
contained too little information for the
participants to make good judgements.
The F0 contours of the two stimuli
of each context category that received
the highest proportion of correct classifications are the ones drawn in black in
Figure 1. For the food related meows,
these contours show clear rising intonation patterns, while the two vet related
92
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The participants who were familiar with
cats were not only more often correct in
their answers, they were also more confident in their answers. The average
confidence rating given by participants
familiar with cats was 2.86, whereas
that given by the other participants was
1.78. This difference was tested in a
linear regression analysis, which
showed that it was significant (B =

ly better than chance, and that experienced listeners were better judges than
inexperienced ones. Moreover, there
was a tendency to judge meows with
rising intonation as food related, and
falling intonation as vet related. Our
acoustic analysis showed that the food
related meows tended to have rising f0
contours often in combination with high
f0 range, while the vet related meows
often had slightly falling f0 patterns,
often accompanied by a low f0 range. It
is possible that the listeners were influenced by the different f0 ranges and
interpreted them as expressions of different emotions; food related stimuli as
happy (high f0 range), and vet related
stimuli as sad (low f0 range).
A majority of the participants made
the additional comment that some meows were quite easy to judge, while
others were much more difficult. The
meow with the shortest duration was
often found very difficult to classify.
Some listeners reported that they found
some of the meows similar to those of
their own cats. This may suggest that
different cats use similar vocalisations
in the contexts used in this study.
Our study suggests that cats can
learn to manipulate prosodic patterns in
their vocalisations in order to better
elicit the desired response from their
human companions. Similarly, many
humans adapt their speech or speaking
style to their pets by using some kind of
“pet talk” (see e.g. Burnham et al.
2002). It is not unlikely that pets and
their owners together develop a set of
different prosodic patterns to improve
inter-species communication. We hope
to investigate this further in a future
phonetic study of pet–human dialogues.
As far as we know this is one of the
first phonetic studies of intonation in
human-directed cat vocalisations, and
there are numerous questions yet to be
answered in order to better understand
how cats and other pets use prosody in
their vocal interaction with humans.
Although this study examined a very
limited number of meows from only
two cats, our hypotheses that humans

1.0794, SE = 0.4133, t = 2.612, p = 0.0143).

Finally, we examined the relation
between the acoustic measurements of
the stimuli shown in Table 1 and the
judgements made by the participants.
Given the high degree of correlation
between the different f0 variables, we
used only f0 standard deviation in combination with duration as predictors of
the participant choices in a multilevel
logistic regression analysis. The results
showed that f0 standard deviation was a
significant predictor (B = −0.0069, SE =
0.0008, z = −8.705, p = 0.0000), while
duration was not (B = 0.3969, SE =
0.3502, z = 1.133, p = 0.2571). The
relation between f0 standard deviation
and the listener’s judgements is visualised in Figure 3. The lower the f0
standard deviation of the stimulus, the
more often it was classified as a vet
related vocalisation.
●

0.7

●

●

Proportion Veterinary responses

●

●

●

0.6
●

0.5
●

0.4
●
●

0.3

0.2

●
●

50

100

150

F0 standard deviation (Hz)

Figure 2. Relation between f0 standard deviation and participant choice.

Discussion and future work
Our results showed that listeners were
able to identify domestic cat meows
from two different contexts significant93
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can judge similar cat vocalisations that
differ in intonation patterns significantly better than chance and that experienced listeners perform better than inexperienced ones were confirmed. In
future studies, we intend to investigate
other parameters, including f0 direction
and movement, vowel quality and dynamics (diphthongisation) as well as
intensity.
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scarce and often fragmented. It is still
unclear how cats combine different
sounds, and how they vary intonation
and voice quality to convey or modulate
a vocal message.
Cat vocalisations are generally divided into three major categories: (1)
sounds produced with the mouth closed
(murmurs), such as the purr, the trill
and the chirrup, (2) sounds produced
with the mouth open(ing) and gradually
closing, comprising a large variety of
meows with similar [ɑ:ou] vowel patterns, and (3) sounds produced with the
mouth held tensely open in the same
position, i.e. sounds often uttered in
aggressive situations, including growls,
snarls, hisses, and shrieks (Moelk,
1944; McKinley, 1982).
Nicastro & Owren (2003) asked naïve and experienced listeners to judge
meow calls from twelve cats recorded
in five different behavioural contexts
(food-related, agonistic, affiliative, obstacle, and distress). Classification accuracy was modestly (but significantly)
above chance
McComb (2009) found acoustic
and perceptual differences between
happy and food-soliciting cat purring.
Schötz and Eklund (2011) carried
out an acoustic study of cat purring, and
Schötz (2012, 2013) analysed 795 different cat vocalisations and found that
duration varied only somewhat within
each vocalisation type. However, f0
variability was high, partly due to numerous different intonation patterns.
Schötz & van de Weijer (2014) examined 30 human listeners’ ability to
classify cat meows recorded in the two
contexts during feeding time (food related meows) and while waiting at a vet
clinic (vet related meows). Classifica-

Abstract
This paper presents preliminary results
from a pilot study where 36 human listeners classified 28 cat vocalisations
into seven emotion categories. Classification accuracy and between-listener
agreement varied considerably between
vocalisations. The vocalisations were
subdivided into categories based on the
emotions perceived by most listeners
and compared in an acoustic analysis.
Preliminary results suggest that cats
vary their intonation to signal different
emotions, and that humans perceive
them based on cues used to signal emotion in human speech. Surprisingly, the
trill vocalisation used for friendly greetings was often misjudged as anger. Future work includes a deeper analysis of
the results and also a comparative study
of human–directed and cat–directed cat
vocalisations.

Introduction
The cat (Felis catus, Linneaus 1758)
was domesticated 10,000 years ago, and
is one of our most popular pets with
some 600 million individuals (Turner &
Bateson, 2000; Driscoll et al. 2009).
Cats are social animals (Crowell-Davis
et al., 2004), and their interaction with
humans has over a long time of living
together resulted in cross-species communication that includes visual as well
as vocal signals. For instance, they have
learned to produce different vocal signals for different purposes, e.g. solicit
feeding or gain access to desired locations and other resources provided by
humans. There are several descriptions
of the communicative social behaviour
of the domestic cat (e.g. Turner &
Bateson, 2000; Bradshaw, 2013), but
those concerning vocalisations are
95
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tion accuracy was significantly above
chance, and listeners with cat experience performed significantly better than
naïve listeners. A pitch analysis showed
that food related meows tended to have
rising f0 contours, while vet related
meows often had more falling f0 patterns, suggesting that cats use different
intonation patterns in their vocal interaction which (experienced) humans are
able to identify.
The purpose of this study was to
investigate human listeners’ perception
of emotions from cat vocalisations and
compare a number of acoustic features,
including measures of f0 and intonation
of the judged emotions, and also to human emotions. A larger goal was to
learn more about cat–human communication.

59 years). Using a seven-point scale,
the participants were asked to rate their
experience of and attitude towards cats.
Their mean experience with cats (1 =
none, 7 = extremely good) was 4.05,
and their average attitude towards cats
(1 = hate, 7 = love) was 5.5.
Oral and written instructions were
given before the experiment. The task
was to judge the emotion (using seven
categories) of 28 cat vocalisations,
which were played twice in the same
random order on an Apple MacBook
Pro computer through HUMP NF22A
speakers at a comfortable sound level.
To reduce the number of response categories, some emotions were combined
into a single category. Sorrow and fear
were combined into the category SorrowFear, as some vocalisations were
judged to signal both emotions. Moreover, all emotions associated with questioning, begging, wanting or needing
something (e.g. food or access to a desired location) were combined into the
category Desire. Furthermore, the category Other could be used for any other
perceived emotion, and if the listeners
were unable to judge the emotion, they
were instructed to select the category
Don’t know. The seven categories used
in the test were the following:
1) Joy: happy or content,
2) SorrowFear: sad or afraid,
3) Anger: angry or discontent,
4) Desire: questioning, begging,
wanting or hungry
5) Neutral,
6) Other,
7) Don’t know.
After the test, the participants were
asked to make a single judgement of the
degree of difficulty of the task on a 7point scale.
Three experiments with 15, 10 and
10 students participating in each were
carried out. Each experiment lasted
about 20 minutes. Some time after the
experiment, the results were presented
to the listeners, and they were asked to
comment on them, e.g. what listening
strategies and/or phonetic cues they had
used to make their judgments. Many

Material and method
Vocalisations from five domestic cats
were recorded. Three cats were recorded in their home and two cats in an agonistic context in the author’s garden.
Video was recorded with either a Sony
digital HD video camera HDRCX730 with an external shotgun microphone Sony ECM-CG50 or an Apple
iPhone 3G. Audio files (wav, 44.1 kHz,
16 bit, mono) were extracted with Extract Movie Soundtrack. Based on the
overall recording quality and on
judgements of how representative the
vocalisations were for each emotion on
judgements of the author, who knew the
cats well, 28 different vocalisations
were selected as material. A few vocalisations contained background noise, but
this was judged to have no influence on
the perception task. The vocalisations
were segmented, extracted and normalised for amplitude in Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2014).

Experiment 1: Perception test
Procedure
36 students (22 women, 13 men) of
phonetics and general linguistics at
Lund University volunteered as participants in a listening experiment. Their
average age was 25 years (range 19 to
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listeners reported that they had based
their judgements on cues of pitch and
whether the vocalisation contained elements of noise. They had judged stimuli
with a low average pitch and a high
degree of noise as Anger, and stimuli
with a high average high pitch and a
low degree of noise as Joy. In addition,
listeners reported that rising intonation
was judged as Desire, and falling intonation as SorrowFear. This information
was used to select features for the
acoustic analysis.

Between-listener agreement
The listener agreement of the responses
varied considerably between stimuli.
The two purring stimuli showed the
highest agreement; over 9/10 of the
listeners judged these stimuli as Joy.
More than half of the listeners perceived the same emotion in nine of the
stimuli; four stimuli as Anger, two as
Joy, two as Desire and one as SorrowFear. Moreover, eight stimuli received
the same response from more than 2/5
of the listeners, while five stimuli had
over 1/3 of the same listeners responses. Four stimuli had less than 1/3 of the
listeners’ responses from the same category. Figure 3 shows the distribution
of responses from four example stimuli.

Results
Figure 1 shows the total number of responses for the seven categories. Of all
980 responses in the experiment 53
were Neutral, 21 Other and 72 Don’t
know. The remaining 834 responses
were fairy evenly distributed among the
four categories SorrowFear (200), Anger (211), Joy (197), and Desire (226).

Experiment 2: Acoustic analysis
Based on the categories that had received the highest number of responses,
the 28 stimuli were subdivided into six
emotional categories. Three stimuli had
received the highest number of responses for two categories, and these
were subdivided into two additional
categories: JoyAnger and DesireSorrow. Measures of duration, f0 and harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) were obtained with a Praat script and manually
checked. In addition, f0 contours of the
stimuli were plotted in six diagrams; i.e.
one for each emotion category. Table 1
shows the number of stimuli that was
divided into each of the six emotion
categories and also the mean results of
the acoustic analysis. Figure 4 shows
six diagrams with f0 contours of the
vocalisations subdivided into each emotion category. The two purring stimuli
were categorized as Joy, but they were
left out of these diagrams, as the f0 in
purring is significantly lower than in
other cat vocalisations (see Schötz &
Eklund, 2011; Schötz, 2012).

Figure 1. Number of responses for the seven
categories in the listening experiment.

Number of correct responses
The emotions of the stimuli were
judged (by the author, who had made
the recordings and also knew the cats
and the contexts in which the vocalisations were produced) and used as preliminary measures of correct emotions
for the stimuli. Of the 980 responses in
the experiment 350 were correct (38%).
Figure 2 shows the percentage of correct responses for each of the 28 stimuli. The two purring stimuli (11 and 20)
received the highest number of correct
responses, while one low-pitched murmur-meow with clear elements of noise
(stimulus 12) received no correct responses, and a low-pitched trill (stimulus 23) only 2 correct responses.

Results
Table 1 shows the mean values of duration, f0 (mean, standard deviation,
range, minimum, and maximum) as
well as mean HNR for six emotion categories containing the 28 stimuli.
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Figure 2. Percentage of correct responses for the 28 stimuli of the listening experiment.
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Figure 3. Proportion of listeners’ responses (categories) for the example stimuli 1, 3, 10 and 11.
Table 1. Mean duration (sec.), mean f0, f0 standard deviation (stdev), range, minimum and
maximum f0 (Hz), and harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) of the six emotion categories containing the 28 cat vocalisation stimuli.
Judged category no stimuli duration mean f0 f0 stdev mean f0 range min/max f0 HNR
Joy
6
2.18
788
165
501
271/1023
4.1
Anger
9
0.95
415
84
217
211/817
4.8
SorrowFear
5
0.90
694
75
218
300/1102 10.8
Desire
5
0.94
646
108
285
233/886
7.1
JoyAnger
1
0.63
240
21
91
192/283
0.4
DesireSorrow
2
0.66
730
73
244
227/950
10.0
Total (all)
28
1.14
589
96
260 Sad-Afraid
211/1102
6.8
Happy
800
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Figure 4. Time normalised f0 contours of cat vocalisations by the categories selected by the
majority of the listeners in the perception test.
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Duration and HNR
The total average duration was 1.14 sec,
and the stimuli judged as Joy had the
longest duration (2.18 sec.). Clearly
shorter durations were found in the
stimuli judged as Anger, SorrowFear
and Desire (0.90 – 0.95 sec). The categories JoyAnger and DesireSorrow had
the shortest durations (0.63 – 0.66),
which may explain why these stimuli
had received an equal highest number
of responses for two different emotions.
The mean HNR of all stimuli was
6.8, and lower in Joy (4.1), Anger (4.8)
and JoyAnger (0.4) than in the other
categories. Desire had an HNR of 7.1,
and the two categories with the highest
HNR were SorrowFear (10.8) and DesireSorrow (10.0), suggesting that the
background noise found in these stimuli
had not influenced the perception test or
the HNR analysis.

Discussion and future work
The very preliminary results of this
pilot study suggest that human listeners
are not very good at judging the emotional state of cat vocalisations, perhaps
because they rely on phonetic cues used
to signal emotion in human speech.
There was, however, much variation in the agreement between listeners.
Some vocalisations, e.g. the purring
stimuli (11 and 20) had much higher
agreement than others, e.g. the greeting
trill stimuli (7 and 15). One explanation
may be that the listeners’ reported experience of cats varied. About 1/3 of the
listeners reported that they were very
experienced, while 1/3 had hardly any
experience. Another possible explanation is that naïve listeners based their
response on biological codes (see
Gussenhoven, 2002) and cues for human emotions, as stimuli with high f0
and f0 range were often judged as Joy,
and stimuli with low f0 and range as
Anger or Sorrow. Naïve listeners may
not know what a greeting trill is, and
are likely to judge it as Anger, as it may
sound similar to an agonistic growl.
The greeting trill stimuli received about
the same number of responses for Anger and Joy. Moreover, trills are often
noisy, and several listeners reported that
they had used a high amount of noise as
cues for Anger.
The results from the acoustic analysis suggest that cats use intonation to
signal different emotions. However,
although human listeners were fairly
good at identifying some emotions,
other vocalisations were often misinterpreted. Vocal signals generally cooccur with visual signals, making it
easier to distinguish a growl from a trill
when it is used to scare off an intruder
in one case, but to greet you when you
come home from work in the other
case. It is likely that humans are much
better judges of these types of calls
when visual cues are available. Still,
vocal signals are important (especially
in darkness), and are frequently used by
cats in intra as well as in inter-species

f0 values and intonation contours
The vocalisations judged as Anger and
JoyAnger had the lowest mean values
for f0, f0 stdev and f0 range. The other
categories had clearly higher f0 values,
and Joy had the highest values of all.
If we exclude the contours with
typically initial low f0 followed by a
steep rise and ending in very high f0,
i.e. the contours of murmur-meows (see
Schötz, 2013), the rest of the f0 contours of each category are often similar
in shape and range. Moreover, they are
not unlike the pitch patterns used by
humans to signal the same emotions
(see Lindblad, 1992; Rodero, 2011).
SorrowFear f0 contours are often level
and monotonous with a slight fall
throughout the vocalisation, which resemble human intonation of sorrow
more than of fear. Joy has f0 contours
characterised by high f0 and a high f0
range with much variation in intonation.
Anger f0 contours often contain breaks,
perhaps due to irregularities or noise,
and they are often lower in f0 with either very level intonation or sudden
rises and falls, which are in line with
the two types of intonation found in
human anger.
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communication. To be able to communicate better with our cat companions, more phonetic research is needed.
Have cats learned to adapt their vocal patterns (including intonation) to
human speech in order to better elicit
the desired response from their human
companions, or do cats and humans use
the same biological codes? The results
found by McComb (2009) and the tentative results of this pilot study suggest
that cats are able to adapt to human
listeners. Future work includes a more
thorough analysis of the results found
here, and also comparative studies of
the phonetic properties of cat-directed
and human-directed cat vocalisations.
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tion are presented in the following sections.

Abstract
In this paper, data from three preliminary studies concerning prosody in second language (L2) speech is described.
Firstly, ways of quantifying L2 speech
prosody are described. Secondly, a new
way of formally describing L2 speech
prosody is described. Thirdly, an experimental situation is introduced proving
that L2 speech prosody is a manyfaceted phenomenon, which is affected
by several factors.

L2 speech prosody variation: some
quantitative alternatives
In studies on second language acquisition, prosody, if dealt with at all, is often described in an anecdotal and impressionistic way. On finds descriptions
such as “narrow voice range”, “flat
pitch”, etc. These descriptions are often
pedagogically relevant, and they may
make the transcription system more
accessible to the non-experts but a considerable amount of subjectivity is a
corollary of this approach. However,
even a more phonetically oriented descriptive system based on “more objective” labels such as high/modal/low
mean, range and variability of pitch
may be confusing if the analysis is not
based on any concrete anchor values or
baseline data.
While
non-numerical,
nonexperimental investigations of L2
speech prosody have an important role
in the study of situated language use,
for example, a more quantitative approach is also needed. The first approach is to describe pitch range with
the linear Hertz scale. A number of
acoustic studies of pitch range, mostly
dealing with L1, have utilized this strategy but the problem is that this scale
fails to make an appropriate normalization for the non-linearity of pitch perception: a larger change in frequency at
the higher absolute pitch range is needed to produce the same perceptual effect as a smaller change at the lower
absolute pitch range. Thus with the linear scale, comparisons of pitch ranges
between males vs. females in pitch
range are almost pointless.

Introduction and ongoing research
Prosodic features of second language
speech have not been extensively described in SLA (second language acquisition) literature. Recently, however,
there has been increasing interest in L2
prosody (Toivanen, 2001; Hincks,
2004), and it seems that the development of an appropriate methodological
apparatus in this research area is an
important prerequisite of progress. In
this paper, the focus is on three separate
research projects dealing with different
aspects of L2 speech prosody. The data
was collected at Oulu University, Finland, during 2000-2005, and some of
the results were presented in Toivanen
& Henrichsen (2006). In the present
paper, a systematic overview is presented, along with a discussion of further
implications.
The data set
L2 speech prosody variation using different scales, a framework for L2
speech prosody description, and an experimental scenario involving contextually relevant L2 speech prosody varia-
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The second option is to convert the
Hertz values into semitone values; the
logarithmic semitone scale has been
extensively used in investigations of L1
pitch range but even this scale is not
completely appropriate from the viewpoint of perception.
The third, and evidently the best,
strategy is to use ERB measurements
(Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth).
The ERB scale is based on the frequency selectivity of the human auditory
system and the scale is perceptually
more relevant than either the linear
Hertz scale or the logarithmic semitone
scale (Hermes & van Gestel, 1991).
Toivanen (2001) investigated the
prosody of Finnish English L2 speech
in an experimental setting involving
native English speech as baseline data.
Two groups of speakers, advanced L2
English speakers and native speakers of
British English (near-RP) read out a set
of short standard texts (of the Rainbow
Passage type), and the recorded speech
data was analyzed acoustically.
Pitch range was described with the
semitone scale and the ERB scale; the
linear scale was used in some preliminary comparisons. A number of unsystematic differences in pitch variation
between the two groups were found
with the linear scale, while the semitone
scale produced much more consistent
differences. The most systematic differences throughout the data, however,
were detected using ERB measurements. The ERB scale enabled the conclusion that pitch variation in Finnish
English L2 speech is indeed significantly more limited than in native English
speech. Clearly, the type of scale used
for pitch analysis is critical, and it
seems obvious that in comparative
cross-linguistic investigations of the
prosody and pitch variation in L2
speech, the ERB scale should be considered as a first choice.

and good inter-transcriber consistency
can be achieved as long as the voice
quality represents normal (modal) phonation. Certain discourse situations and
varieties of English, however, probably
involve voice qualities different from
modal phonation, and the prosodic
analysis of such speech data with traditional ToBI labeling may be problematic. Typical examples are breathy,
creaky and harsh voice qualities. Pitch
analysis algorithms, which are used to
produce a record of the fundamental
frequency (f0) contour of the utterance
to assist the ToBI labeling, yield a
messy or lacking f0 track on non-modal
voice segments. Non-modal voice qualities may represent habitual speaking
styles or idiosyncrasies or they are
characteristics of emotional discourse.
Typically, non-modal voice segments
occur in Finnish speech, as well as in
the L2 English of Finns.
In Toivanen & Henrichsen (2006),
a 4-Tone Emotional Voice Transcription Framework was introduced. The
framework is intended for transcribing
the prosody of modal/non-modal voice
in (emotional) English speech. As in the
original ToBI system, intonation is described as a sequence of pitch accents
and boundary pitch movements (phrase
accents and boundary tones). The original ToBI break index tier (with four
strengths of boundaries) is also used.
The fundamental difference between
the 4-tone framework and the original
ToBI is that four main tones (H, L, h, l)
are used instead of two (H, L). In the 4tone framework, “H” and “L” are high
and low tones, respectively, as are “h”
and “l”, but “h” is a high tone with nonmodal phonation and “l” a low tone
with non-modal phonation. Basically,
“h” is “H” without a clear pitch representation in the f0 contour record, and
“l” is a similar variant of “L”.
To assess the usefulness of the 4tone descriptive framework, informal
interviews in English with Finnish students at a university of applied sciences
were used. The speakers talked about
their exchange studies experiences

Phonological transcription of L2
speech prosody
ToBI labeling is commonly used in the
prosodic transcription of (L1) English,
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abroad. The discussions were recorded
in a sound-treated room; the speakers’
speech data was recorded directly to
hard disk (44.1 kHz, 16 bit) using a
high-quality microphone. The speech
data consisted of 574 orthographic
words (82 utterances) produced by
three female students (20-27 years old).
Five Finnish students of linguistics/phonetics listened to the tapes; the
subjects transcribed the data prosodically using the 4-tone descriptive framework. The transcribers had been given a
short training session in the 4-tone style
labeling. Each subject transcribed the
data material independently of one another.
As in the evaluation studies of the
original ToBI, a pairwise analysis was
used to evaluate the consistency of the
transcribers: the label data of each transcriber was compared against the labels
of every other transcriber for the particular aspect of the utterance. The 574
words were transcribed by five subjects; thus a total of 5740 (574x10 pairs
of transcribers) transcriber-pair-words
were produced. The following consistency levels were obtained: presence
of pitch accent 73 %, choice of pitch
accent 69 %, presence of phrase accent
82 %, presence of boundary tone 89 %,
choice of phrase accent 78 %, choice of
boundary tone 85 %, choice of boundary tone 85 %, and choice of break index
68 %.
The level of consistency achieved
for the 4-tone descriptive framework
was somewhat lower than that reported
for the original ToBI system. However,
the differences in the agreement levels
seem quite insignificant bearing in
mind that the 4-tone system uses four
tones instead of two. Importantly, it can
be concluded that a descriptive system
of speech prosody especially tailored
for L2 speech seems feasible. In Finnish English speech, “l” typically and
systematically occurs, often with a decelerating speech tempo, in the vicinity
of a transition relevance place, with or
without a change of speaker. A traditional ToBI-based transcription system

would seem to miss an important point
here.
Speech situation and the prosody of L2
speech
The third aspect of L2 speech prosody
to be dealt with is the effect of the
speech situation on the pitch range and
variation. The speech data was produced by seventeen Finnish students of
business administration at a university
of applied sciences (all females in their
early twenties). The subjects took voluntary Spanish courses as part of their
general language studies. The subjects
had studied Spanish 3-5 years on an
average, and they could be described as
semi-fluent in ordinary L2 language use
situations. The speakers read out a short
emotionally charged (joyful) passage of
some 50 words from a Spanish translation of a well-known Finnish novel.
Each subject read out the passage nine
times in two different sessions on separate days; the speakers were allowed to
read out the text at their own pace with
suitable breaks between the readings.
The instructions were given by two
different persons. In the first session,
the instructions (basically stating that
the text and its repetitions should be
read out in a manner “natural and comfortable” to the speaker) were given (in
Spanish) by a Finnish person: a female
college lecturer in her thirties teaching
Spanish to the subjects at the time. In
the second session, the instructions
were given (in Spanish) by a native
speaker of Spanish, a female in her thirties, who the speakers had not met before. The speakers’ speech was data
was recorded directly to hard disk (44.1
kHz, 16 bit) using a high-quality microphone.
The total set of materials consisted
of 17x9x2 (306) tokens (passages). The
data was analyzed acoustically with
CSL (Kay Elemetrics) in terms of the
following speech measures: speaking
fundamental frequency (f0), f0 range
and jitter. Each f0 value from the pitch
analysis was converted to ERB using
the formula given by Hermes & van
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Gestel (1991). ANOVA was used for
statistical analysis of the Instructor (2) x
Repetitions (9) design. Instructor effects were significant for f0, f0 range
and jitter. For each measure, the “Spanish Instructor” condition produced a
higher value than the “Finnish Instructor” condition with every repetition.
Repetitions effects were significant for
f0, f0 range and jitter. For each measure, the value became progressively
higher with continued repetitions. Interaction effects were significant for f0, f0
range and jitter. For each measure, the
differences between the Spanish Instructor condition and the Finnish Instructor condition became greater as the
repetitions progressed.
The instructor/interlocutor or the
targeted audience clearly affected the
L2 speech prosody in this setting: more
lively prosody could be observed with
the native speaker. It also seems that the
non-native speakers needed some time
to “get going” prosodically. Larger
pitch variation was produced as the text
got progressively more familiar. The
most lively speech prosody occurred
when the non-native speakers accosted
to a native speaker and had overcome
the initial tension. In the research on the
topic, a large amount of jitter is generally associated with natural relaxed
communication (Scherer, 1995) – a
trend found in the present investigation
as well.
All in all, these findings support the
conclusion that L2 Spanish speakers are
sensitive to their interlocutors. There is
some evidence elsewhere that L2
speakers become more hesitant (prosodically) when they address a listener with
the same L1 background (Takahashi,
1989).

Discussion and conclusion
The points and research data presented
in this paper have touched upon some
aspects that are relevant when the prosody of L2 speech is discussed. On the
one hand, one should be aware of the
parameters with which prosody can be
described. Should they be exact and
rigorously defined in L2 speech prosody research, or can one do with a more
impressionistic apparatus? On the other
hand, should one, perhaps, develop new
methods and analytic frameworks for
L2 speech prosody research in general?
Are the current tools entirely functional? Finally, one should realize that L2
speech prosody is highly dependent on
the situational factors. One could hypothesize that there are more factors
involved than in most situations with
native language speech prosody.
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makes use of tone (e.g. Gottfried &
Suiter, 1997; Schaefer & Darcy, 2013;
Burnham et al., 1996). Schaefer & Darcy's study is particularly interesting
since it connects the bias for acquiring
intonational features with the tonal
prominence hierarchy.
The tonal prominence hierarchy is a
hierarchy of salience of intonational
features in languages. Highest in the
hierarchy are tone languages (Mandarin, Thai), second are word accent languages (Swedish, Japanese, Somali),
third are word stress languages (German, Farsi) and fourth are intonation
only languages (French, Korean). The
results of their study on the perception
of Thai tones showed that L1 speakers
of languages higher up in the hierarchy
were more accurate in perceiving the
tones than L1 speakers of languages
lower in the hierarchy. However, Tronnier & Zetterholm (2013a) tested L2acquisition of Swedish word accents
with L1 speakers of languages on different steps of this hierarchy. Their results showed that L1 speakers of languages higher than Swedish in the hierarchy (Vietnamese and Thai) did not
produce the word accents, but L1
speakers of Somali, a language placed
on the same level as Swedish in the
hierarchy did. The speakers of a language lower in the hierarchy, Farsi, did
not either produce the word accents.
This study is an attempt to develop their
results with new Somali L1 informants
and also with an addition of a perception study.

Abstract
According to the feature hypothesis, a
phonological feature of the L2 is easier
to acquire if the L1 of the speaker contains the same feature. Both Swedish
and Somali are languages with word
accents and therefor it is, according to
this hypothesis, assumed that L1 speakers of Somali will acquire the word
accents of Swedish easier than L1
speakers of languages without word
accents. This study shows that Somali
L1 speakers with Swedish L2 produce
the Swedish word accents accurately
but are not, as a group, better than
chance in a perception test of the same
accents. This study contradicts the feature hypothesis when it comes to perception but confirms it when it comes
to production.

Introduction
The purpose of this study is to investigate if a speaker with word accents in
their L1 has an easier time perceiving
and producing the word accents in an
L2. This is all based on the feature hypothesis, which states that "L2 features
not used to signal phonological contrast
in L1 will be difficult to perceive for
the L2 learner and this difficulty will be
reflected in the learner’s production of
the contrast based on this feature"
(McAllister et al., 2002).
The hypothesis has been tested on
both segmental and suprasegmental
features (see Flege, 1995) and previous
studies of the L2 acquisition of tone do
conclude that it is easier to perceive and
produce the tones of an L2 if the L1
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There is not a lot of literature on
the cross-linguistic acquisition of word
accents, but there are some studies on
the acquisition of Scandinavian word
accents that should be mentioned:
Tronnier and Zetterholm (2013a) is
already discussed above. In addition
there is a study by Kaiser (2011), who
investigated perception and production
of Swedish word accents by German
L1-speakers and concluded that they
did not perceive or produce them. Another is Van Dommelen & Husby
(2009) who compared the perception of
Norwegian word accents by Mandarin
and German L1 speakers. They concluded that Mandarin L1 speakers were
better at perceiving the word accents
than the German L1 speakers.
Looking at the litterature, more
studies are done on the L2 acquisition
of tone compared to L2 acquisition of
other kinds of intonational features such
as word accents, and more research is
focused on perception compared to
production. This study is an attempt to
study both the L2 production and the
L2 perception of such a system: Swedish word accents.

Figure 1. Central Swedish A1 and A2.

Swedish word accents
There are two different word accents in
Swedish, Accent 1, below A1 and Accent 2, below A2. The tones are assigned to the syllable and the f0 pattern
differs between different varieties of
Swedish. However, the common denominator is that A2 has a later tonal
peak than A1. In some regional varieties A2 is realized with a second peak
(Bruce, 2010). This study deals with
two of the varieties, the South Swedish
and the Central Swedish, whose f0 contours look like figure 1 and 2.

Figure 2. South Swedish A1 and A2.

The distribution of the word accents is
fairly predictable, with different suffixes and morphological categories assigned to the different accents. A1 is
more common and is usually described
as the unmarked one. There are also
varieties of Swedish that do not distinguish between the word accents, e.g.
the Finland Swedish varieties. The
word accent distinction has been shown
to not to be critical for the perception of
Swedish and many speakers of L2
Swedish omit the distinction (Thorén,
2005).
Somali word accents
Somali word accents are assigned to the
mora, and only vowels are assigned
with morae. They only occur where
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there are two morae as in long vowels
and diphthongs. There can only be one
high tone per word and there are three
accent patterns that are available: high
tone on the last mora, low elsewhere;
high tone on the penultimate mora, low
elsewhere; or low tones on all morae.
The different accent patterns are related
to different grammatical functions, such
as gender, number and case on NPs
(Saeed, 1999).
There are both differences and similarities between the systems. One difference is the notion that the Swedish
word accents are assigned to the syllable whereas the Somali word accents
are assigned to the mora. Another difference is that Somali only allows one
high tone for each word, while some of
the Swedish varieties allow two.
The Somali word accents are described as having grammatical function,
while the Swedish ones mostly are described as lexical, however, as stated
before, Swedish word accents are affected by morphological affixes so
there might not be a clear dichotomy.

In addition, there was a Swedish L1
control group for the perception test,
described below. This group consisted
of five people, three females and two
males between 20 and 25 years old.
Perception test
The perception of the Swedish word
accents was tested with a discrimination
test, constructed and executed in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2014). The task
was to report if two sentences following
each other without a break were the
same or different. There were two different boxes to click. Each sentence
contained the carrier sentence "Det var
X jag menade" 'It was X that I meant'.
The target word was a word from a
minimal pair of either /ánden/ ‘the
duck’ - /ànden/ ‘the spirit’; /stéːɡen/
‘the (foot) steps’ - /stèːɡen/ ‘the ladder’; or /póːlen/ ‘Poland’ - /pòːlen/ ‘the
pole’. There were three versions of
each sentence to avoid that the informants listened to other cues. In total 36
sentence pairs were played. 9 instances
of A1+A1; 9 of A2+A2; 9 of A1+A2;
and 9 of A2+A1. There were two tests.
One with a South Swedish speaking
female and one with a Central Swedish
speaking female. The informants in
Sundsvall were only tested on the Central Swedish test.
The results of the L2 informants
were also compared with those of a
Swedish L1 control group. These results were analyzed statistically to
check for statistical significance in the
difference between the L2 and the L1
group.

Material and Method
This section contains information about
the informants, and descriptions of the
two tests, starting with the perception
test, followed by the production test.
Informants
Three informants with Somali L1 and
Swedish L2 participated in this study.
They were between 28-38 years old,
one male and two females. One of the
female lived and had acquired Swedish
in Helsingborg, where the South Swedish variety is used, and one female and
one male lived and had learnt Swedish
in Sundsvall, where the Central Swedish variety is used. They had started
learning Swedish from age 17-25. None
of the informants had had been taught
about the word accents in Swedish.
The session with the informant in
Helsingborg took place in a school environment, and the sessions with the
informants in Sundsvall took place in a
home environment.

Production test
The production test was executed with
read sentences. Each sentence contained a target word, expected to be
focused. The target word was a two
syllable verb with infinite with A2 and
present tense with A1. The sentences
were recorded with a TASCAM DR-07
recording device and later analyzed in
Praat. The fundamental frequency was
analyzed with a script that normalized
the curves by putting the minimum Hz
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value of each word at a baseline with
the value 0 on a semitone scale. The
script was originally developed by Susanne Schötz and used in e.g. Schötz et
al. (2011), but modified and adapted for
this particular study by the author.
The word accents were considered
accurate if there was a distinction, if A2
had a later intonational peak and if they
resembled the patterns displayed in
figure 1 and 2.

The L1 group had an average score of
34.5 and the L2 group had an average
score of 23.75. The L2 group was then
compared to the L1 group with a t-test
and the difference was significant (t = 7.259, p = 0.000).
To have a better than chance score
on the test one would have to have at
least 24 correct answers. The L2 groups
show results that are not above chance.
However, the data is very small and the
individual difference was large. The L1
group performed significantly above
chance.

Results
Perception test
First, an average number for all participants was calculated for both varieties.
No significant difference was found (t =
-0.143, p = 0.888). The results are
shown in figure 3.

Production test
The results of the production test
showed that the L2 group did differentiate between the two word accents,
according to the pattern expected of the
area where they acquired Swedish. Figure 5 and 6 shows the speaker with
South Swedish like word accent distinction:
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Figure 3. Average results for all participants
on both tests.

Figure 5. L2 A1, speaker in Helsingborg.

Next, the mean scores of the two different groups, L1 and L2, were compared.
The results are shown in figure 4.
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Figure 6. L2 A2, speaker in Hel-
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As can be seen the intonational peak is
later in the A2 examples than in the A1.
Figure 7 and 8 shows examples from
one of the informants in Sundsvall.
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Figure 4. Comparison of results of L1 and
L2 group.
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sible with this material since it does not
consist of minimal pairs.
There could also be other reasons
for why the results of the perception
test showed up like it did. One is the
construction of the test. The instructions
could have been too unclear or misleading, and the minimal pairs used are not
that common and especially not in that
kind of context. Since the informants
did not know what was looked for,
maybe they missed the target completely. However, the L1 control group got
almost all instances correct with the
same instructions.
The word accents are shown to be
somewhat redundant (Thorén, 2005),
and none of the informants informed
that they had been taught anything
about them when they learned Swedish
in the first place. However, van Dommelen & Husby (2009) showed that
training in perceiving the Norwegian
word accents did not improve the results.
This study confirms the findings of
Zetterholm & Tronnier (2013a) in that
Somali L1 speakers with Swedish L2
do produce the word accents. This implies that the word accents are more
easily accessible for speakers of languages at the same step in the tonal
prominence hierarchy. However, further research might want to focus on
speakers of different languages with
word accents and study if they learn the
word accents of other word accent languages. More evidence for crosslinguistic tone production and perception is also needed.
Another thing to look more into is
the connection between production and
perception, and reasons for why the
results showed up like they did.

Figure 7. L2 A1, speaker in Sundsvall

Figure 8. L2 A2, speaker in Sundsvall

Figure 7 shows the early peak expected
to be found in A1 and figure 8 shows
the double-peaked pattern expected for
A2.
The results did show some variation in terms of tonal gesture, but there
was always a distinction between A1
and A2.

Discussion
First, a reminder of the feature hypothesis: "L2 features not used to signal phonological contrast in L1 will be difficult
to perceive for the L2 learner and this
difficulty will be reflected in the learner’s production of the contrast based on
this feature" (McAllister et al., 2002).
The hypothesis emphasizes that the
perception of the L2 feature will be
reflected in the production, but in this
study, that was not the case. In the perception test, the L2 informants did not
show better than chance results, but
contradictory, the production test
showed that the speakers did differentiate between the word accents, and that
they did so somewhat consistently. One
question to be posed though, is how
Swedish L1 speakers would evaluate
these accents, just as Tronnier & Zetterholm (2013b) have done as a followup study. The best method would be a
discrimination test, but that is not pos-
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ing to perceptually differentiate phonetic contrasts in L2 (Strange & Shafer,
2008).
The theory about a critical age for
second language acquisition (SLA) by
Lenneberg (1967) called The critical
period hypothesis (CPH) has been discussed. However, children are often
more successful in their SLA than
adults and a native-like L2 phonology is
only found in a very early age of onset
(AO). Two remaining questions are
why this seems to be a fact and if there
is a certain critical age. For an overview
of earlier research in this area, see
Abrahamsson (2012) and Ioup (2008).
A recent production study by Abrahamsson (2012) confirms the statement
about the relationship between AO and
L2 competence and shows that L2 participants with nativelikeness on both the
GJT (Grammatical Judgment Test) and
VOT (Voice Onset Time) had an AO
between 1-6 years. It seems that early
learners have developed both grammatical and phonetic aspects of L2, in contrast, this is not the case for late learners.
Earlier studies attempt to show that
second language learners of Swedish
have difficulties with pronunciation and
the Swedish phonology (e.g. Bannert,
1990; Zetterholm, 2014a, 2014b). In
this paper, a study of L2-speakers ability to identify Swedish words is presented. The aim is to try to find out if
there is any correlation between perception and production for Karen people
learning Swedish as their second language.

Abstract
There is often a relationship between
perception and production in second
language acquisition, depending on
phonological transfer from the speaker’s first language (L1). In a production
study of Karen speakers learning Swedish as their second language (L2) it
appears that they have difficulties learning the pronunciation of Swedish, especially final stops. In order to find out if
Karen speakers perceive phonological
contrasts in Swedish words produced
by a Swedish native speaker, a perception test was constructed. The results
indicate a phonological transfer from
L1 to L2. Another observation is the
role of age during second language acquisition.

Introduction
The degree of success when learning a
second language depends on different
factors, external as well as internal,
such as linguistic characteristics; cognition; the learner’s social background;
and language input (Abrahamsson &
Bylund, 2012). Phonological rules in
L1 are often transferred and have an
impact on the acquisition of the phonology and the production in an L2
(Major, 2008). It is of importance that
learners perceive phonological contrasts
before further processing. Earlier research studies show a relationship between perception and production (e.g.
Escudero, 2005; Ioup, 2008; McAllister, 1995). Second language learners
often produce segments and prosody
with a characteristic accent related to
their L1. Do they have the same difficulties perceiving phonetic segments
and phonological distinctions in their
L2? For adult learners, but not for
young children, it is sometimes confus-

Karen people in Sweden
Since 2004 Sweden has admitted Karen
refugees. This is an ethnic group living
in South East Asia, specifically in Bur111
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ma (or Myanmar), southern China and
the northern part of Thailand. There are
approximately 1000 Karen people living in different cities all over Sweden
today. Most of them have lived in refugee camps in Thailand before arriving
to Sweden. The youngest are born in
the camps and went to school in the
camps. None of the participants in this
study have any kind of higher education
from Burma, some of them went to
school only for a few years, and most of
them lived in very small villages or in
the forest before their escape to Thailand. There is no information about
their lives and what impact that might
have on their language acquisition. The
adults speak Burmese as well as Karen,
a few of them have some knowledge in
English and the teenagers in this study
learn English in school.
An earlier study (Zetterholm,
2014a) shows that many of them, chiefly those middle-aged or older, have
great difficulties learning Swedish.
Their children, teenagers or slightly
older, seem to have less or no problem
with their acquisition of L2. The adults
have been studying Swedish at SFI and
the younger at school. Still, after eight
years the adults cannot speak Swedish
with an intelligible pronunciation. One
of the more specific problems is the
lack of pronunciation of the last consonant in Swedish words. Without a clear
context it is hard to know if the speakers mean två [tvoː] (two) or tvål [tvoːl]
(soap), tå [toː] (toe) or tåg [toːɡ] (train)
as well as vi [viː] (we) or vit [viːt]
(white). The learners also have problems producing aspirated voiceless initial plosives.

mountains, are difficult to understand
for other Karen speakers (Manson,
2011). The languages are classified into
three main groups; Northern, Central
and Southern languages (Bradley,
1997). The two major dialects are
called Sgaw and Pwo Karen. These are
mainly spoken in the southern part of
Burma and there are more than 1 million speakers of each of the two dialects. The dialect Sgaw is a lingua franca among Karens (Naw, 2011). The
alphabet derives from Burmese characters with some modifications. The word
order is SVO, which is uncommon
among
Tibeto-Burman
languages
(mostly SOV) (Naw, 2011).
The syllable structure in Karen languages is CV or C1(C2)VT. C1 is any
consonant, C2 is a voiced velar fricative
[ɣ], a voiced bilabial approximant [w],
a voiced alveolar approximant [l] or a
voiced alveolar trill [r]. V is a vowel
and T is a tone. A clear glottal stop always precede a single initial vowel
since no words can be produced with an
initial vowel (Naw, 2011). There are
two varieties of Sgaw Karen, called
Moulmein and Bassein Sgaw Karen
(Jones, 1961). Both have 9 vowels and
27 or 23 consonants respectively. All
consonants can occur in initial positions
but there are no consonants in syllable
final positions. There are three aspirated
and non-aspirated voiceless plosives /p
pʰ t tʰ k kʰ/ as well as two voiced plosives /b d/, but no velar voiced plosives
/ɡ/. One of the dialects has 6 tones, two
high, two mid and two low. The other
dialect has 5 tones. The tone system is
based on voice quality, f0 and duration.

Karen languages
The Karen languages are a TibetoBurman branch from the Sino-Tibetan
phylum, consisting of many different
dialects. They all have influences from
Burmese and other nearby languages.
There are probably 20-30 different Karen languages, but it is not known exactly (Manson, 2011). Some of the dialects, especially those spoken in the

A perception test was designed to get
an idea about second language learners’
ability to conceive different vowel and
consonant contrasts in Swedish words.
A pilot study, with only Karen participants, is presented here.

The study

Method and material
The test consisted of words produced
by a Swedish native speaker. The target
112
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word was included in the sentence “Jag
säger…igen” (I say…again). Two pictures, illustrating the target word and a
word with a slight phonemic difference,
were shown at the screen at the same
time as participants heard the target
word. This was made to facilitate if the
listeners did not know the Swedish
word, despite them being quite common
Swedish words. The sentence with the
target word was repeated twice. It was
not possible to go back and listen again
since the test ran automatically with a
short pause between each new word.
The test was performed in front of a
Mac computer using the built-in loudspeakers. On an answer sheet the participants saw the same two pictures, as on
the computer screen, and they had to
choose one of the words by making a
cross in a square below that picture.
They did not see the written words.
There were 46 pairs of words in the
test. Examples of the word pairs are tåtåg (toe-train), bur-burk (cage-jar), bobok (nest-book), två-tvål (two-soap),
sol-stol (sun-chair). The words were
chosen following earlier research results about pronunciation difficulties
among second language learners of
Swedish regardless of their first language (e.g. Bannert, 1990). See Figure
1 for one example of the pictures of
word pairs used in the test.

the central part of Sweden and have
been in Sweden for seven or eight
years.
As a control group 16 native Swedish speakers ran the test, nine female
and eight male with a mean age of 32
years. They speak different Swedish
dialects, but they all live in the southern
part of Sweden.

Results
Every native speaker of Swedish answered correctly in all examples. This
is an indication that all words in the
recordings are pronounced clearly and
understandably.
In general, the Karen participants
performed quite well in the test. Only
one 15 years old female had correct
answers for all 46 words. The teenagers
and the participants younger than 23
years old as well as the oldest male participant had more than 40, out of 46,
correct answers. See Figure 2. This
raises questions about the significance
of age of onset in second language
learning.

Figure 2. Number of correct answers in
correlation to age of the participants.

The age of onset (AO) for the participants is shown in Table 1. There is a
minor indication of correlation between
AO and correct answers, except for one
male participant. Those who had begun
their acquisition of Swedish before the
age of 15 years old performed best in
test. However, there are only small differences.

Figure 1. One pair of words used in the test,
tå-tåg (toe-train).

Participants
Thirteen people with Karen as their
native language participated in this
study, seven female and six male
speakers, mean age of 32 years. All of
them speak the Sgaw Karen dialect.
They all live in different small towns in
113
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Discussion

Table 1. Age of onset (AO) and actual age
in relation to correct answers.

AO

Age

7
8
10
10
12
15
18
27
33
35
37
45
49

15
16
19
19
21
23
26
36
41
43
46
54
58

The preliminary results of this study
raise questions about the importance of
age of onset for perception in second
language learning; the relation between
perception and production; as well as
phonological transfer from L1 to L2.
Earlier research indicates that an
early age of onset, before the age of six,
is better for acquiring a native-like L2
phonology (Abrahamsson, 2012, Ioup,
2008). Since there is a relationship between perception and production (e.g.
Escudero, 2005; Ioup, 2008) one could
suggest that younger learners, who have
a good command of their L2, should
perceive words in L2 better than older
learners. The youngest participant in
this test had an AO of seven years and
performed best in the test. All participants with an AO of 15 years or less
had 41 (out of 46) or more correct answers. This is in accordance with earlier
research that AO is of importance. The
exception is the male speaker with an
AO of 49 years. He has some
knowledge of English and that, together
with a strong motivation to learn Swedish, might be one explanation for his
results.
The results in this perception study
confirm the hypothesis about the relation between perception and production
as well as the transfer theory. The production data study by Zetterholm
(2014a) shows great difficulties for
adult Karen speakers producing final
consonants. This perception study indicates that Karen speakers, especially
middle-aged Karen speakers, have difficulties identifying and discriminating
words with a final phonological contrast. When the target word is without a
final consonant it seems to be confusing
for the listeners. They do not see the
written word, only the pictures while
hearing the voice, so they are not sure if
the word is spelled with a final consonant or not. They are not provided the
spelling, which could have been a clue
when identifying Swedish words. The
final voiced plosive /ɡ/ in contrast to

Correct
answers
46
45
45
44
43
41
36
39
38
39
36
37
44

The most difficult words to discriminate seem to be fyra-fira
[fyːra/fiːra] (four-celebrate) and flugaflyga [flʉːɡa/flyːɡa] (fly-fly) probably
depending on the fronted rounded vowels. This is a known general problem
for second language learners of Swedish, regardless of L1 (Bannert, 1990).
However, an interesting observation for the Karen speakers is that the
word pairs tå-tåg [toː/toːɡ] (toe-train)
and två-tvål [tvoː/tvoːl] (two-soap) are
confusing for the listeners. When the
target word is tå they seem to be more
uncertain compared to when the target
word is tåg. The same pattern is shown
for två and tvål. Showing that when the
last consonant is pronounced clearly
there is almost no hesitation, but a word
without a final consonant is confusing.
There is no velar voiced plosive /ɡ/
in Karen languages, and the target word
tagg [taɡ] (thorn) is confusing when
presented as the target word in pair with
the word tack [takʰ] (thanks).
Identifying words with other vowel
or consonant contrasts cause no problems for the listeners. For example, the
vowel contrast /e ø/ in lek-lök
[leːkʰ/løːkʰ] (play-onion) or consonant
contrasts /l n/ in läsa-näsa [lɛːsa/nɛːsa]
(read-nose) or /pʰ b/ in puss-buss
[pʰʉs/bʉs] (kiss-bus).
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the voiceless plosive /kʰ/ also caused
the listeners some identification problems. Sgaw Karen have both an aspirated and a non-aspirated velar voiceless
plosive /k kʰ/, but no voiced velar plosive and the plosives will never occur in
a final position. The /pʰ b/-contrast
causes no problems. The two phonemes
as well as a voiceless non-aspirated /p/
belong to the phoneme inventory in
Sgaw Karen and the phonemic difference are familiar to them. The listeners’
confusion about the final stops and the
/ɡ kʰ/-contrast might indicate that they
are aware of the structure and the phonological contrast in Swedish words.
However, they are not quite sure without clues when listening and therefore a
phonological transfer of the structure in
L1 is a possible explanation.
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Conclusions
This perception study corresponds with
the hypothesis about transfer of the
Karen speakers’ L1 phonology to L2. It
is obvious that many of the participants
have problems identifying final stops in
Swedish, which is in accordance with
Karen speakers’ production skills in
Swedish. Another observation is that
the younger learners are better in this
identification test compared to the older
learners, except for one of the male
participants.
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namese language is provided in a contrastive perspective, i.e. in comparison
with Swedish.

Abstract
Immigrants with Vietnamese as their
L1 have been living in Sweden for a
couple of decades. Vietnamese L1speakers are also currently present in
the SFI-classroom. The aim of this contribution is to present observed pronunciation features in L2-Swedish and is
based on material produced by two L1speakers of Vietnamese. We will also
discuss those features of L2pronunciation which lead to serious
communication.

The Vietnamese language and its
sound system
The Vietnamese language is mainly
spoken in (the Socialist Republic of)
Vietnam and is a member of the MonKhmer branch within the Austroasiatic
language family. There are three major
dialects of Vietnamese: the Northern
(Hanoi-) variety, the southern (Ho Chi
Minh City/Saigon-) variety and a
(Northern) Central variety.
An overview of the phonological
system of the Northern variety is given
in the following, however, dialectal
variations occur.

Introduction
Since the late 70s the migration of Vietnamese L1-speakers has occurred all
over the world. According to
the Swedish Migration Board
(www.migrationsverket.se), about 745
immigrants from Vietnam were granted
residence in 2013, most of them being
relatives to other residents in Sweden.
Speakers with Vietnamese as their
L1 are found in the classrooms where
Swedish as a second language is taught
(Tronnier & Zetterholm, 2011). It has
also been reported by teachers of Swedish as a second language, that learners
of Swedish with an East Asian language
as their L1 are those who have the
greatest difficulties in acquiring the
Swedish pronunciation and are most
difficult to understand.
In this contribution, an investigation of observed pronunciation features
in Swedish-L2 is presented and their
importance for successful communication will be reflected on. The analysed
material is produced by two speakers
with Vietnamese as their L1. In addition, the sound inventory of the Viet-

Vowels
The vowel system of Vietnamese comprises twelve monophthongs, which are
/i ɯ u e ɤ o ɛ ʌ ɔ ɐ a ɒ/ (Garlén, 1988).
There is an overlap to a great extent
with the monophtongs in Swedish, but
the Swedish front rounded vowels /y ø/
do not occur in Vietnamese.
In addition, Vietnamese has diphthongs and triphthongs. All monophthongs can commence a dipthong which
finishes with [ɪ] (e.g [əɪ]), all monophthongs which are not back vowels can
commence a dipthong which finishes
with [ʊ] (e.g. [ɛʊ]) and high monophthongs can commence a dipthong which
finishes with [ə]	
  (e.g. [ɨə]).	
  Triphthongs
commence with a high vowel, include a
schwa [ə] in the central part and end
with a high vowel (e.g. [ɨəʊ]). In summary, Vietnamese is very rich in vocalic sounds.
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section on vowels, Vietnamese has
some vowels which are distinguished
by length, e.g. /eː e/ and /a aː/. This
feature is shared with Swedish
although length distinction occurs on a
greater number of vowels in Swedish.
A typical and salient prosodic feature of Vietnamese is the occurrence of
the tones (Nguyễn & Edmondson,
1998). Depending on the dialect, there
are five or six tones. Contrast in tone is,
however, not only based on melodic
variation, but also on phonation type,
intensity and length. The six tones of
Northern Vietnamese are: ngang midlevel, huyen low falling and breathy,
sac mid rising and tense, nang midfalling, glottalised and short, hoi mid falling-rising and harsh, nga mid rising and
glottalised. In southern dialects the ngatone is integrated in the hoi-tone, which
results in only five tones.
Lexical distinction based on tonal
characteristics is common to both, Vietnamese and Swedish. Tonal lexical
features in Vietnamese are assigned to
every syllable. In Swedish, however,
they occur only on stressed syllables, as
Swedish is a language which accommodates multisyllabic words. Swedish
is classified as a tone accent language
whereas Vietnamese is classified as a
tone language.

Consonants
Vietnamese has the following stopconsonants: /p t tʰ c k ʔ ɓ ɗ/, of which
/ɓ ɗ/ are pre-glottalised and voiced, but
do not always result in an implosive.
The nasal consonants are /m n ɲ ŋ/ and
the fricatives are /f v s z x ɣ h/. The
following approximants also occur: /ɹ j
w l/. There is also some overlap between the Vietnamese and Swedish
consonants, but some of the Swedish
fricatives are missing (/ɕ ɧ/) and the
voiced stops in Vietnamese have the
further dimension of pre-glottalisation.
Syllable structure
Apart from the rare occurrence of reduplications and compounds, Vietnamese
words are monosyllabic. The syllable
must commence with a consonant or the
approximant /w/. The vocalic nucleus is
compulsory. The introductory consonant can be any of the Vietnamese consonantal phonemes except /p/ (exceptions are loanwords from French). In
addition, the initial consonant – if not
labial – may occur together with the
approximant /w/, but no other initial
combinations are acceptable. The nucleus may consist of either a long or a
short vowel or a diphthong or triphthong. The syllable may end with the
vocalic nucleus, which may also be
followed by one or two approximants, a
single consonant or the combination of
an approximant and a consonant. The
permissible consonants in final position
are: /p t c k m n ɲ ŋ/. In summary, the
formula of the syllable structure is:
(C1)(w)V(G/C2)
In comparison, in Swedish, complex consonant clusters may occur in
initial and final position in the syllable
– up to three consonants for root morphemes. More consonants in final position are permitted if the cluster embodies multiple morphemes.

The present study
The present study is based on recordings made of two female speakers of
Vietnamese living in the southern part
of Sweden. Both speakers are fluent in
conversational Swedish and both have
an academic background. One of the
speakers reported a good command of
English. The speakers were recorded
reading Swedish sentences, a short text
and describing a picture story. The sentences were compiled so that words
containing all Swedish vowels and consonants and most of the Swedish consonant clusters were present in the material. Furthermore minimal word pairs,
that is to say words that are contrasted
by quantity characteristics, stress
placement or word accents were built

Prosody
As most of the words in Vietnamese are
monosyllabic and lexical stress is therefore not a prosodic feature unlike in
Swedish. As has been shown in the
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into the sentences. Many of these target
words were also present in the short
text and supplemented by further
words, e.g. compound words.
The recorded material was then auditorily analysed and pronunciation
peculiarities which did not match the
expected pronunciations for Swedish
were transcribed. With regard to the
adequacy of the production of tonal
word accents, a separate study was carried out and the procedure and results
of this study are published elsewhere.
(Tronnier & Zetterholm, forthcoming).
In the following, the observed discrepancies in the pronunciation of L2Swedish as produced by the two L1speakers of Vietnamese is presented.

Observed variation: consonants
Most of the consonantal divergence is
based on the differences in the phonotactic structure of Vietnamese compared to Swedish. Some consonants,
however, are pronounced differently
regardless of the variation in phonotactic rules between the two languages. in
many cases, phonemes that are not
permissible in initial or final position in
a syllable in Vietnamese are omitted in
those positions. This is the case for
both, when these consonants occur
alone or in clusters. In other cases replacement takes place.
The consonant [ɡ] occurs as an allophone of /ɣ/ in Vietnamese only in
syllable initial position and if the preceding syllable ended with [ŋ]. It has
been observed that [ɡ] was inserted in
words which have /ŋ/ in word medial
position by the L2-speakers when
speaking Swedish. Thus the word
pengar “money” [pʰɛŋaʁ] was pronounced as *[pʰɛŋɡaʁ]. The pronunciation of /ɡ/ in Swedish L2 was found to
be deviant and took on a variety of different shapes. In initial position and if
not in a cluster, /ɡ/ was pronounced as
[j ɣ w ɹ k ŋ] and in a final position it
was pronounced [ɰ j] or was omitted.
Examples here are the words gult “yellow” [ɡʉ̟lt], which was pronounced
*[wuːd], ganska “quite” [ɡanska] as
*[janska], flög “flew” [fløɡ] pronounced as *[flœɰ] and svag “weak”
[svɑːɡ] as *[svɑː].
The lateral phoneme /l/ is also subject to variation in the production of the
L2-Swedish. However, it is sometimes
produced correctly under all conditions:
alone or in clusters in syllable initial
and final position. Omission or replacement mainly occurs in syllable
final position, both if /l/ occurs single or
in a cluster, and also when a syllable
final lateral contributes to a word medial cluster: en del “a part” [ɛn deːl] becomes *[ɛ̃ deː] golf “golf” [ɡɔlf] becomes *[ɡɔːf], Malmö (Swed. City)
[malmœ] becomes *[mamœ]. Replacement in a final position mainly took the

Observed variation: vowels
In many cases both speakers produced
the rounded front vowel /y/ rather like
the corresponding unrounded vowel /i/.
In the case of the long vowel, some
shade of an approximant is added. The
first vowel in the word mycket “a lot”
[mʏkə] thus results in [i] and the vowel
in ny [nyː] in [iʲ]. Further variations
occur for the vowel /ʉ̟/ in the words
huset “the house” [hʉ̟ːsət] and ut, “outside” [ʉ̟ːt], which is realised as either
[uː]: [huːsət] or [yː]: [yːt].
No adequate difference is made in
quality between the vowels /eː/ and /ɛː/
and sometimes the more open vowel
[ɛː] is preferred so that lekar “play”
[leːkaʁ] is pronounced *[lɛːkaɹ] and
v.v., so that äta “eat” [ɛːta] becomes
*[eːta].
The clear difference in quality for
the phoneme /a/ between the long [ɑː]
and the short [a] that is required in
Swedish is not made by the L2speakers. An example is gran “fir tree”
[gʁɑːn], which result in *[gɹaːn]. More
about the mismatch between the distinguishing differences in vowel length
and quality will be discussed below.
Some divergence in pronunciation
might have occurred due to the Swedish
letters <ä å ö>.
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kyrkan “the church” [ɕʏɣkan] is pronounced as *[ɕʏːkan] and orm “snake”
[ʊʁm] is pronounced as *[ʊːm]. One
further variety which is used for /r/ by
both speakers is the approximant [ɻ], a
sound which is part of the sound system
of English.
The fricative /s/ only occurs initially in Vietnamese and is – if pronounced
at all – also correctly pronounced in L2Swedish. In syllable final position /s/ is
sometimes omitted in both cases: when
it occurs as a single consonant in that
position and when it is part of a consonant cluster, e.g.: hennes “hers” [hɛnːɛs]
is realized as *[hɛ̃nɛ] and hans “his”
[hanːs] is realized as *[hãn] or also
*[hãː].
Different strategies were pursued
for consonant clusters in syllable initial
position when the last consonant of
such cluster was /l/ or /r/. Vowel insertion occurred occasionally, as in gräset
“the grass” [ɡʁɛːsət], which results in
*[ɡəɻɛːsət]. Deletion of one of the consonants in the initial cluster has also
been observed, as in bråkiga “rowdy”
[bʁoːkɪɡa] which was pronounced as
*[poːkɪɰa], and frukt “fruits” [fʁʊkt] as
[fʊː]. Contextual devoicing for /r/ in a
cluster, which may partially occur in
L1-Swedish, appeared to be more
prominent in L2-Swedish, so that trött
“tired” [tʁœtː] resulted in [tɹ̥œtː]. In
many cases, the initial clusters – mainly
those introduced by /s/ – were correctly
pronounced.
Consonant clusters in syllable final
position and word medial position were
very much subject to deviation. Omission of one or more elements in the
cluster occurred e.g. for the word frukt
“fruits” [fʁʊkt] which was pronounced
as *[fʊː], ibland “sometimes” [ɪbland]
as *[ɪblaːn] and konst “arts” [kʰɔnst] as
*[kɔ̃ŋs]. Problems in medial clusters
occur mainly when the cluster consists
of three or more consonants and then
omission of one or more elements takes
place, as in riksdagen “the Swedish
parliament” [ʁiːksdɑː(ɡə)n] which became *[ɹɪ͡jsdɑːɡɛn], arbetslivet “working life” [aɰbetsliːvət] which became

form of some kind of nasalization, in
that either the lateral was replaced by a
nasal consonant, so that segelbåt “sailing
boat”
[seːɡəlboːt]
became
*[sɛɡɛnboːt], or the preceding vowel
became nasalized and the lateral is
dropped: stol “chair” [stuːl] became
*[stõː]. In the case of /l/ in word medial
position, nasalization of the preceding
vowel has been observed to co-occur
with a maintained lateral consonant as
in innehålla “contain” [ɪnːəhɔlːa] which
̃
is pronounced as *[ɪ ̃nːəhɔ̃ːla].
Nasal consonants in final position
also were subject to deletion in many
cases. Also here the preceding vowel
was strongly nasalized: min man “my
husband” [miːn manː] was pronounced
as *[mɪ ̃ː mãː] and lingon “lingonberry”
[lɪŋɔn] as *[lɪ ̃ŋɔ̃]. The rules of contact
assimilation as required in Swedish for
the nasal consonant /n/ also across word
boundaries, was violated in many cases,
and instead a sound, which is produced
further away from the adequate place of
articulation was used. An example is
ibland måste man “sometimes you have
to…”, which in very clear speech results in [ɪbland mɔstə manː] and in effortless but acceptable speech can become [ɪblam͡mɔstə manː]. The L2speakers however used a nonpermissible nasal consonant in the transition between the two words: [ɪblaŋ
mastə].
The phoneme /r/ has many allophones in Swedish, and some of the
various pronunciations of /r/ by the L2speakers overlap with the acceptable
allophones. In some cases, however,
some of those allophones were inadequately placed and sounded therefore
deviant. In syllable final position /r/
was often replaced by a vowel in L2Swedish, which is possible in native
Swedish as well, but the L2-speakers
inserted an unusual vowel here, which
also seemed to be too long or at least
too prominent: mörk “dark” [mœʁk]
was pronounced as *[mœ͡ɐk]. Any trace
of /r/ was also found to be completely
omitted in syllable final position when
both a single phoneme or in a cluster:
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*[aɹbesliːvet], plötsligt “suddenly”
[plœtslit] which became *[plɔsɪt], flygplatsen “airport” [flyːɡplatsən] which
became *[flyːplaːsən] and konstbok “art
book” [kʰɔnstbuːk] which became
*[kʰɔ̃sbʊk]. The fricative /s/ seems to
be strong and maintained in medial position and instead other consonants are
omitted.

sonants are of greater significance. The
production of individual consonants is
not a serious complication in most cases, but instead, it is the omission or
replacement of these that leads to problems in communication.
More specifically, the occurrence
of a distinct nasalization of vowels accompanied by the deletion of not only
nasal consonants, but also /l/ hampers
following and understanding the flow
of speech. The replacement of the initial consonant [ɡ] only leads to a communication dilemma, when the replacing sound comprises many articulatory
features which are different from those
of [ɡ], such as [w]. The pronunciation
of diverse varieties of sounds for /r/ is
not a very intricate problem. Even mispronunciation of vowel quality is not so
significant, unless combined with incorrect vowel length, and when there is a
minimal pair in Swedish.
Clusters are problematic for the L2speakers primarily in word medial and
final position. In the initial position,
clusters sometimes lead to difficulties
in comprehension if an extra vowel gets
inserted. This introduces an extra syllable and breaks up the cluster. No vowel
insertion occurs in medial or final position, where one or more consonants are
omitted instead. An interesting observation is that although /s/ can be omitted
if it occurs as a single final consonant,
it often is not one of the consonants
omitted in a cluster.
With regard to prosodic features, it
is vowel insertion into clusters and the
deviation from expected vowel length
leads to a disruption of the expected
flow of speech and can therefore trigger
miscommunication.
It can also be stated that if several
types of variation occur in one word, it
makes it more difficult for the listener
to understand the intended word.

Observed variation: prosody
Placement of stress on the wrong syllable occurs occasionally, but is not very
salient. What is more noticeable is that
inaccurate vowel length is produced.
Thus a longer vowel is preferred and
the target word löss “lice” [lœsː] is not
distinguishable from the word lös
“loose” [løːs], glass “ice cream” [ɡlasː]
is not distinguishable from glas “glass”
[ɡlɑːs] and villan “the house” [ˈvɪlːan] is
not distinguishable from vilan “the recreation” [ˈviːlan]. In some cases, correct
length is produced, but the wrong vowel quality is chosen as has been mentioned in the section on vowels.
It has been shown in earlier studies
(Tronnier & Zetterholm, 2013, Tronnier
& Zetterholm, forthcoming), that the
Swedish tone accent distinction produced by Vietnamese L1-speakers was
inaccurate. The results from identification tests revealed that listeners with
Swedish as their L1 judged most of the
stimuli as belonging to words with one
particular word accents of those two
which are possible – which is called
Accent 2 – in most cases. The interpretation is therefore, that the Vietnamese
L2-speakers of Swedish do not have
command over the Swedish accent distribution and that their preferred use of
a tonal contour identified as a representative of Accent 2 might be related
to tonal patterns relevant in Vietnamese.

Discussion

Summary

The description of pronunciation variation produced by the two L1-speakers
of Vietnamese when speaking L2Swedish presented above leads to the
assumption that issues concerning con-

Problems of miscommunication in L2Swedish produced by L1-speakers of
Vietnamese is based on numerous and
complex factors. The major complica121
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tions are related to missing consonants
in word medial and syllable final positions. This is the case, if there is supposed to be a single consonant or if the
omitted consonant is part of a cluster. In
addition, the alteration of the rhythm of
speech due to either vowel insertion –
which results in an extra syllable – or
an unexpected variation of vowel length
can lead to misunderstandings. The
more unusual types of pronunciation
variation are produced per word, the
more incomprehensible is the word.
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moment in development” (van Severen
et al., 2012:164).
Speech development is grounded in
both sociocultural and cognitive contexts (Strömqvist, 2011). There are
many variables that affect the child’s
speech production such as the size of
the child’s oral cavity and larynx. Individual differences are overt during
speech development but many similarities occur. An example of this is that
hearing and deaf children up to about
nine months almost have the same
amount and type of babbling (Smith,
1982) indicating that early vocalization
has a strong connection with the child’s
anatomy. Stoel-Gammon (1985) suggests that there is a definite continuity
in children’s phonological development, meaning that there is a high degree of overlap between the phonetic
inventories of babbling and meaningful
speech. In general the phonemes that
appear in many of the world’s languages are the phonemes first developed in children’s speech. On the contrary language specific phonemes are
the ones last developed (Bjar, 2011).
As an introduction to Swedish phonology Table 1 shows the development
of consonants in the Swedish language.
It is apparent that the language specific
phonemes /ɕ/ and /ɧ/ are the ones last to
appear. When comparing the inventory
of the English language, presented in
Table 2, to the Swedish equivalent
many similarities are evident. Plosives,
laterals and nasals do not differ at all
whereas fricatives and trills merely
show slight differences.

Abstract
This cross-sectional study examines the
consonant inventory of Swedish speaking twenty-four-month olds. The results
are compared with English speaking
children at the same age. 15 audio files
recorded from 13 children were transcribed using independent analysis.
Individual inventories where constructed for both word-initial and word-final
consonants for each subject. The results
are to a high degree consistent with the
findings in the study compared. Anterior consonants are more frequent in the
subject’s inventories than posterior ones
in both initial and final word position.
Word initial voiced plosives are more
common in the inventories than voiceless with the reverse situation i.e. voiceless plosives are more frequent than
voiced in word final position.

Introduction
A number of studies have investigated
the phonological patterns, phonological
acquisition and consonant inventories
of English, Dutch and African- American speaking twenty-four-month-olds
(Stoel-Gammon, 1985, McIntosh &
Dodd, 2008, van Severen et al., 2012,
Bland-Stewart, 2003). However there is
a gap when it comes to Swedish speaking two-year-olds and their consonant
inventory.
A way of defining a consonant inventory is as “the set of consonantal
types that occur in a child’s production
of meaningful words at a particular
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Method

Table 1. Summary of the Swedish consonants in order of developmental acquisition.
Cited from Bjar (2011:119), modified to
IPA standard.
Plosives
Laterals
Trills
Fricatives
Nasals

E
A
R
L
Y

pb

m

td
l
jh
n

kg
rʀ
fv
ŋ

s ɕɧ

Results from this study are to be compared with the results from StoelGammon, (1985).

L
A
T
E

Data Collection
The audio files analyzed in the present
study were originally recorded for another purpose at the department of linguistics at Stockholm University. They
were recorded using a H2 handy recorder. The recordings have a varying
length between 1.37-8.52 minutes and
contain interactions between the child,
their caregiver and the researcher in the
laboratory at the department of linguistics. In the process of transcribing the
audio files it became necessary to limit
the length of some of the files. This
measure was taken to ensure that each
subject was given the approximate
equal amount of utterances.

Table 2. An overview of the English consonant inventory without specification on age
acquisition (Grunwell, 1981).
Plosives
Laterals
Trills
Fricatives
Nasals
Approximant

pb
l
r
jh
m
w

td

kg

fv
n

ʃʒ
ŋ

tʃ dʒ

θð

Transcription is a part of the process
when analyzing speech. Independent
analysis focuses on the pronunciation
patterns of the child regardless of the
adult model (Stoel-Gammon, 1991).
Another option is the use of relational
analysis, which considers the accuracy
of the consonant production in relation
to the adult target form. More specifically, only correctly produced consonants are used in the analysis (van
Severen et al., 2012).
The present study aims to investigate the consonant inventory of Swedish speaking two-year-olds. The study
by Stoel-Gammon (1985) exhibit the
consonant inventory of AmericanEnglish speaking children aged twentyfour-months. The consonants present in
initial position were /b, t, d, k, g, m, n,
h, w, f, s/ and in final position /p, t, k, n,
r, s/.
The hypothesis in this study is that
Swedish children show similar consonant inventory as English speaking
twenty-four-month olds in both initial
and final position. Expected findings
are that the Swedish-speaking children
are able to produce labial, dental and
velar plosives as well as laterals and
nasals, which is covariant with the results of Stoel-Gammon, (1985).

Subjects
In this study, recordings of 13 children
were used (7 girls and 6 boys, mean age
24;0). Guardians of children born in
April 2011 were contacted and their
addresses were acquired from the Swedish IRS (Skatteverket). 600 letters of
interest were sent out. 50 participants
replied with consent and 35 of those
participated in another study at the department of linguistics at Stockholm
University. This study contains data
from 13 of these 35 participants.
Transcriptions
The method chosen is independent
analysis, with IPA as standard. Each
audio file was transcribed twice by two
separate transcribers to insure interrater-reliability.
Data analysis
Although the data obtained contained
both meaningful speech and babbling,
the utterances which could be related to
an adult target word were included in
the analysis. The consonants were categorized by position in the word: initial
or final. Statistical significance was
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word position /b, d, t, m, v/. Word initial voiced plosives /d, b/ are more
common than voiceless /t, p/ with the
reverse situation in final position, i.e.
voiceless plosives occur more frequently in the final inventories than voiced
ones.

calculated using independent onesample t-test in IBM SPSS version 22.

Results
After analyzing the transcriptions interrater-reliability was 90.3 %. Tables 3
and 4 present analyses of initial and
final consonants on group level. The
tables include average inventory size
(mean and range) and list the consonant
phonemes occurring in at least 50 % of
the subject’s inventories. Both tables
show that nasals are the phonemes most
commonly acquired by Swedish twenty-four-month-olds closely followed by
voiced plosives. In initial position /m,
d, b/ is acquired in over 90 % of the
inventories. The raw scores of the consonants in initial and final position were
compared to the raw scores provided by
Stoel-Gammon (1985). One-sample ttest shows that there is no statistical
significance (p=.398, α=.05) in number
of phonemes acquired in initial position
between English- and Swedishspeaking two-year-olds. However in
final position there is statistical significance (p=.010, α=.05).

Table 5. Manner of articulation for each
phoneme analyzed and number of subjects
with phoneme acquired in both initial (I)
and final (F) word position.
Manner of
articulation
Plosives

Number of subjects
Phone
with phone acquired
(Initial-Final)
Initial-Final
d (I)

12-0

b (I)

12-0

ɡ (I-F)

7-2

t (I-F)

8-5

k (I-F)

5-1

p (I)

5-0

ʈ (I-F)

1-1

ɖ (I)

1-0

l (I-F)

7-10

s (I-F)

7-4

v (I-F)

9-1

Table 3. Initial position: inventory size and
phonemes in 50 % of subjects.

ɕ (F)

3-0

h (I)

6-0

Inventory size:
Age (n) Mean (Range)

ʝ (I-F)

4-6

f (I)

3-0

ʂ (I)

1-0

24 (13)

8.7 (4–14)

Laterals
Fricatives

Phonemes in inventories
of 50 % of subjects
m a da ba n s ɡ l t v

Nasals

a

Indicates phoneme occurred in 90 % of the inventories.

Table 4. Final position: inventory size and
phonemes in 50 % of subjects.

3.8 (1–9)

12-5

n (I-F)

11-11

ɳ (I-F)

1-1

ɹ (F)

1-0

Approximant

Inventory size:
Phonemes in inventories
Age (n) Mean (Range)
of 50 % of subjects
24 (13)

m (I-F)

Discussion
The results of the present study are to a
high degree consistent with the findings
from the study compared. The examination of the phonological acquisition of
English speaking two-year-olds by
Stoel-Gammon (1985) indicates that
there are many similarities to Swedish
speaking two-year-olds. According to
Stoel-Gammon the consonantal acquisi-

nl

Initial inventories are represented to a
larger extent than final. Table 5 shows
that anterior consonants are more frequent in the subject’s inventories than
posterior ones in both initial and final
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tion for English speaking two-year-olds
is as follows, in word initial position:
/b, d, t, k, g, m, n, h, f, s, w/ and final
word position: /t, p, k, n, r, s/. Differences are overt when examining initial
and final word inventories closely. Surprisingly the nasal /m/ is the most
common consonant used in initial position. An explanation to this might be
that the audio files were not recorded to
be used primarily for the present study
and do not contain enough spontaneous
speech. To a great extent the audio files
contained naming of objects and the
Swedish words /mœsa/ and /lampa/ are
words frequently uttered.
The subject’s caregiver, usually
their mother, was present which made
the children more inclined to utter
/mama/. In spite of this, phonemes expected in initial position /d/ and /b/
were present in 90 % of the subjects.
Worth mentioning is that there are almost no similarities in the final inventories. Speculations are that the purpose
for which the audio files were recorded
inhibits the subjects spontaneous speech
and heightens the occurrence of specific
target words such as /bil/. This could be
an explanation to the high frequency of
the anterior lateral /l/ in final position.
The lack of final consonants in the target words might explain the low frequency of final consonantal phonemes
overall.
One of the difficulties when transcribing is the bias to the adult target
word. Using independent analysis lead
to discussions about word segmentation: where does the word begin and
end. Relational analysis might have
been the solution to this problem. Nevertheless, independent analysis where
chosen because of the age of the subjects and their inconsistency pattern
between babbling and meaningful
speech.
Although the results to a large extent are consistent with the findings
from Stoel-Gammon (1985) the amount
of data is too limited to make broader
generalizations and hence, additional
studies are required. Preferably an ex-

perimental study with audio files designed to fit the purpose containing
more spontaneous speech.
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Harrison, & McCormack, 2012). For
one, the child’s ability to produce isolated words in a clinical setting may not
be very representative of how well he
or she is understood when communicating with unfamiliar people. Second,
no currently available clinical measure
of intelligibility exposes what causes
reductions of intelligibility. In order to
link levels of (un)intelligibility to features in speech production, intelligibility assessments need to be complemented with assessments of the type
and degree of speech impairment.
The most widely used metric of severity of speech disorders is the Percentage of Consonants Correct (PCC;
Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 1982). This
measure is calculated as the proportion
of correctly produced consonants (as
judged by a trained clinician) across all
target consonants in a speech sample.
Despite its established reliability and
validity as a quantitative measure of
severity of involvement (ibid.), the PCC
metric is associated with some limitations, e.g. relating to its application to
highly unintelligible speech. And although it may seem intuitive to assume a
strong correlation between a child’s
speech production skills and the perceived intelligibility of his or her
speech, the relation between the two is
weak (Kwiatkowski & Shriberg, 1992).
Hence, linking speech production problems to levels of intelligibility requires
alternative approaches.
Of the contextual factors influencing intelligibility, the listener’s familiarity with the speaker has been shown
to play an important role; family members are, for instance, better at glossing
a child’s intended words than unfamil-

Abstract
This study explores the relation between misarticulations and their impact
on intelligibility. 30 listeners (17 clinicians and 13 untrained listeners) were
given the task of clicking a button
whenever they perceived something
unintelligible during playback of misarticulated child speech samples. No differences were found between the clinicians and the untrained listeners regarding clicking frequency. The distribution
of listener clicks correlated strongly
with the clinical evaluations of the same
samples. The distribution of clicks was
also related to manually annotated
speech errors, allowing examination of
links between events in the speech signal and reactions evoked in listeners.
Hereby, we demonstrate a viable approach to ranking speech error types
with regards to their impact on intelligibility in conversational speech.

Introduction
Children with speech disorders often
present with systematic speech error
patterns. As a communicative consequence, intelligibility is often reduced.
For these children, as well as for
younger children following a typical
course of speech acquisition, communication is especially affected when interacting with people they do not already
know (Coplan & Gleason, 1988;
Kwiatkowski & Shriberg, 1992).
Speech intelligibility is an important consideration in many clinical
decisions; however, it is not trivially
assessed. Standard measures of intelligibility may be questioned with respect
to their functional relevance (McLeod,
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iar people (Kwiatkowski & Shriberg,
1992), and clinicians have been found
to evaluate misarticulated speech as
more intelligible compared to untrained
listeners (Lundeborg & McAllister,
2007; McGarr, 1983). In order to understand how clinical evaluations reflect the child’s everyday communicative challenges, there is value in calibrating clinical evaluations against
evaluations of other listeners.
Audience Response Systems (ARS)
have long been used in concurrent evaluations of e.g. movies and screenplays,
where many subjects are asked to click
a button when they like (or dislike)
what they see. The method has also
been used for time-efficient evaluation
of speech synthesis by many subjects
(Edlund, Hjalmarsson, & Tånnander,
2012). Applying the ARS-based method to recordings of misarticulated
speech presents itself as an interesting
opportunity. First, the method allows
for fast collection of ratings from many
listeners, thus strengthening the reliability of the ratings. Second, recruiting
untrained listeners as raters gives an
indication of the extent of the everyday
problems that children experience when
communicating with unfamiliar people,
thus relating to the concept of functional intelligibility [8]. Third, the real-time
ratings can serve as pointers to salient
speech problems, indicating what
speech phenomena are most disturbing
to listeners. If coupled with qualitative
speech analysis, this information can go
far beyond standard measures of intelligibility/severity.
Strömbergsson
&
Tånnander
(2013) describe a first exploration of
applying the ARS method to the domain of misarticulated speech. However, despite demonstrating the potential
of the ARS method as an instrument for
identification of features in children’s
speech that are most detrimental to intelligibility, the study is limited in several respects. First, the instructions provided to the listeners were unclear, thus
restricting the interpretation of the lis-

teners’ responses. Second, the qualitative analysis was very limited, which
precluded any conclusions regarding
what specific speech error types evoke
the most reactions in listeners. The present study aims to address these issues.
Research questions
In the present study, the following research questions are addressed:
1. Are there any differences between
SLPs and untrained listeners in their
real-time reactions to unintelligibility in samples of misarticulated
child speech?
2. To what extent do real-time reactions to unintelligibility reflect results of standard clinical measures?
3. To what extent do specific speech
errors contribute to decreased intelligibility?

Method
Conversational speech was recorded
from 7 preschool-aged Swedish children exhibiting speech production deficits. Speech production was assessed by
means of LINUS (Blumenthal &
Lundeborg
Hammarström,
2013);
speech production characteristics are
summarized in Table 1. Parental evaluation of intelligibility was assessed by
means of the Intelligibility in Context
Scale (ICS) (McLeod et al., 2012).
In the recording situation, the children and an adult (an SLP student)
talked about toys or pictures, visible to
both of them. The children were recorded with a Zoom H2 recorder with a
44 kHz sampling frequency. Sequences
of continuous child speech were extracted manually from the child-adult
conversations, and sequentially concatenated to form one-minute long speech
samples. In all, 11 such speech samples
were combined into a listening script,
with one sample serving as an introductory item, and excluded from analysis.
For the 10 conversational speech
samples, the Percentage of Consonants
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Table 1. Descriptions of the recorded children. Age is given as years;months.

ID
A

Age
3;8

B

5;0

C
D
E
F
G

6;1
6;0
5;6
5;8
5;6

Speech errors
Added voicing, velar fronting, stopping, /r/-weakening, cluster reductions, omission of /ɕ/ and /h/, assimilations and metatheses, /e/ not
established.
/r/-weakening, stopping, omission of /s/, cluster reductions, assimilations.
/r/-weakening, stopping, /m/ → [b], /n/ → [d], /ɧ/ → [s], /ŋ/ → [g].
/r/-weakening.
Velar fronting, cluster reductions.
/ʈ/ → [t], cluster reductions.
/r/-weakening, /l/-weakening, stopping, labialization, cluster reductions, assimilations, epentheses, /b/ → [v], /e/ not established.

Correct (PCC) was calculated along the
procedures described in Shriberg &
Kwiatkowski (1982), by two independent experimenters. Inter-judge reliability between the experimenters was .96
(Crohnbach’s alpha). For each sample,
the average of the two judges’ PCC
measures served as the final PCC
measure for that particular sample.
All 10 conversational speech samples were also subject to qualitative
analysis. Here, the first author used
Wavesurfer (Sjölander & Beskow,
2000) to mark and label all speech errors occurring in the samples. Stretches
of unintelligible speech were assigned
the label “unintelligible”, and typically
ranged across several words. From the
resulting timestamps, the midpoints of
the events were passed on to further
analysis.
30 adults participated in the ARSbased listening test; their age varied
between 25 and 61 (M = 35.80, SD =
9.56). The gender distribution was
10:20 (male:female). 13 of the listeners
were SLPs, all with experience of
working with children. There was no
difference between the SLPs and the 17
untrained listeners with regards to age:
t(28) = .36, p = .72). The SLPs’ working experience ranged between 8
months and 23 years (M = 9.03, SD =
8.10).
The 10 conversational speech samples were randomized for each listener,

and implemented in a web-based ARS
listening test. The listeners were instructed to listen to the speech samples
and to click any keyboard key (or
mouse key) whenever they perceived
something unintelligible during playback. All listener clicks were registered
during playback. The average number
of clicks over all listeners and all
speech samples was used in the
weighting of the listeners’ clicks, so
that clicks from listeners who do not
click very often are given more weight
than clicks from listeners who click
more frequently.
The distribution of the weighted
clicks was analyzed by means of Kernel
Density Estimations (KDEs). The analysis resembles a histogram, but the produced curve is continuous and smooth.
For each recording, the distribution of
clicks was linked to the manually annotated speech errors; if a KDE peak was
found within an interval of 500-1400
ms after an annotated speech error, this
assembly of listener clicks was considered to reflect a reaction to that specific
speech error.

Results
Potential differences between the two
listener groups in their clicking behavior were explored by means of a oneway ANOVA, with total number of
clicks as the dependent variable, and
listener group (SLPs vs. untrained lis129
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teners) as an independent variable. This
analysis revealed no difference between
the groups: F(1,28) = .13, p = .72.
A Pearson correlation analysis was
used to explore the relationship between the PCC and the number of
(weighted) clicks per recording, revealing a strong negative correlation between the two: r(10) = -.91, p < .001.
The inverted correlation between PCC
and the number of (weighted) clicks per
recording is indicated by the figures in
Table 2. In order to explore the relation
between intelligibility ratings as assessed by the ICS and the PCC on the
one hand, and between ICS and the
number of (weighted) clicks per recording on the other hand, two separate
Pearson correlation analyses were performed. No correlation was found between the children’s ICS scores and the
PCC scores [r(10) = .55, p = .10], nor
between ICS scores and the number of
(weighted) clicks per recording [r(10) =
-.38, p = .29].

Table 2. Evaluation results for all recordings, with regards to the PCC and
(weighted) listener clicks.

Rec
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Child
A
A
B
B
C
D
D
E
F
G

ICS
3.7
3.7
3.6
3.6
4.4
4.7
4.7
4.0
3.6
3.3

PCC
66%
61%
77%
83%
89%
96%
91%
88%
99%
70%

Clicks
10.5
11.7
3.7
2.4
1.1
1.1
2.9
3.3
0.7
5.4

The extent to which different speech
error types evoked listener reactions are
listed, for all error types, in Table 3. As
revealed in the table, assimilation and
added voicing often evoke reactions in
listeners, whereas errors like metathesis
and syllable omission do not appear as
destructive to intelligibility.

Table 3. The speech error types evidenced in the recorded data, together with the number of
times they are followed by a KDE peak (interpreted as a listener reaction).

Speech error
Assimilation
Unintelligible*
Added voicing
/r/-weak. + final cons. deletion
Velar fronting
Stopping
/r/-weakening
Final consonant deletion
Omission
Cluster reduction
Other
Cluster red. + velar fronting
Vowel error
Assimilation + devoicing
Syllable omission
Cluster reduction + /r/-weak.
Metathesis
/ɕ/-error
Devoicing

Freq.
10
16
4
3
26
27
79
19
26
27
33
6
26
1
3
1
9
1
1

Evoked
reactions
5
8
2
1
7
7
19
4
5
5
6
1
4
0
0
0
0
0
0

* Stretches of speech labeled as unintelligible by the annotator.
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% of instances followed by reaction
50%
50%
50%
33%
27%
26%
24%
21%
19%
19%
18%
17%
15%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
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time window where listener reactions
are sought, in the process of linking
speech events to listener reactions. By
using a relatively long time window,
and by allowing listener reactions to be
interpreted as having been evoked by
more than one speech event, the risk of
overlooking existing connections is
minimized. This, however, is at the
expense of precision, which may lead to
the identification of links that are not
actually there. In future work, these
decisions may need refinement.
Many factors contribute to variations in intelligibility. Focus in the present study has been specific segmental
speech errors, whereas other aspects of
the speech material have been disregarded. In order to control for the influence of other factors – e.g. lexical, syntactic, prosodic or pragmatic factors –
using a more restricted speech material,
and/or including more material, from
more speakers, should be considered.
Much work remains to arrive at
firm conclusions on how specific
speech errors contribute to decreased
intelligibility. However, the present
study constitutes an important step, in
describing a viable method for collecting norms in this area. By integrating
such information in the prioritizing of
clinical targets, intervention may be
better directed at those patterns that
cause the most problems for children in
their everyday lives.

Discussion
This study has presented an application
of an ARS-based method of evaluating
intelligibility to the conversational
samples of misarticulated child speech.
The comparison between listeners with
professional experience with misarticulated child speech and untrained listeners, with regards to their reactions to
unintelligibility, revealed no difference
between the groups. The results of the
ARS-evaluation were validated against
a standard clinical measure of severity
(the PCC), revealing a strong correlation between the two. By linking annotated misarticulations to the distribution
of listener reactions, we have demonstrated the potential in the ARS-based
method to rank different types of
speech errors (or, for that matter, any
episodic speech phenomena) by their
impact on, in this case, intelligibility.
Given observations that the correlation between the severity of the speech
impairment and intelligibility is weak
(e.g. Shriberg & Kwiatkowski, 1982),
the lack of correlation between the ICS
and the PCC measures is not surprising.
However, the lack of correlation between the results of the listener evaluation and the ICS measure requires
commenting. This may reflect the fact
that perceived intelligibility varies
across situations, and that a one-minute
recording of a one-to-one conversation
in a quiet room risks not being representative of general everyday situations.
Just as in (Strömbergsson &
Tånnander, 2013), no difference was
found between experienced clinicians
and untrained listeners in their evaluations of intelligibility. This contradiction to earlier findings (Lundeborg &
McAllister, 2007; McGarr, 2011), may
be due to the nature of the speech material (conversational speech vs. isolated
words), or to the nature of the misarticulations (primarily phonological errors
vs. the speech of a child with apraxia of
speech or deaf children).
A limitation concerns the uncertainty tied to the determination of the

Conclusions
We have demonstrated the potential of
applying an ARS-based method to the
domain of misarticulated child speech,
to explore the relative contribution of
different speech errors to perceived
(un)intelligibility. Although more data
– in terms of more speakers and broader
coverage of speech error types – is required to allow general conclusions
regarding the impact of different speech
errors on intelligibility, the paucity of
established norms in this area strongly
motivates continued efforts in this direction.
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cutting-edge when it comes to sophisticated brain imaging facilities dedicated
to a wide range of psychological, social
and developmental scientific research.
In addition, from a scientific and a logistic perspective, Stockholm University is in a unique position to make productive use of such an advanced infrastructure with its in-house scientific
expertise as well as to provide excellent
integrated laboratory space for that infrastructure. Needless to say adequate
scientific expertise and specialized
technical competence are necessary
conditions to insure a high-quality output from brain imaging studies but there
is a critical mass of researchers within
Stockholm University’s four faculties –
Humanities, Social Sciences, Natural
Sciences and Law – who are already
engaged in scientific research that uses
brain imaging techniques. Indeed, many
of these researchers are today collecting
their brain imaging data at the Karolinska Institute or abroad. Also the necessary detailed knowledge of magnetic
and electric fields, as well as of the cryotechniques involved in MRI and MEG
devices for brain imaging, is available
from among researchers from the University’s Department of Physics. The
same goes for the needs of advanced
computational competence, which is
available with Stockholm University at
the Departments of Mathematics and
the Department of Statistics, for instance. In parallel with the availability
of expertise to carry out the methodological and computational tasks required by the advanced brain imaging
technology per se, a significant contribution will come from Stockholm University’s Faculties of Humanities, Social Sciences, Natural Sciences and
Law in terms of non-clinical research

Abstract
This contribution presents an outline of
SUBIC (Stockholm University Brain
Imaging Center, working name).
SUBIC is conceived as an interdisciplinary infrastructure that will promote
Stockholm University’s participation in
international cutting-edge research focused on the function and the morphologic evolution of the brain.

Introduction
SUBIC is conceived as a brain imaging
infrastructure to be hosted by Stockholm University for advanced research
in the Humanities, Social Sciences,
Evolutionary Zoology and Law. The
new infrastructure will supplement the
range of resources for scientific research already available at Karolinska
Institute’s current brain imaging infrastructures by offering low noise (quiet)
brain imaging technologies specifically
tailored to the special needs of behavioral, psychological and developmental
studies involving spoken language and
other acoustic stimuli as well as advanced technology to study the morphological and functional evolution of
the brain in non-human species. This
combination of functional brain research in humans with the zoological
perspective on the morphological and
functional evolution of the brain in other species will integrate Stockholm
University’s multidisciplinary expertise
and create a brain research center of
both national and international relevance.
The geographic proximity and
complementarity of the brain imaging
resources that will be available both at
Karolinska Institute and at Stockholm
University will trigger important scientific synergies and place SU’s at the
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areas, addressing central basic research
questions concerning the fundamental
nature of both non-human and human
cognition, learning, information processing and interactions with other individuals. We argue that it is via this
basic research that Stockholm University’s contribution will be most significant because it will provide highquality reference information on the
fundamental functions and features underlying – i.e., essential knowledge on
human and non-human behavior underlying a wide range of scientific research.
In addition to the scientific expertise and breadth of potential research
questions per se, the laboratory space
available at Stockholm University is an
optimal location for a well-planned
brain imaging center, with easy access
for handicapped, parents with small
children, a number of non-model animal species as well as for the delivery
and storage of lab supplies. Stockholm
University has made available a 360 m2
laboratory space on a single ground
level plan that meets all the requirements of volume dimensions and energy supply imposed by the brain imaging
infrastructure.
The infrastructure will be available
for national and international academic
researchers from all the disciplines.
Specialized technical staff (1.5 fulltime)
will maintain the infrastructure and
assist researchers with technical issues
and experiment design. The infrastructure may also be available, with lower
priority, for non-academic research.
A multidisciplinary board will
manage the infrastructure and be ultimately responsible for planning and
assessing study proposals as well as
allocating technical and other staff resources to conduct the studies.

will be a physical laboratory facility
within which Stockholm University’s
multidisciplinary expertise will meet,
discuss and run experimental studies
addressing fundamental research issues
regarding the functional evolution of
the brain and brain function within central aspects of human behavior. Interdisciplinary scientific exchange within
SUBIC will be promoted by requiring
that scientists from all fields involved in
SUBIC participate into regular highlevel weekly interdisciplinary seminars
for the discussion of ongoing brain imaging research experiments or fundamental scientific issues. Through the
participation in the seminars and the
availability of laboratory facilities, a
culture of interdisciplinary scientific
exchange is expected to emerge and
attract scientists from other national and
international institutions. Another intimately related scientific aim is to contribute to the Human Brain Project with
a high-quality scientific data describing
brain function associated with a broad
range of human behaviors.
Several lines of research within the
social sciences and humanities have
already integrated in their methodologies the benefits of the available brain
imaging technology but more systematic work must be done. The study of
learning, development of concepts,
memory and how it is affected by
stress, by sleep or altered with age (Ebner, Maura, Macdonald, Westberg, &
Fischer, 2013; Fischer et al., 2010;
Kuhl et al., 1997; Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda, Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992;
MacDonald, Nyberg, Sandblom, Fischer, & Backman, 2008; Marklund,
Schwarz, & Lacerda, 2014; Norrelgen,
Lacerda, & Forssberg, 1999; Werheid
et al., 2010), are just a few examples of
basic research where the new brain imaging technology already plays a central role. For instance, fMRI techniques
are currently being applied to sleep research within the large on-going collaborative project involving KI and SU,
“Sleepy Brain”, addressing issues like
brain connectivity during different

Scientific aims
The main scientific aim to be achieved
by this infrastructure is the study is to
integrate the cognitive, social and evolutionary perspectives in the study of
brain function. To achieve this, SUBIC
134
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phases of sleep, consolidation processes
of pre-sleep learning, effects of sleep
reduction and REM-sleep disturbance
on emotional regulation. Indeed, virtually all aspects of the human behavior
are linked to brain activity and brain
imaging technology is nowadays a
well-established and very successful
methodology in different areas of Experimental psychology. However, there
still are important areas of research that
are not yet well acquainted with the
opportunities offered by this methodology to address brain function in relation
to central aspects of typical and atypical
human behavior. Linguistics offers a
good example of a scientific area within
which the availability of SUBIC’s new
brain imaging technology is likely to
trigger a paradigm shift. Let us look
closer at its example.
Traditionally, linguistics has been
focused on structural descriptions of
languages. It has been concerned mainly with syntax and morphology but essentially lacking a biological link to
language as used by interacting individuals. Noam Chomsky’s revolutionary work introducing the concepts of
generative grammar provided powerful
descriptions of how a finite set of elements could capture an individual’s
syntactic competence. Nevertheless it
offered an essentially static idealized
description, which was limited in both
developmental perspective and a serious pursuit of its biological bases. Indeed, in so far as the latter were considered at all, they were seen as secondary
issues. As a result most of the contributions to the study of the biological
foundations of language and spoken
communication have come from empirical cognitive psychology and other
disciplines rather than from core linguistic research.
The social relevance of a discipline
is linked to its practical use. There are
numerous applications – specifically in
the educational and clinical domains that rely on solid knowledge of how use
of spoken language works and how
mastery of both one’s native and a se-

cond language is acquired. These practically based research needs provide
strong motivation for shifting the focus
- from structural descriptions of languages – to language use and language
learning. It is in this sense we see the
advent of brain imaging and a neuroscience perspective that are likely to promote a paradigm shift: From abstract
structural descriptions to behaviorally
based functional accounts.
In this context Experimental phonetics can be said to have been the only
field of linguistics attempting to contribute with independently motivated
and biologically anchored explanations,
but it is fair to say that despite such
developments by and large phonetics
remains trapped by the structuralist
paradigm and descriptive work is still
its dominant theme. To be sure, good
descriptive data is a necessary basis for
further scientific work but the most
significant advances are to be expected
from meta-analyses and testable hypotheses emerging from those data.
However, deeper insights on the processes underlying language communication and the linguistic interaction
between individuals are only possible
through experimental work that reveals
how linguistic capabilities emerge during early development and how they are
modulated by the social processes in
which the individual is involved
throughout life. Experimental phonetics
has contributed significantly during the
last decades with answers to some of
these questions. In the new intellectual
framework it will continue to grow in
depth and breath.
The recent development and availability of brain imaging technology
have created important new challenges
and research options for humanities, in
particular regarding the study of natural
language, and the neurobiological organization and pragmatic aspects of its
interactive use and acquisition.
In summary, the proposed brain
imaging infrastructure will allow researchers from the humanities, social
sciences and natural sciences to inte135
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grate a unique evolutionary perspective
on functionally induced changes in
brain morphology with cutting-edge
studies of brain function under advanced cognitive tasks and how brain
function is modulated by factors like
stress, sleep, age or life experience.
More specifically the following interdisciplinary lines of study have been
discussed and can initiated once the
brain imaging infrastructure is available:
•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

motor activities. The functional study of
the brain is one of the most challenging
scientific goals and obviously demands
a broad range of coordinated interdisciplinary efforts. The functional study of
the human brain also extends the scope
of traditional clinical research directly
associated with the physiological consequences of conditions like aphasias,
epilepsy or brain injuries, by providing
integrated models of how multisensory
information is processed by the brain
and underlies the formation of central
concepts and behaviors. The range of
competences necessary to address such
broad functional aspects is, of course,
extremely vast and cannot be strictly
predicted or dictated in advance. The
coordination of the partial knowledge
provided by each of the involved disciplines and their current methodologies
requires a culture of systematic scientific research capable of generating
well-grounded and testable explanatory
models as well contributing with highquality and well documented data for
future research efforts and re-analyses.
The functional study of the human brain
raises this challenge because it attempts
to account for how the human brain
handles the individual representations
of sensory information throughout life,
as well as how those representations
impact on the individual’s behaviors,
cognitive representations and also are
modulated through the individual’s
social interaction and relation to her
ecologic settings. The academic environment provided by Universities –
with the combination of, on the one
hand knowledge from disciplines within
the Social sciences, the Humanities and
Law, and on the other hand the methodological and physical knowledge
from disciplines within the Natural sciences – is clearly the necessary and
probably the optimal context to start
addressing the full scale of issues raised
by the functional study of the brain
without losing the important individual
and social perspectives.
The growth of neuroscience during
the past few decades has been charac-

Memory processes as a function of age,
stress, sleep and multisensory information
Implicit learning as a function of age,
background or additional information
and sensory modality (primarily visual
and audio as well as a combination of
the two)
Early language learning, the multisensory bases of the emergence of linguistic
concepts early in life, the emergence of
syntactic structures and morphological
generalization
The emergence of concepts and linguistic processing in sign- and oral language
Representation of faces and voices and
their social significance
Decision making and risk assessment in
economic decisions and game situations
Memory processes and witnesses’
judgments
Face and voice recall in everyday life
and in forensic contexts
Implicit learning in game situations and
cultural transfer
Cultural changes and priming influences in representation and ranking
tasks
Non-human species’ evolutionary morphologic brain changes associated with
changes in brain function

Some of these studies are already being
conducted using available infrastructures but the SUBIC infrastructure will
allow for much wider and more integrated interdisciplinary research gains.

Significance
The brain is involved in all sensory
representation and information integration as well as in human cognitive and
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terized as explosive. Despite numerous
significant insights in many subareas of
the field, neuroscientists from different
specialties have expressed concern that
recent developments have come with a
snag: Radical progress in developing
new treatments for brain disease is an
obvious possibility but reaching those
goals will require a long-term effort. It
will not happen in the immediate future.
In their report to the European Commission, the applicants of The Human
Brain Project point out:

gate multiple aspects of brain evolution,
brain function, and clinical aspects of
the brain. The expertise in Stockholm
University in the disciplines of Psychology, Linguistics, Culture evolution,
Game theory, Brain evolution, Neuro
economy, Decision processes and the
methodological development of brain
imaging makes Stockholm University
the perfect host for this national center
of Brain Imaging. Together with other
leading experts both from Swedish and
International universities, the Stockholm University Brain Imaging Centre
will offer a state of the art hub for future endeavors into the remaining keyquestions in Science focusing on brain
evolution, integrated brain function
throughout life, brain development and
aging. And all this will be achieved in a
center that emphasizes the importance
of the welfare of the subjects through
animal/infant/child/adult friendly technology.
Finally, the proposed infrastructure
will allow to unleash the power of basic
scientific research by addressing strong
long-term fundamental issues intimately linked to the very human nature and
to the urgent need of deeper insights on
human cognition and how human brain
function evolved in relation to other
species.

“We find that the major obstacle that
hinders our understanding of the brain
is the fragmentation of brain research
and the data it produces. …. Today we
urgently need to integrate this data – to
show how the parts fit together in a single multi-level system.”

The Human Brain Project (awarded
€1bn by the EU) involves a large group
of scientists with backgrounds primarily
in neurobiology and computational science the goal of the project being to
develop new treatments for brain disease and new brain-like computing
technologies.
We here maintain that the “integration of brain data” that the above quote
refers to should go beyond the clinical
areas by including contributions from
the Humanities, the Social Sciences and
Natural Sciences that throw light on
how normal non-human and human
behaviors work. To explain diseases
scientifically, to diagnose them and
treat them, fundamental knowledge of
the underlying normal behavior is a
prerequisite. That is the international
and intellectual context in which the
SUBIC initiative is presented. Stockholm University combines this type of
fruitful academic environment with the
geographic proximity to the more clinically oriented research driven by scientists at the Karolinska Institute.
We will use a holistic approach that
encompasses all aspects of variation in
brain morphology and behavior in a
suite of organisms, ranging from Drosophila fruit flies to humans, to investi-

Survey of the field
Brain imaging facilities have become a
common tool in most medical faculties,
both in Sweden and other industrialized
countries. An increasing number of
non-medical Universities in Europe, the
USA and Japan have also been investing in brain imaging facilities, which
are typically used in research conducted
within Psychology, with more recent
expansions towards neuro-economics
and studies of decision-making.
EEG
For more than one century ago, the fundamental Physics knowledge generated
by basic research in electronics and
electromagnetism reached a level of
understanding of central electronic phe137
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nomena that made it possible to start
building devices capable of amplifying
electrical signals. Among the extremely
wide range of applications for the new
amplifying devices, the development of
sensitive and low-noise amplifiers
opened for the first Electroencephalographic (EEG) studies of the living
brain, both in animals and in human
subjects. Many of the initial studies of
EEG activity in the human brain were
understandably triggered by clinical
needs, like the study of cortical processes associated with aphasia, epilepsy
and other neurological diseases, but the
technology was quickly adopted to the
study of non-clinical basic research
questions, in particular within Psychology and Linguistics. EEG measurements provide cortical activity data
with high temporal resolution, which
makes them suitable to register Event
Related Potentials (ERP), but the measurements spatial resolution is poor. In
addition, the registered electrical signals are affected by the skull’s thickness, which may difficult the direct
comparison and interpretation of amplitude measurements obtained from different electrodes.

relevant cases. The technique explores
different aspects of the magnetic resonance properties of hydrogen nuclei,
depending on if the goal is to obtain
structural or functional measurements.
For instance, in the case of fMRI the
oxygenation-dependent magnetic properties of the haemoglobin are the key to
the investigation of brain regions involved in different tasks. As the neuronal activity level in a brain region
increases when a subject is requested to
perform a certain task, the neurons’
heightened activity level demands more
oxygen and richly oxygenated haemoglobin floods into the region. However,
after a few seconds the more active
neurons have all the oxygen supply they
needed but the oxygenated blood continues to flow for a short while. This
causes a temporary excess of highly
oxygenated blood in the region, which
can be measured because of the differences in the magnetic behavior of oxygenated haemoglobin (diamagnetic) and
deoxygenated haemoglobin (paramagnetic). Obviously, functional MRI
(fMRI) is an extremely important technique for both basic and clinical research because it generates high spatialresolution data of the whole brain from
which it is possible to identify regions
of heightened neuronal activity associated with different experimental tasks.
However, because fMRI actually
measures the excess of oxygenated
blood resources overflooding the active
brain region, the temporal resolution of
fMRI is typically in the range of a couple of seconds – which is much poorer
than millisecond resolution available
from EEG measurements – but fMRI’s
high spatial resolution is an excellent
feature for investigation of a range of
psychological phenomena where it is
important to identify the brain structures involved in specific tasks. Furthermore, the same equipment can be
used to obtain detailed structural brain
data, which is very important for the
study of long-term structural changes in
the brain (like aging, specializations
like in high level music performance,

MRI
A more recent technology for brain
imaging, introduced in the early 1990ies, is Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI). As in other cases, the technique
itself emerged from a combination of
basic research in neurophysiology and
in Physics, like Electromagnetism,
Atomic Physics and the physics of extremely low temperature electrical conduction (superconductors). The MRI
technique is suitable for both structural,
functional (fMRI) and diffusion (connectivity) brain imaging, which serve
different purposes. Like with the EEG,
most of the initial MRI studies were
concerned with structural assessments
of the clinical brain, but the range of
applications has progressively expanded towards more general basic research
questions that obviously feed back into
the need to understand the clinically
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structural differences associated with
the development of sign or oral language skills, long-term effects of environmental conditions, etc.) or to provide individual anatomical descriptions
of a subject’s brain – descriptions that
provide valuable information for the
interpretation of EEG, MEG and NIRS
data as well as for the design of TMS
experiments. The use of MRI scanners,
both in functional and structural studies,
is well established in many fields of
psychology involving the representation
of all types of sensory stimuli (although
still less with regard to auditory stimuli)
and in the last decades there has been
an increasing demand for the use of
fMRI technology in the study of sociological, economical, cognitive and decision-making processes. The two major
drawbacks of the technique until quite
recently have been its poor temporal
resolution and the disturbing levels of
intermittent noise generated during the
scanning sequences. This has not been a
problem for the methodologies used in
the above mentioned research fields but
the limited temporal resolution makes
the technique inadequate for the study
of rapidly time-varying phenomena,
like the cortical processing of speech
stimuli or cognitive responses associated with speech stimuli. Also the noise
levels in the scanner pose serious difficulties to studies requiring the presentation of speech or good quality audio
signals. Indeed, even though earplugs
and specially designed headphones do
improve much of the disturbance
caused by the scanner’s noise, the control of the presentation levels or of the
spectral details of the stimuli actually
delivered to the subjects is far from
satisfactory in most of the traditional
fMRI cameras. Fortunately, a new generation of much less noisy scanners has
appeared recently which will facilitate
basic research involving representations
of auditory stimuli as well as minimizing the disturbance and tension that the
MRI scanner noise can cause in young
children.

Evolutionary Zoology is yet another research area where MRI scanning is
an important tool for the structural
study of the evolution of the brain
across species. Scanners for this purpose have to meet species-specific
needs of spatial resolution and volumes
of operation. For instance, for morphological brain scanning of animals, like
dogs, wolves or foxes, smaller versions
of 3 T equipment provide good enough
brain images, but small rodents, small
fish or insects require much stronger
magnetic fields (9.4 T) to obtain brain
images with enough spatial resolution
though within scanning volumes as
small as 1000 cm3.
NIRS
The near-infrared spectrophotometry
(NIRS) is a technique that uses differences in the way oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin reflects infrared
light. Its working principle is similar to
that of MRI in that it measures the
amount of re-emergent light when illuminating cortical blood vessels with a
near-infrared light source. The amount
of reflected light varies with the oxygen
level in the haemoglobin and can therefore be used to estimate the amount of
oxygenated blood being requested to a
cortical region. The technique has a
better temporal resolution than fMRI
and better spatial resolution than EEG.
It can measure fast variations in the
blood oxygenation level achieving a
temporal resolution of about 200 ms as
well as the slow varying oxygenation
levels caused, as in fMRI, by the local
excess of oxygenated blood flooding to
the active brain region. Although a
temporal resolution of 200 ms still is
poor for the study of events linked to
specific speech or auditory features,
NIRS offers a good compromise of
temporal and spatial resolution. In addition, the NIRS equipment is portable
and its use is not constrained by the
common requirements of electromagnetic shielding because it operates in
the infrared range of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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MEG
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is
another very important brain imaging
technology. MEG was first implemented in 1968 by David Cohen, a physicist
from the University of Illinois (now at
the Harvard Medical School in Boston),
but it was only during the last few decades that its use became more widespread. In contrast to the thousands of
fMRI equipment available at hospitals
and many universities around the world,
the number of MEG cameras in the
world is still less than one hundred with
nearly 50% of the cameras located in
Japan and the USA. MEG measures the
very weak magnetic fields generated by
the brain’s neuronal activity, i.e. fields
of about 10 fT (10 × 10-15 Tesla) to be
measured against the one billion times
stronger earth’s 25-65 µT (25 × 10-6 to
65 × 10-6 Tesla) magnetic field. MEG is
a silent and passive technique that combines the temporal resolution of EEG
with a good spatial resolution. Therefore, although MEG’s spatial resolution
is not as good as fMRI’s, the technique’s excellent temporal resolution
and silent environment, makes it an
optimal compromise for the study of
cortical activity associated with rapidly
varying stimuli, like speech stimuli or
animated visual sequences. Another
important feature is that the measured
magnetic fields are not affected by the
skull’s thickness allowing, for instance,
for more reliable measurements of infants’ brain activity because MEG data
are not affected by differences in fontanel’s development. In addition, the
combination of simultaneous MEG and
EEG data provide a very reliable and
unambiguous source localization results
while keeping the high temporal resolution. MEG measurements are typically
complemented with the individual subject’s structural MRI data, which significantly increases the precision of the
source localization estimates and
strengthens the interpretation of the
MEG and EEG data.

TMS
Transcranial
magnetic
stimulation
(TMS) is a non-invasive technique to
induce momentary electrical disturbances in the brain function by using a
rapidly varying magnetic field. It is
silent and allows localized stimulation
of target cortical regions that polarizes
or depolarizes the neurons in the targeted region, which momentarily impairs
their normal function. Brain function is
restored immediately as soon as the
stimulation ends and there are no reported long-term effects from TMS use
in scientific research. TMS is an important technical resource to test hypotheses about the localization of different brain functions. For instance,
TMS is currently been used in speech
research to investigate the role of Broca’s area in the perception of speech
contrasts or to study how blockage of
motor cortex areas involved in certain
speech articulation movements influences the perception of speech sounds
that are produced by those articulatory
movements.
LSF microscopy
Light-sheet fluorescent microscopy
(LSF) is a technique to obtain highresolution images from biological structures by systematically illuminating
successive thin layers of tissue. This
technique is highly beneficial for certain questions particularly in very small
animals because it offers higher resolution than even a 9.4T MRI while being
very fast, allowing collection of high
resolution images for large sample sizes. This will be particularly important
for large scale analyses of brain morphology in small vertebrates and insects. Suggested use would target for
instance comparative analyses of finescale aspects of brain morphology
across multiple species of small vertebrates and insects, and artificial selection experiments on various aspects of
brain morphology.
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terms of explanatory models that
strengthen the traditional theories within the humanities.

Societal impact
Basic research in the Humanities and
Social sciences that contributes with
fundamental knowledge about the function of the human brain. Research that
produces good quality data and answers
to fundamental questions. Understanding of the human brain.
Spin-off effects due to the interdisciplinary character of the research and
the available critical mass at Stockholm
University.
Basic research on the similarities
and differences in brain morphology
and function between dogs, wolfs and
humans. Basic research on invertebrate
and vertebrate brain morphology evolution through the tree of life. In particular, zoological studies in the center will
start with large-scale analyses of the
evolution of brain morphology and behavior in dog breeds and wolves, rodents, insects and fishes.
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Attracting to Stockholm international research on brain function
Like in the advent of digital computers
in the early 1970-ies, brain imaging
resources are still a very expensive and
specialized technology with most infrastructures allocated to hospitals. The
investment on brain imaging infrastructures at non-medical universities will
trigger a natural increase in the
knowledge of the functional brain and
stimulate the development of methodologies that will integrate brain imaging
in a broad range of academic research.
The availability of the resources and the
increasing volume of their use are expected to offer new research avenues to
academic areas that study the complex
relationship between individuals and
their interaction with others, but that
traditionally do not explore empirical
methods. For instance, the possibility of
studying changes in brain activity in
connection with the complex human
experiences, like films, literature or
music, may help proposing specific
accounts of the human behavior in
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